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CKAftra I

IHTRODUGTIO:

!Section It The Scope dt the Present Stu

In this work & frtndt^r of the theory of eeononio growth under

three different teehnological aseaaptions is attmipted* The first of

them is the famous Barrod's^ model of eooncmdo growth which is haMd on

the aesaiqption of flsed coefficients of production. The second is the

neoclassical sndel that assumes that a given amount of goods can be

produced lay varying eoaiaiiiations of different factors of produeticai.

The third model, which is based tm that of Jtdiansen,^ attesgtts a

synthesis of the other two by assuming that factor substitution is

possible only at the time when the old capital is replaced by the new

or when new investment is made, whereat for the old plant which is

still (grating, the eeefficients of produeticm retain the values

planned at the time the plant is newly built.

The above three models, taken together, have masgr interesting

properties that could be studied with xmferenee to the actual trends

%. F. Harrod, "An Issay on l]|3rnamie Theoiy," Econowie Journal,
XLIX (1939)» llt-33. See also his Towards a Synamio Econc^os (Lond^t
hhciaillan and Co., ltd., 19143)*

L. Jc^ansen, "Substitution versus Fixed Production Coeffioientt
in the Theory of Hteonomic Orowthi A Synthesis," Econoimtrioa, XXVII,
No. 2 (1959)» 157-76. ~



of the eooncsi^ over tine* The purpose here is to study those properties

of the models that are basic fron the point of Tieir of econonic analysis*

The basic properties are those which characterize the equilibrium

pattern of an eofmoBQr •nd also rereal the behavior of the economy when

out of equilibrium*

In the study of equilibritim and stability consideration of the

mrket forces which act through prices of goods aiui services bectHSSS

neeessaxy* In a multiseotoral model the prices of goods could be

studied with s<»w 8iBg)lifieatlon* The present study is concerned with

a one-coamodity model except <»i a few ocoasious when breakdown of the

eoonoigy into sectors bee<»ies necessary* In 8on» places mention will

be made of the effect of changing prices on dTnaaio equilibrium even

in a one-c<mniodity model.

Tito studr factor prices will be prcmdnent in this discus

sion as far as the determination of equilibrium trend of l^e eoontmay

is concerned* Iconcmde literature abounto in controversies as to

whether growth equilibrium exists^ is stable, and whether market forces

have stabilising or destabilising influences on the econony envisaged

by a given model* Seme of the oontroversies regarding stability in

connection with Harrod's model will be considered, which may, however,

be considered as a detour. The influence of market forces as revealed

by the pricing of factor services consistent with equilibrium growth

will be the main subject matter of this work.

In this discussion all interpretatioos of distribution will be

based on the eoon(^c models studied. It can be shown that each model



has Its aoro or !••• definite ir^lications about prices in general

whi^ can be derived very ei^lr in some cases, whereas others

require much more elaborate process, though the basic principles may

be ̂ e sane. For escanple, in the models assuming substitutability of

factors the application of the marginal productivity theory is siiiq)le

enough to determine ineoae distribution. But in the fixed-coefficient

models this is not so. fhus a more general theoretical scheme has to

be followed to explain inocmm deteimdnation for the models concerned.

Distribution theory is, at present, a controversial subject.

Since the consideration of this in the context of growth equilibrium

is a significant pairt of the problem, it is thought worthwhile to dweU

on this subject almie by way of clarifying the approach to be taken.

In the next section the basic idea that untterlies almost all theories

of distribution will be studied. In later sections sous existing

static and dynaid.o models will be considered which are not studied as

the main subject matter of this work, but which provide an insight into

the state in which the theory of distribution is at present togetl»r

with the theory of equilibrium in general.

The second chapter will be devoted to a stu^y ef Harrod's

BK>del of eeontrndo gri^h and neoclassical oritioisms of the model.

The neoolassieal model of growth is to be found in the course of the

argu:^nts. In studying Harrod's model Kald<a*'s Keynesian theory of

incoa» distribution will be considered. The latter theory will be

shown to be inadequate as an explanation of equilibrium.



In the chapter the constancy of production coefficients la

Harrod's aodel will be discussed, giving consideration to Samelson's

substitution theorem* The theorem will be studied with the assuniptioa

of profit maximisation on the paz*t of the entrepreneurs and the result

will be used to show that if factor prices are flexible, the coeffioi-

ents of productitm will be such that Harrod's equilibrium rate of growth

will equal the natural rate of growth determined by the rate of techno

logical progress and the rate of growth of the labor force, anoe this

is the neoclassical line of reasoning, cfejections to it will be

considered in the same ohiqpter*

The third chapter will be concsnutd with Johansen's model of

economic growth* This model will be studied with various assui^tions

regarding the durability or depreciation of capital goods* Though they

will not differ from Johansen's assuB^tions, the determination of

equilibrium growth of the econosQr or even the stationary equilibrium

in cases in which they exist will be studied with additional con

straints derived from the valuation aspect of the economy* Also to be

considered is a controversy whether J(rfiansen's assumption that fixed

coefficients of produotion rule for capital goods sQjread^ existent in a

world where productivity of factors is rising is legitimate or not* A

synthesis will be atteng>ted between Johansen's approach and the neo

classical approach by using two types of production function in

Johansen's model* The two pz*oduotion functions are those x*elevant for

shoirt and long periods, respectively, which are assumed to be character

ised hy two distinct sets of parameters. The fourth chapter will pre

sent conclusioxui.
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theory en^loyed by the elaasioaX eoonomists^ although it says that wage

Is detersdned by the amount of wages fund, also Inplles that the wage

rate in fact tends to equal the marginal prochict of labor. However,

only in the stationary state do supply and demand of labor reach eqfuality

nM^ygi nai produot of labor becoMBs equal to the equilibrium wage nte.

Regarding profit, the arguments are not quite olear. Been many Mdem

writers have no definite theory of profit. If it is regarded as entre

preneurial income, imimely, the return on the skill of the entrepreneur

and his undertaking of risk in investing capital, the term profit would

include a Bsu*>er of eleasnts. But if the minimum risk premiixm and the

psyaent for the skill of manai^nint are dedueted, the rate of interest

remains to be determined.

In a determination of the rate of interest the maz'ginal analy

sis holds its own if it is realised that the supply of capital is the

result of the allocation process of inc<MW by its recipients and that

nH is determined by the addition vhich it makes to the total produot

of the enterprise. But the idea of marginal productivity has been a

Mtf of controversy among economists in some instances. Capital, as

an iag>ortant element of the production process, may or may not be

regarded as s "factor" of production, depending on how one conceives of

a factor of production in economics. Capital consists of a large

variety of intermediate goods which are the result of tl» productive

activities. If capital is thus conceived as a set of intermediate



goods waiting to be finished, the idea that it leads to a surplus

▼alne by leading to an increase in the total product of the enteirprlse

requires eiqplanation. Bdim-Bawerk's eritieisa of the aarginal produc

tivity theory of interest springs mainly fr(»i this charaeteristic ocf

capital* In his theory Bctot-Bawerk introduces the concept of period of

production as a mMsure of capital, idiich is used as a device to evolve

an analytic framework in which rats of interest is determined independ

ently of the marginal productivity theory* But sinoe the more round

about method of {uroduotion involving more use of oapital can be used,

according to this theory, only if this rssults in higher productivity

of the production process, one is again led to explain the rate of

interest along the marginal productivity lines* The achievement of the

Austrian theory, therefore, lies not in radiating the marginal produc

tivity theory of interest, but in evolving a new approach of analysing

the productim process of the eoonoqjr in which oapital is closely

entax^ed with "time."

Other iapertant attea^ts at explaining rate of interest are

Fisher's time-preference theory, loanable fund theory, and liquidity

preference theory.^ The first of thew is related to marginal produc
tivity on the demand side of the determinant of the rate of interest*

^See E. vm B^to-Bswerk, Positive Ttwo^^ Capital, trans.
W* Smart (Mew Yorki 0. E* Stechert and Co., 19«3)» I, 17-^3*

^For Bohm-Bawerk's criticism of productivity theories, see
J. W* Conard, An Introduction to the Theory of Interest (University of
California Press, 1959)» pp» 28-30*

^For a dlsoussicni of various theorlss of Interest, see J* W*
Conard, ibid*



The latter two theories, the loanable fund and the liquidity preference,

are not so dix^ctly connected with laarglnal analysis, but Tarious

authors hare atteivfted to show that within the fraaework of a more

general Walraslan type of a»del the rate of interest explained according

to one theory is the saae as that explained by the other. Without

going into detail, it nay be stated that these theories art e^sistent

with the proposition given above*

So far, the other elensnts which enter into profit, vis*, risk

and skill of aaaageeent have been neglected* Skill of sianageaiant does

not present any serious diffloulty* With regard to the foanoer, risk,

the uncertainty theory of profit which siqrs that profit is the return

on risk-bearing in an uncertain world should be considered. If revenue

is interpreted over and above the costs over a given period as the

return due to the risk undsrtaksn by the investor, it is sure to lead to

sons aid>iguitie9* When profit is earned, what sufficient criterion is

there to distinguish between the earnings due to ths effioienoy of the

fira, risk-bearing ef the entrepreneur, and other oonQ>lexes of events

going on in the real world? In the opinion of ths writer, the notion

of profit as a phenomenon of uncertainty is misleading* In an uncertain

vinrld, a business enterprise oan be regarded as a player in a game in

which there are mixed strategies* The expenditure made by the business

is the cost of playing the gams. The knowledge about the probability

distribution of events such as the prioa of goods and services, wage

rates, interest ratss, and so on, is presumably derived from ei^irical

stu<i^ before an investment decision is made* On this basis the course



m-'" a/: ■■

of action v^ieh naximizes expeotod gain or nininiBea expected losa in

wsae relevant sense is chosen* This is not to say that there is pure

objectivity in calenlating ohanffiss of gain and loss* But whatever

subjectivity exists, it has an eog}irical foundation in the experience

of the players. When the enterprise is started the gains or losses are

outoooes of chance* The expected return is the stochastic return on

the plant and is estiiaated on the basis of available infomation* A

profit higher or loser than the expected level is liable to affect the

•a^ctation of the entrepreneurs and lead to a change in the decisions

to invest. Henoe, profit is the return on capital in the long run,

even in an unoertain world.

Before concluding this section, hou the prepositi<m outlined at

the beginning of this section applies to the case of nodels with contin

uous substitutability of factors and to the one with fixed coefficients

of production will be studied. In the case in which substitution of

factors is allowed, there are three distinct possibilities regarding

the return to scale of output• If it is assoBWd that there is constant

return to scale, the fanous Euler's thooreiu holds and the payment to

the factors according to their marginal product eidumsts the total

product* The return to various factors, their level of esgtlcgrment, or

the level of production of each good and also prices of goods and the

coefficients of production are similtanemaly determiiMd by the supply

and denand* The prices of faotors deternine the proportion in which

are eiqplcyed* Level of enplcysent is detsradnsd by 'Mmi dsnsnd for

goods*



When Increasing returns to scale prevail, the rtargixial produc

tivity theory cannot be applied as in the previous case. This is one

iiB^xirtant reason why it Is necessary to consider demand for goods as

playing a significant role in the detex^nation of factor prices in

order to obtain a more general theory of distribution. The scarcity of

factors is also in^jortant beeause of its bearing on prices. The present

work, however, will be restricted to the case of ooaataat returns to

scale to siaplify arguxiients.

In a fixBd coefficient model the factors are assumed to be

enpleyed in fixed proportions which cannot be altered. This mkes it

iR^ossible to evaluate the marginal product of aiQr factor as in the

previous case by comparing factor-proportions, beeauw om factor eaanet

be increased by keeping others constant in order to increase output.

But this absence of substitution possibility of factors is no hindrance

to the appHcatioa of the marginal Idieoiy of distribution. The substi-

tutitwi by oonsunsrs amcmg various items through chcdee becomes the

basis on xrhich the theory of distribution can be built.

In a iTuilt 1 -cODonodtty case it can be assumed that there are n

commodities, each o.f which is produced by a given technique. In the

hierarchy of conraodities existing at any tiraa, various amounts of them

are produced and sold at various prices. In equilibrium the price per

unit ®f aiy good is equal to its unit cost, which in t\irn is determliiad

by the prlees of factors employed arul the coefficients of productiwi

idiich characteriae the technique of producing that comiaodity. Price of

any particular factor is homogeneous in the eeoaonQr. In competitive



equilibriuia the demand conditions are suoh that the marginal unit of

output of eaoh good produced finda a purchaser with a price which just

covers its cost of produoticm* The inportanee of deaand bee<xnes cbwious

if the consequence of a change in a particular factor price can be men*

Assomb that equilibriua is disturbed thae to the rise in wage rate* The

emsequenoe of this change is to render the existing XeTcl of activ

ities in all met«r>s uiqnefitable. In the labor intensive metor

prices will rise nore than in others* Thus a reallocation is neoe8saz7

in order to restore the equilibrium* Allowing ctmsumer substitution

eaplegrment will rise in the capital intensive sector and fall in the

labor intensive sector* Thus in t^e pzeseat model the significant part

of the problem is the detemination of allocation of factors in differ

ent sectors* Such aUoeation is guided by valuation of consumers. The

existence of valuatim with a ooswwn purchasing poser i>q>lies substitu

tion of some type.

The above discussion reveals that there is similarity between

the model with the fixed eoefficient of production and the <»ie with

variable faeter ia>qportion. But in the former case the marginal revenue

productivity is deteminsd with reference to consumer pricing only*

This point is illustrated by the following example*

Suppom that there are two goods^ A and B* It is assumsd that

one unit of A is produced with one unit of capital and two units of

labor. Similarly it is assumed that the production of one unit of B

requires one unit of labor and one unit of capital* It is further

ssmamd that their demand functions arej



X_ m 100»p_ and

vhera Ig^ and are quantities of A and B demnded and p^ and p^ their

respeotive prices* Suppose that the initial •quUibzdua Taluea vere

p^ « 25 and P|^ n 1$, vith « 75 and « 35» vage rate ■ 10 and rate

of {urofit « 5* It foUoss that the total labor eiqployed is 185 and

capital ia 110* If one luiit of capital and tvo unite of labor are trans*

ferred to eect<af A from sector B the result is X^ s 76, which inijlles

that p^ m 2k and in the other sector X|^ s 33 and p^ 2 resulting

new wafs rate of 7 is the margiaal pro^ot of labor, and the marginal

product of capital or the rate of profit new becomes 10* This esqplains

how new price structure leads to new levels of output of the goods A

and B which beoome profitable*

Kowever, there are sons ccnqplieations in the above illustration.

fcx' instance, cms majr ask about the nisaing one unit of capital in the

reallocation process* This would not present angr serious problem in a

acre genersd model which ecmsiders the allocation of inooae between

current consuiqption and saving. The above exaiig>le was designed siiq>l7

to explain the role of ̂ mand in the marginal produotivit^ interpreta

tion of distribution in the t^e of model studied here* But <»ie can

easilj visualise that the cause of reallocation in the above exang>le is

to be found in the deoreoM in the supply of capital relative to supply

of labor. Thus a new equilibrium with no relative scarcity or scqpor-

fluity of capital is established with new factor-incomes. The effect

of superfluity of capital arising ircm, say, a change in the time



preferenott of the pec^le way siwilarly be considered as leading to

capital intensive proceee.

The theory oatlined above can bo easily extended to the (^jmamie

Bodals. There will bo occasion later on to conaider the distribation

pr<^leiB relating to the fixed coefficient models. Here it is worthifhile

to som remarks about the nature of problews that will be confronted

in considering a dynamic model.

In a (itynamic model changes are allowed in technology, simply of

resources like labor and capital, in taste of the people, and so on,

which are regarded as given in a static model. It is very difficult

to develop a general (dynamic theory capal^e of explaining all varieties

of change and their iaplicatione. But the effect of changing supply of

factors of production distribution can be explained. In a model

based on the assumption of substitutability of factors it is (j^uitc

olear that changing supply of factors presents no difficulty in finding

hoe the econwsy reacts to the change. The factor-proportions can be

varied according to the availability of various factors of production.

But in a fixed coefficient model it causes sows difficulty* The diffi

culty is only apparent if consideration is given to a factor such as

capital that can adapt to the supply of other factors and to the dcmawi

for commodities by the eonsumiers. If it does not, ®ero returns aire

ii^lied for soma factors and this would have drastic coneequencssi

The precise way in which capital adapts to the supply of other factors

in a fixed coefficient world depends upon a variety of eireumstancss.

Consider, for example, an eeonfflsy in which only Isbor and capital are



the faotm*8 of production* Suppose the supply of labor la outrunning

tho of eapital* In such a ciroumatanoe it la definite that

return on capital beooaas high* Labor can be uneoplo^d and its

laarginal prcduct reduced to eero* But such an avkifard situation la

unlikeljr to occur because the fall in vage mans reduction in conaa^p*

tion and increase in the rate of aecuaailatioa. Equilibrium is achieTsd

if the rate of accretion of the value of invested capital equals the

rate of grcsrth* If it is higher^ accumulation will inoreaee in rate

and vice versa* Another possibility is that labor intensive or capital

saving technology will develop and this will restore the equilibritna

between the supply and demand of factors*

It should be noted that the nst increment of the value of the

product resulting from the investment of an additional unit of capital

is the awryi nai rsvenue product of eapital* wage rate at which the

additional labor finds en^loyment as a result of the new addition to

the stock of capital is the marginal product of labor* In other wcrds^

marginal analysis of distribution is possible with fixed coefficients*

the fundaasntal premise (m ididch the above analysis rests is

that the resources controlled by an economic unit are scarce and bring

a positive not return* One particular aapect of this premlae is that

whenever marginal productivity analysis is ueed to esplaln factor

prices with the assu^ion of factor subatitutability the marginal

productivity of capital le always positive, similar to that of labor*

The realism of this aeeus^tion is questionable* But in equilibrium of

a atisn-cootrolled competitive econcmy it is dcwAftful that any ctlwr line



of reasoning could provide an adequate analysis of distribution.

It say also be ergeed th&t the theory of distribution developed

in this section can be applied only in the case of Hdcro-econoiuics.

For the aggregative nodele it nay be considered inadequate* Perhaps

the dissatisfaction is dne to the presence of institutional factors,

among other consplications, and also is due to the Interpretation of the

marginal preductlvity thecnry in ite 8iiq}lest form based on factor sub

stitution* The purpose of the so-called s^ero-economlo theories of

distributimt has baoa to avoid all the ooag>lication8 introduced by the

details of snrleet forces vithin the institutional framevork of the

econfflgy and also the difficulties arising from the prodaction function

approach to this problem and eithin these oonflJies to evolve a con

sistent theory of distribution. One version, that of ̂ dor,^ will be

considered in the next chapter. It will show that it only gives an

answer to the question as to what part of the total income should go to

labor and sbat part to oapital under full eigployment conditions in order

to satisfy oquilibrium e<mditions, and that this is done on the basis of

sons arbitrary assuqptiws which my not be true in general* It will be

Shawn that tha question of factor price determination is not answared

by this model* It may be eald thet the marginal analysis explained in

this section allowe no alternative as a general principle, however mueh

its precise meaning nay vary ae assumed conditions vary*

^Seo N* Kaldor, "Alternative Theories of Distribution," Review
of Economle Studies, IXIII, So* 6l, 91-100.



The next eeotione vill be devoted to e eurveT- of Ideas about

static or ̂ jmanio equilibrium with their ii^lications about income

distribution as they exist today.

Section Illt Some Inmortant Economic Models

It is thought desirable to note some basic features of sons of

the impoz^ant economie models that wdst at present and see hov the

observations about distxdbution the<»y apply to thnu In order to do

this sons soheae of classification is desirable. Although Davis's^

elassifioation of the thecndes into (e) "Nurgiaal Productivity

TheorioSf" (b) *lfsoro-econcmd.o Theories," and (o) "Institutional

Theories" or "Group Oynamies" could be maintained, a different proeed*

ure is intended here* The ptirpoae here is to study tho theory of

distributira in the oontext of econoaaio grovth, growth equilibrium,

end its stability. The classification is then based on the general

theoretieal sehMS devel(^>ed by various authors in their works* Tl^se

are as foUowst

1. S^tic growth medsls maintainiag ̂ e aestuqption of substi-

tutability of faetors* Heeclassical theories ere the best representa

tives of this Glass*

R, M. Davis, "Recent Development in the Theory of Income
Distzdbution," Frowedings of the Th^y-fourth Annual Conference of
the Western EconomAo Aesociation, 1959f P« 1^*



1  2
BrtOT-BaM«rk*a theory of capital, including ite modem Twreioas,

also belongs to this class* In the sphero of capital aocumulatim and

optimal resource allocation over time, Ramsey's^ model remains a classic

sxssple*

As far as the treatment of miltipliclty of technique is con

cerned Robinson' model may be classed here* This is true if multipli

city of technique means variability of the ratio of factors used in

producing one unit of output* Her discussions are predominantly

characterised by the assumptions of fixed coefficients of production,

hcwever.

If it is thcmi^ that the alternative processes of production

assumed by von Neumann^ in his general equilibrium model are p^Lnts in

a pro(tietion function, this, also, ean be classed here*

2. Fixed coefficient mxlels without growth* In this class two

^BohsHSaarerk, op* eit.

^C* Blyth, •'The Theory of CSapital and its Time Measures,"
Econometriea, XXIV (1956), h67-79* See also his article "Towards a
More General Theory Capital," Economica, XXVII (I960), 120-36*

^F. P* Samsmy, "A Nathematioal Theory of Saving," Ecenomio
Journal, XXXVIII (1927).

^Joan Rcbinson, Aocumulation of CapHal (Inrin, 1956). See the
same author's "Production Function and the Theory of Capital," Review
of Eoonomie Studies, XXI, Mo. 55 (1953-195i4), 81-106.

von Neumann, "A Model of GNineral Equilibrium," The Review
of Economic Studies, XIII, No. 33 (19U5-19li6), 10-18.



ii^ortant Bodels^ naiwly the statie Leontief siodel and the Wstlraslan
2

model of geiwral equilibritun, may he taken.

3. coefficient models ̂ ith grorfch. Barrod-Domar^ model#

belong to this class, fhsy deal with aggregate quantitiesj hence they

may he regarded as oi»-ooBBiodlty models. The study of Harrod'a model

is the puaTpose of the second chapter. The imiltlsectoral generalisation

of this class of models is to be found in the dynaidc Leontief model.^

U. Jfodels dealing with uiwi^loyment or income-variatioa condi

tion. In this class Scynesian^ theory ie prominent. This is predomi

nantly a short-run theory. Hairever« eom models dealing with economic

growth may be regarded as an extsasion of Keynesian theory. This is

true of tho Harrod model. In the static level the Keynesian model is

effioiantly designed to explain the effect of maatj dmand or prices on

output. The behaTior of entrepreneurs viith respect to investment and

the whole eeonony with respect to the purchase of the output of oonsumsr

goods and the disposition of money is the most significant aspect of the

study in this class*

Leontief, The Structure of Amerioan Eeonomr. 1919-1939
{2d ed.j Hew Torkt Oxford University Press;.

^L. Waliras, Elements of Pure Economics, trans* M* Jaffe
(Irwin, Illinois, l^W^

^Harrod, op* elt.j E* D* Domar, "Capital Expansion, Rate of
Growth and Enployiaent,** Econometrica, XIV (19li6), 137**U7*

^iT* Leontief, et al.. Studies in the St^oture of the Amerioan
Sooaoi^ (Hew lorki Cbcford University Press, 1953)» C3mp. III.

^J* M. Keynes. The General Theory of £i»g>lc!ymeat* Interest and
Money (Mew Trark, 1936).



Here « aabolaae of econoisic thoory can be acted which Is based

on the earlier ideas of Kayaes, Mentioned by bin in the Treatise on

Moaey^ about the deteraination of profit by an entrepreneur*a decision

to consuise and the totality of the decisions of consuMsrs and financial

institutions regarding saving, expenditures, lending policies, and so

CHI* Kaldor^ and RcfeinsoiP belong in this category. One might even

include KaleokL^ in this subclass for similar reascms. The next section

gives a brief idea of their vork, although Chapter II considers Kaldor

in detail*

6. lastly. Mention ie made of the model of Johansen^ which is
in ths azea of ee<MK)Hic growth and shares the essui^itions of classes

1 and 3 Mentioned above. It has already be«i asntioiMd that the

properties of this model will be studied in the third chapter.

The purpose of this classification is to provide a way to look

at how different thecariea have sought to explain the f<weee at work in

the economy with different ooneeptuaX tools. The models listed in the

elsssific&tion are, it is believed, the ones that are predmlnant in

the eQon(xalo analysis. In some form or other their implication

d. Keymes, a Treatise en Money, I (Londons Macmillan and
Co., 1930).

Kaldor, "Alternative Theories of Distribution," Review of
Eoonomio Studies, XXIII, So. 3, 83-100, and also "A Model of Economic
Growth," EconoH^o Journal, LXVII, No. 268 (1957)» 591-629*

^Joen Robinson, Accuim:

^M. Kalecki, Theory ol
Unwin, 195U). """

^^ohansen, loo, cit.

(Irwin, Illinois, 1956).

s  (Londoni Allen and



influences the ideas which would otherwise look novel. In all these

aodels the siwItkLs of equilibrium atteiq>ts to stu^jr how equilibrium

output, prices of goods, and tmomm e£ factors are determinsd, to

mention onlj a few. The detsndnation of aU these are closelj

interrelated.

It is not claimed that the above classification is sadiaustive.

Beeause of the vast area thiqr cover it is not possible to study care

fully all the existing theories in a work like tiiis. Even among the

works included in the classification some are not the principal subjeot

matter of this work. This is true all the static theories. But for

the present, some remarks about them will be valuable.

Section IVt Some Obser^tions <m Static Models

In this section a brief remark on some existing static thecaries

is attainted without aiming at an exhaustive treatment of the fields

they cover. The gist of the remark is that the system of equilibrium

envisaged by all such models is e(»i«Lstent with or dependent <m the

theory of distribution outlined in Section IX, above. It will be found

that many of the arguments will be repeated, but not, it is hoped,

unnecessarily.

A static thewy ia distinguished frc» a dynamie theory its

assumption of fixity in tlM supply of factors of produetion, cozunimer

tsste, and technology. In this fraamwork a varisty of thoorios are

devel(^d, soms assuming produotion funotion with variability of factor

pr^ortioos and some assuming fixsd eoeffieisnts, classes 1 and 2 of the

last section. The former is characteris?tie of the neoclassioal school



whtrMt th« latter Is chAracterietlc of the Walroir-Leontlef aodeXa*

K^meeian theory aay be considered as a static theory* Kaldcr>

Kaleekl-Rcfbinson theories are desigmd for dyaaados^ but their theories

of distribution nay be applied in a static systen too* Before going ca

to these, the first two will be considered*

In a neoclassical system with factor substitutability, as

already obmrved in Section II, the existence of equilibriua coincides

with the detenainatimi of factor-prices by marginal productivity* It

is the given theory that an eemMqr with larger oapital-labor ratio

has lower marginal productivity ef capital than in the cqpposite ease*

This has an ii^>«rtant coueqiieiwte regarding the stability of equilibrium,

beeause it inplies that excess of any factor relative to the other is

absorbed in the econony W bhe change in the i^riee of the factors* Thus

the eoono^f Is perfectly stable*

The given neoelassical theory is challenged by authors who do

not believe in the working of stabilising forces* It should be enj^-

sised that the marginal productivity theory is an integral part of neo

classical theory. Robinson, while not objecting to narginal productiv

ity ideas, finds that the Bii«)le eoaparative statics mnqplcyed in eaqplain-

ing the two different equilibrium situati<m8 is unacceptable* Without

going into the eonplications ef her argumexxte, the writer notes som at

the obvious facts which are iiqplied by the variation of faotor-

proportions in a siiqple neoelassical model* Consider two economies, A

and B, with aqoal aggregate amounts of output as a wh^e and equal

durability of capital goods* Of these two, A with larger capital-labor



ratio has a largar proportion of capital gooda in tha total output*

Thus, in this eoono^jr tha aggrtgata consumption is loirar than in B

having a loirer capital-labor ratio* This has sens iaportant iiqplica-

tions* In the eoonoqsr A with low rate of c<»»un|>tion tha jmopansity

to save is higher at tha same level of output than in the other aconoBQr*

Suppose that in A a low rate of discount of futtire satisfaction pre

vails and the rate of interest is low, though savings azv high* Assun*

lag sero rate of profit fen* aquilibriiua under parfaot ooapatition, the

wage rate is higher in A* Itioh eoifusicm will arise if the high wage

rate is talnn to aean high aggregate e<HURuaption* This aay not be true

theoretioally* Aggregate oonsu^ptiem need not rise or it may even fall

and still tha real wage rate of labor maj be higher* If constant

retxim to seals is assuned, as has been dona here inplicitly, and if

both eoonoeies are asmasd to have the sane l^irpe of production ftinction,

the proportions of ineona going to labor and capitalista may be invari

ant under changes in eapital-labor ratio.^ Thus any differenee in

oapital-labor ratio in two eeontmdea with the same aggregate output may

ba axplicable only in terns of time preferei»e or something of this wrt*

Further, it may be argued that a higher wage rate in the

eeon<my with the hii^tier eapital-labor ratio is liable to lead to higher

cost of producing capital* But this docs not present any serious diffi

culty if it is realised that in capital goods production the new process

is more capitalistic because of higher wage rate* Cost in real tenis

^hia is true if there is unit elasticity of substitution
between factors*



is the sans* Onlj the hreakdoum of the total unit cost between SMUBt

of labfo* imd anoant of serrice of oapital has ohanged* while tha serrloss

weighted bj their price may renain invariant toe*

Above, the cost of capital was intended to mean the cost of real

capital assurasd to be B»asured in physical units in which the goods in

general are sMuisured* This may be dbjeeted to. If the rasaairement

fairly reprewnate the productive esj^ity ̂  a plant this cannot be said

to be unjustifiable* Sven if it is adadtted that this Measure is not

justifiable and the Moasoreaent given by BoliM>Baarerk^ is accepted in

terns of average period of producticm or in terns of the eunulants of

2
the distribution of inputs and outputs in tine given tgr Blybh, no

significantly different conclusion would be reached. In such theories

oapital asmiaes the character of process of production* The decision

of entiN^remurs in choosing a paarticular tina-a^hape of input and out*

put depends on factor prices and teohnloal eendltions. A wage rate

higher than the previous one will iwcessitate ejqpenditure in fixed

oapital aM it naturally happens that noro oxpondituro is concentrated

in the beginning and leas expenditure le distributed over the lifetime

of a process of pr^ucticm*

The dyaanle part of this analysis involves the studf of the

prooess of adjustnwst and, as Rcbia8<m rightly mys, it is not eacy.

^Ses B«dm->Bawork, loo* clt.
2
See Blyth, "Tcwards a More General Theory of Capital,"

BeonoMica, XX7II (I960), 20-36.



froa the oc^arative statics above It is kncsm that la the

stodel considered here it is aXvtgrs possible that £<st at^ azbitrarx

amounts of varioas factcKrs of prodBotion there can be a full enplcyment

stati(siar7 eqtiilibrittm, and factors earn positive rate of return

however sRall it nay be for sone of then that are plentifal in supply*

But if a fixed-coefficient nodel is taken, there is difficulty in obtain

ing an equilibrium with full utilisation of factors for any arbitrary

amounts of them*

In a Walrasian model, for exanple, with i^ven anounts of

factors, me can detemine equilibrium, in general, characterised by

excess capacity, fhe equatims relati^ outputs of goods to the given

factors cannot have solutions with positive outputs of all goods except

chance. Hence with given production functions and demand functions

fcs* all the goods, equilibrium can exist in which 8(HM» factors are in

excess supply and can bs said to have their marginal productivity equal

1
to zero, fhqy naturally becme free goods. If this state of affairs

is the result of the persistent l<^frttn tendency in the behavior &f

the eoonoi^ as a lihole perhaps such equilibrium is to be regarded as a

genuine long-run oquilibrium. Otherwise one eannet accept such a solu

tion as axything mere than market equilibriTua. In the Xoag run the

of facttars should be allowed to vary. Thus with vaiying supply

Of factors it is necessary to consider the effect of the rate of return

m the factors, fhs writer therefore believes that even in the case of

^See Dorfmaa, Saouelson, and Sdow, Linear Prograi
Eeonoade Analysis (Mew lorki McGraw-Hill Book Co., tnc..



fixed coefficiest of production in the Xoag run each faetcr reetains

soarce#

This analjsls in the dynando setting will be pursued in the

next chapter* It be obeerred that tr<m a purely theoretical point

of Tlew ttas difficulty of obtaining a long-run full eiqpldyBMnd^ equi

librium solution of a fixed coefficient i»o<tol is very often <caggerated*

S<mte aapects of the leyaeslan model which is a static «^el as

far as it Is conoerned with the shcrt period in which factor supply is

fixed, ti^^ is no change in the teehnitpe of production and the taste

of oonsumers also is fixed, may now be eoneidored* the r<^e of invest-

^nt in this nodel is one of geimratii^ income rather than that of

augaesting the capacity of enterprises* tims mm investment in the

leymsian mdel does not inermise factor mppXy,,

As far as the determination of factor income is cmomrnsd

Seynes does not dapurt from the max^inal productivity theory thouidi

he disagrees with the idea that fuH e^pl^ifment equilihrium is always

possible as a neoessary state of affairs* the role of im<me variation

as a detez^nant of change in aggregate demand and, therefore, of the

supply of goods is %h» prucisl part of Keynesiaa theory*^ At each level

of ii»o«e with aevlsgs equaling plamed investment there is equilibrium

with correaponding level of ejqployaent* this is true for the olaaeical

m>del as much as It is true for Xeynes* But for K»ym» when there is

unei^cymnt a redhioticna in money w^e rate does luit raise employment in

%yBes^



H^eraX beoause this leads to a fall in deaand thereby rsdaoing the

profit# This argument is not in conflict with the distribution theory

eatlined in Seetion II, above. In accordance with the present analysis

it is through deaand and price the marginal products of factors are

realised and even e^qplained in teru of them* Pall in denmd in

Keynesian theory lowers tlM marginal productivity of plant and equip

ment* In the short run when the etock of capital is given, a low level

of demand is associated with excess of eapital ooaqpared to the level

of producti«m. But this situation cannot be regarded as normal and

ei^uring. The writer believes, with Kaldor,^ that the unen^ilqyment

equilibrium is unstable from the point of view of the long-run develop

ment Of the economy* This will beC(»M clear in the analysis in the

next chapter.

When demaiuS increases, the level of production rises as long

as there is possibility of increasing employment. In the short run,

however, increasing e^loyment leads to diminishing marginal produc

tivity of labor. Keynes says that up to the point when surplus labor

is absorbed "the decreasing return from applying more labour to a given

capital equipment has been offset by the aequieseenee of labour in a

diadLnlshing real wage."^ After this point a rise in eiq^loyment neces

sitates a rise in wage by the equlvalenb amount the product IncreaMS,

^See K. Kaldor, "A Model of Economic Srowth," Eoonoaic Journal,
LXVII, Mo. 268, 593-9U.

9
See Keynes, General Theory, p. 28?.



"vhcreas tho yield from applying a further unit would be diioiniehed

quantity of the product. The conditions of strict equilibrium require,

therefore, that wages and prices, and consequently profits also, should

all rise in the same proportions as expenditure, tho 'real' positi^,
1

.  . • being left unchanged."

The above suggests that the marginal productivity theory is

used ly Keynes to eiqplain distribution. It is true that labor does

not always clamour for its marginal produot. But in equilibrium at

full eaqployneat wage rate is in line with the marginal produot. It nay

be asked, however, whether marginal product is the only limit to which

s
wage rate oan rise. This is the attitude )»ld by Kaldor.

If marginal produot of labor Is regarded as the upper bound of

wage rate it follows that under constant returns to seals the marginal

product cf capital is the lower bound for the rate of profit. In the

next chapter it will be aeen that with some additional strict ions on

these boundaries, Kaldor's theray of distribution says that the profit

rate and wage rate should lie between thew boxindarles. The Keynesian

argument above shows that in full eaployoeat the marginal product of labor

is also the lower bound for wage. Hence it follows that wage rate must

be equal to marginal produot of labor. Further it should be obseirwed

that in a competitive world a rate of profit higher than the marginal

product of capital would induce further Investment until it equals the

Hbid.

^See H. Kaldor, "A Rejoinder to Jfr. Atsumi and Professor Tobin,"
Review of Economic Studies, XXVII, p. 119.



latter. Tims In full eIl^>l47TOnt the marginal product of capital is the

upper bound for profit beeause a return higher than this is liable to

be oos;>eted atray*

The nason for developing a theory of distribution without tak*

ing marginal productivity into aeeount was in the fact that profit and

wage, according to Saldor, e(mld be anywhere within the limits referred

to above, depending upon the es^ndituze habits of capitalists and

labor* Kaldor devel^s a theory of distribution which is baaed on the

idea given b7 K^paes in his Treatise cm Money that the rate of profit

depends on the consmaption deoisicm of labor and enterpreneurs, the

deeisimi of the latter to invest and the policy of the banks regarding

credits*^ In that muse work Keynes nuiti«Md the widow's cruse doc

trine according to which the profits of entrepreneurs inoreaMS with

the increase in the eonsunsr expenditure of enterpreneurs* As a casual

interpretaticm the validity of such a theozy is dubious* But as will

be seen in the next chapter, Kaldor builds up a systematic theory of

distribution out of these ideas. The same is true of the theory of

Robinson, though quite consistently she does not give up the concept

of marginal productivity factors.

Within this same category KaleekL's theory can be considered.
O

First in his theosy of profit, he equates, in his model,*' grosa profit

to the gross investment plus capitalists' oonsuBption assuming that

Keynes, i

^Kalecki,

r, I, Ohap* VI*

js, pp* ii5-52.



vor^rs eoassBt all thalr Ineom* He says that the sigaifleaaoe of

the Bodel lies in the fact that it reveals a way to interpret which of

the terms of the equation is under the influeaee of oapitaliets'

decisions* He aaya, "Um, it is clear that capitalists aay deeide to

oiuisaas and to invest nore in a given period than in the preceding one,

but they cannot deeide to earn nore* It is, therefore, their invest*

aent and ecnsuB^Ttion decisions tdiloh detemine profits and not vice

versa. For explaining economic behavior this idea seeas to have

little value, because the acre aeeeptable line of thought would say

that it is the expected profit that determines the investment activities

of the entrepreneurs and their omsuaption expenditures* Without going

into further critlcisB of this theory sentlon might be made of another

part of Kalecki*8 theory in which the level of wage ie explained with

the help of the degree of monopoly arguments*

One fcnvnilaticm of this theory is the measurement of the degree

of monopoly by the ratio of gross profit to ths gross proceeds of the

coon(»y« This leads to the eoncluaion that rise in the degree of

aoiMipoIy leads to the fall in wage rate* This Is another aspect of the

theory of profit meatioaed* It ean be observed that for a given output

a rise in profit meaiui a rise in the degree of Bon<9oIy and a fall in

wage level* This follows frc» the identity in whioh total ineoas is

equated to wage and profit.

Ibid*i p* it6«



Another fonmlation of this theory is by dbfining the degree

ttf MHiopoily as the ratio of aggregate proceeds to wage plus material-

cost* This does not add anything new to the theory except that a new

texmij material-costf is introduced and the terms of the equation are

manipulated in a different way* It is obwious that the share of wage

in the total inccHM declines as degree of mon^oly inoreases and/or the

ratio of material eost to wage in the pxrLme cost rises. As e]q>o8t

identities these ideas are obTious* iBut as an explanation of the

determination of factor prices they are inadequate. Further discussion

m this point is pestpmed until the next chapter* It should be noted

that Kaldw's theozy and Kaleeki's theory are similar*

The above discussion may be sunned op ty eaying th&t the so-

called ma^o-theory of distribution does not become meaningful unless

the tezmw of the equation are represented as funotionSf behavioral or

otherwise* Demands for labor en* investment oannot be esqplalned except

«a marginal productivity lines. It is doubtful whether any other

approach eaa take ite place* Gomaunptiem demuad is sseential in

distribution theory^ not beoauae of what Kalecki or Kaldor think to be

its rde^ but because this determines the price of consomer goods and,

thoroforo^ the derived dweaad for factors.

In passing it should bo noted that the Keyneslan "general"

theory has many virtues of a dynamic theory. The income variation by

change in the level of investment is a dynamic ccnioept* But the full

elaboration of the dysiamlcs requires the ecmsideration of the effect of

invealment on the productive eapacity of the econcsy. Thus a



continuous investment activity does not lead to generation of incoM

the mltlplier pz*ooe88 alone* It al80 lead8 to Ineareaei&g inecnae

over time by augmenting the supply of capital* In the next chapter

the Harrod viU be fouiul to be one inqportant genmralisation of

l^faesian theory to cover the (l^maales absent in Semes' vork*

The next section will eoaeider in brief sow dlimamio nodele

which exist today as an introduction to the present wcark.

Section vt Sews flynalc wedsis

fhe principal purpose of the study of some djaasdo nodels in

this eeetion is to dieouee sens iB^<»rtant features of the dynanie

theory with referenee to incosna distribution and the concept of

equilibrium growth* It was already noted that a static theory was oon<*

eeraed with the study of fca-ees acting in an eooncmy with fixed supply

of factors and constant taste and technology. In a dynamic model, how

ever, these are allcmed to vary. But the winner of variation of these

factors is either to be treated as being influenced by econcadc events

or in some ways that are not directly related to the process of seon(»KLo

devslcpment suoh that the eeimoHist assumes certain regularity or

irregularity about them* fhe study of oooncsiio dShuunies with the

closest approximation to reality would have to sacrifice much of

analysis and li^e and beeome a mere history of growth* For analysis

sufficient siaiplifyiag assaiqptions are helpful in deriving logieal

conclusions. Ctnapariscms of conclusions derived under different sets of

assuiqptions reveal many interesting prc^erties of a developing eooncmy.



At the oatset one observation about the dynaialo HK>del is

necessaxy* The preoccupation in such nodels being to study the overall

develqpaent of an economy^ the study of price theory in its details

disappears* In multisectoral awdels one aay have price theory for

determining relative prices of goods and seirvices in general* But a

general theory of determination of absolute prices beoones difficult

even in such sradels* In aggregate models the theory of price becomes a

little avkirard, not to speak of relative prices.

The pricing of factor services, hoeever, does not disappear

tr<xai the growth models* In fact this assumes more ii9>ortanoe* This is

one basic question around which the analysis of equilibrium gsrowth is

to be developed. The classical model of eoonomiG growth is perhaps the

best evidence of ttie value of the growth model for stuc^ring incMW

distribution. In the Ricardlan model, for instanoe, ̂ e problem of

capital aooumulation and distribution are one. In this theory the

whole prmess of capitalist development is a closed historic process

except for teobnolc^ieal pr<^e88 which does not have an obvious con^

neotion with the rest of the events.

But modmrn dyaamies differs frm the classical in that the

assumptions made by the classical eooaomists, especially by Ricardo,

about, for instanoe, H4iirtwi«Mng returns to land and the Itelthusian

theory of population, are no longer cacsidered In the models as basic

facts. However, there arm sotib properties of modem dynamie analysis

that resemble the classical.



It should b« eaphasizod that in laodern economic (fynamioe the

influeaee of the Siqrnesian idea of underenploynent equilibrium ia

visible. In seme of the theories this idea is aeeepted and given a

more elaborate treatment. This is true of the Harrod model. In this

model unes^loyment is not mily a possibility^ but it is regarded as

OOTsistent with long ran equiUbrium. Full enployment is, in this

model, not neoessarily equivalent to equilibrium. This idea is held

by Robinson also.

At the other extreme is Kaldor's analysis^ which regards unem

ployment as an unstable and tenporary situation. His model disregards

entirely the possibility of unemplcyment. He evidently attempts to

distinguish between the the<ny of long run economic devslc^ment and the

theory of oyclioal fluctuations.

Still another variety of theoretical system exists which con

cludes that the eoonomie system is perfectly stable. This is the neo

classical theory. &Kcept for the basic premises on which his analysis

rests Kaldor would belong to the neoclassical school.

S<MM further observations cm these models are desirable at this

point. According to the neoclassical theory, in growth equilibrium

it should be noted that the time pattern of inooms of all output should

satisfy the decision making units in the econcagsr—the entrepreneurs,

factor-owners, and conarumers. The technological assumption in neo

classical models was already mentioned in the last section. Under such

^See Kaldor, "A Model of Economic Growth," pp.



conditions for all tine patterns of supply of factors and technological

adTBiMte and OTen change in consumer preference^ the model leads to the

conclusion that equilibrium exists vith full employment* The reason

is that distribution of income between faotor~owners has a stabilizing

influence* If only the growth of labor supply is taken it will be

shewn in the next chi|>ter that a stationary solution for growth rate

can be obtained such that any deviation from this will set forces at

work toward the restoration of equilibritua* This happens because the

earnings of the entrepreneurs become maximum at the equilibrium. A

decline in the growth rate of labor, for exa9q>le, leads to a higher

wage rate and increased capital-labor ratio.

This fact was noted in the last section m the basis oo)Bq>ara-

tive statics* Zn ̂ ynandcs the process of adjustment is to be explained

and it should be admitted that it is haird to visualize clearly. But

some points that are clear should be noted. Assamlng that capital and

labor are the only factors of production, a sharp reduetion in the

growth rate of labtMT relative to the growth rate of capital leads to a

higher wage rate* If equilibrium is to continue capital must replace

labor to some desirable extent* But such a tendency cannot stop unless

the growth rate of capital falls to the same level as that of labor.

However, this is quite possible* With a lew rate of growth of labor,

mtpttt cannot IncreaM at the previous rate* Given constant marginal

propensity to save, the rate of aocumulation declines* But this

decline does not lead immediately to the new equilibrium rate. In each

period the economy experiences a growth rate that is lower than in the



previous period* In mathematical language this leads to an iztfinite

sequence of decreasing grcwth rate of output and capital which steadily

converges to the growth rate of labor* The necessary condition f<a> this

to be realized is every time entrepreneurs should move along the produc

tion function in the direction dictated by the sui^ly of factors of

production. How this happens is a problem which is too ccm^licated to

visualize. I^he intricate problems as to various possible reMstlons

of the eeon(^ daring the adjustment are avoided in this work*

In the fixed coefficient models there are difficulties mn-

tioned in the previous section in connection with the statics* There

is the possibility of superfluity of &<»» factors because of the differ

ence in the growth rates* The question of the existence of full eiqploy-

iwnt equilibrium in such a case will be studied in the next chapter*

Here it should be noted that the pricing mechanism which is implied in

euoh models can be a guide for study*

Kaldor^ has, by assuming variability of aggregate saving as a

proportion of income, rising capital output with the increased availa

bility of capital and profit, and also by making the growth rate of

labor depmzd in some mamtr on the growth rate of income, made the

system more flexible.

There is one aunnB ecwcmdc m>del which is worth mentioning*

2

That is vcm Heuaann's model of general equilibrium.' This model has

■-Ibid.

'7on Neumann, op. cit.



80BM interesting pr^ertles vhleh require attention* In aost models

the possibility of Joint produets is ruled out. But in this aodtel no

difficulty arises by allowing Joint products. Unlike other models

this one has no priinaiy factors of production like land and labor and

no final c«uraq>tion. All are included within a systematic tr^ut-output

go that goods and factor services are ii^uts and outputs.

Ctmsosptlon is an izq}ut for the production of labor as its output* Thus

this model nay be regarded as a pure production model.

The neglecting of the fixed factors of production by von Neumaim

in his model is mainly for tl» purpose of studying a growing economy,^

The as8ung)tion about technology is that there are alternative processes

of producing a ccuBBodity. The choice of any particular process is

dstermined under equilibrium. Each process or activity is of the fixed

coefficient variety which li^lies that constant returns to scale pre

vail. Each process has a unit time duration* and if ai^y om has more

than a unit time duration* intermediate stagee can be introduced and

the resulting processes would last one unit interval each.

Similarly for services of durable capital goods he devises a

method which says that "wear and tear of capital goods are to be

described by introducing different stages of wear as different goods

using a separate process for each of these." The non-depreciating

capital good might appear as both input and output or one of many

^Such assumption would be unnecessary if the idea of constancy
of growth rate were given up or technological progress considered.

Von Neumann* op. clt.* p. 2,



possible Joint outputs*

This model shews the outputs of one period becoming inputs for

the next period* The amount of production at aoiy tine is limited bgr

the aTsdlable output at that tiise* All the relationships appear as

inequalities which are eharaoteristie of the linear prograiuaing prcb-

lems* The solution should rule out the possibility of negative outputs

and prices* Some goods, however, may be in excess of the amount

required as ewrrent input. In that case their prices will be sero.

The process of production chosen should bring the maxima amount of

return on oapital invested. OtlMiwise such a process is not chosen.

Regarding profit ratei the model is based on the assui^ion of com

petitive oonditicms ruling in the economy, and the prol'it rats is sero*

One feature of the model Is that it takss care of both produc

tion and eonsun^tion at the same time* This, however, is subject to

criticism, to be discussed later*

The solution of Ohm model yields an eooneay expanding at a

constant baXaaeed rate cf growth in whioh the processes adopted yield

sero rate of profit* mils property, as shall be seen later, is shared

by most of the dynaale models* If the equilibrium rate of grcwth is r

then the model implies that there is at least one good which grows at

rate r* All goods grcwing faster than at the rid»e r are free goods*

Since the ratio of the value of output to the value of input gives the

rate of growth and the ratio gives the rate of interest in equi

librium, it follows that the two rates are equal* The proof of

rm Xaumaim idiowa the two rates are sqaal at only om value. Thus



growth imt« and interest rate are uniquely determined* But for prices

of goods and their amounts there is more than one solutioa*

It should be noted that the determination of prices in this

model does not differ from the one in the Walrasian model. There also

it was observed that all eiosess reBources become free. But the differ--

ence lies in the esqplicit introduction of the demsmd functions in the

Walrasian amxlel whioh is not true for the von iJeumann model. Though

demand is implied in the latter it is by way of much idealization.

In Idle asstu^tion that eonsumption le an input to labor it

resesioles the Halthusian aeodel. But it may be noted that in the

Ton Neumann model wage tmed not be at the subsistence lerel though it

will remain at a constant rate because of the constant coefficient

assui^tion. Further, the model has close elmilarity to tlie classical

ideas in that the total ouuput of any time beccmies input for another

period, if it is realiaed that the total output consists of ftced

capital, considered as intermediate goods la von Neumann's model, work

ing capital or goods-in-prooess, and wages-fund represented by the

consumer goods assuming that the capitalists do not o^asume*

The model can be erlticiaed on tiw ground that it presents an

extremely "idealised" picture of eoon<»nlc davelopmsnt.^ The idea of
eqollibriura should in this model cover a very wide range of phenomena.

The determination of economic goods and free goods, the deterrination

^See Cha^pernowne, "A Note on J. v. Neumann's Article on 'A
Model of Econcwdc Eq^librium,'" Review of Economic Studies, XXIII,
No. 33, pp. 10-19 for an elaborate explanation of the model and also
scsne criticisms.



of •oMUMd.eally usoful proeooMO and |»roe«8MO vorth rojootlng are aoaa

<Kr them. In the usual theoretieal analysis ons is oonosmed directly

with usable proeesses and econ<»Bie goods, so that any solution that

leads to sero walue af goods beoonas more lilealy a disaqoilibrium

situati<m*

Again it is too bold to use a olosed msdel in which factor

supply is sc^lained by the siaple eooncmde factors considered in the

srodel* In case c£ labor supply there may be Bom difficulty in accept

ing the sf^utioa. Moreover the solution beocHaes entirely unaoeeptalde

it happens that the mipply of labor grows at a rate fastttr than the

equilibrium rate of growth. Thus it is neoesMtry to exclude of the

factors from the model, which are ccmsidered here as being detendned

within the model, aiui eoiudder them separate^. Labw supply could be

studied separately and tlmt pricing of Isbw might be studied along the

liiM of the more aooeptable theories. The role ̂  interest eould be

studied bf referenoe to the behavior of oonsamers rogarding tho disposi

tion of their inooMs between ecmsumptioa end saving. Soam attempts have

been made in reoent years to bring the won Neumann Mdel in line with

the wmaX appreaeh by allowing labor to grow at some finite given rate,

by allowing workers' e^osuapiion to depend both on their real inocoo

and prioee, and so on.*

Q. Keamny, et al., "A Qeneralisation of the won Neumann
Model of an Expanding Econwjy," Kconfflaetrica, XXIV (19$6), 115-135*
Also M. Morishima, "Eeonoaie Expansitm and the Interest Rate in
Generalised von Neumann Models," Eoiattonietrioa, XXVIII (I96O), 352-363•
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With projpcr chMog^m in atsuaptions in the directions f oHoeed

by authors like Horishima, one can have a nuoh better approach for study

ing equilibrium growth. It sheeld be noted in this conneotion that in

order to be realistic it is necessary to allow some exogenous trend in

the econony and therefore to introduce a sufficiexxt degree of freedOt

In the above discussion about the rtm. Neuaam aodsl it was

noted that in equilibriuB certain proeesees of prodnetion are determined

as selected by the eeonoadLo units. 7hi8 means that although there are

alternative proeesees the equilibrium process for aay one good exists.

This is similar to the neoolassioal ccmclusioa. lAter, in the next

chig>ter it will be observed that under certain cirCumstancee the

coefficients of production beooae uniquely dstsrmined. This is the

content of the so-called substitution theorem. Interpreted within the

framework of pricing of factors this theorem will be shown to have some

valuable inplioatioi» for the growth models to be studied.

BefosHs concluding this section it idiauld be observed that in the

line of aultiseetoral growth Johansen has also made a valuaUs ewitribu-

tion.^ The assumptions sbout technology are aeoelassioal. However the

more inteiresting work at present is the one previoutOy msntiox^d in

which then is an attsapt to synthesise the fixed coefficient models

with the substitution models. A multiseotoral extension of his work

is most difficult* But satisfaction can be obtained by finding (mt

Johaassn, A Multiseotoral Study of Econqalc Orcwth
(Netherlandst North Holland ̂ bUshing Co.» X96O}.



various iBftlioatioas of that model vith the use of the marginal produe*

tivity theory of distribution.

There mgr be many other growth modiAs but tluqr vlUf it is

believedf fall into one class or another discussed in this section.

In conclusion it may be said that there are, strictly speaking, two

Inroad eateg<n*ie8 of dynaado theory, one applying Harrod*s assui^ioii

about technology, another using the assui^tion of the neoclassical

theories. Controversies exist about the question whether in the long

run full-employment equilibrium is possible with the working of eoonomlo

forces that are often emphasised as eharaeterlstle of the freely working

eaq>itali8tio eomiomy.

Section VIi Conclusion

A refleation of tli^ argnnents and dLseussicais in the preeeding

pages will sdiow ^lat the theory of eeonomio growth even In all its

various forms is subject to much controversy. But the cosq)lexlty of

the real world Is responsible for all this. However, tor the eoononlst

the value of any particular theory lies not in answering all questions

with which au$ is confrcmted in reality, but in deriving conclusions

about the things to idiieh the theory Is relevant; and a theory may not

be relevant for aU the questions aslnd. In this work the aim is

neither to develop a realistie theory nor to answer questions about any

praetieal issue. The object is to find s«ae of the isq>ortant logical

implieations of the models msntionsd in the first section of this ehsptsr.

The foremost among them is to find out how distribution of ix»cs» works

in determining equilibrium growth.



The author's own prejudioe is in fairer ctf Jotumsaa'a nodeX.

the reason is that it is not only realistic than others from the

point of view of technological assanptionSf hot it also gives espXicit

rec^^tion to the fact that durability of oapital or a production

proees8» if one may call it« has its role in determining equilibrium,

and it is an important determinant of output* This is not to be taken

to mean that this will resolve the o<seplloated issues about the proper

analysis of the theory of oapital with due regard to its cceqplexity.

The most that is hOfMid at present is that some sisple properties that

are not oonsidiored explicitly in ethar nodeXs will find explanation in

the one referred to here*



CHAPTER II

RAJSROD'S MCmL Of ECONOMIC GROWTH AND ITS CRITICISM

S«otlon II Introduction

The purpose of this ehapter is to iinrestigate the properties

of Hazrod's aodel of eeoncMsio groirth. The reasons for the ohoioe of

this model as the center of diaeussion arei (I) This model has been

the subject of aaagr interesting controversies and attacks bjr mn^

writersj l^nce^ almost aH altematire fomaXations of the theory of

economic groirbh can be studied on the basis of the criticisms advanced

against it* (2) This model has acquired naoh prcHidaence in the discus-

si on among econcmdata who ai*e coiujemed with the problem of developnent

of underdeveloped areas* (3) thb problem of economic instability my

be attacked tilth this type of model or triih ttam modification <ar exten

sion of it* (10 This model has its peculiar iaplioations about prices

of goods and factors in general^ whose relaticmehip with the problem of

full ei^loyment versus equiliborium grcwth rate is the crucial point to

be discussed.

In the next aeotion Rarrod's model will ba developed. The third

section is devoted to the concept of instability which is one signifi

cant part of the model* This is related ̂ o the idea of divergence of

actual from equilibrium growth rate which providesii it is beldj^ a basis

for studying eyelieal fluctuations* More significant from the point of



vlev of the secular trend of the eecnoii^ Is the Inpaet of resources and

technological progress on groirth. The nodel has to suffer aiuch oriticisn

on the point that ecpiilibriurai grcsrbh detendjaed by the usual income

equation and the equation relating saving and investment is unrelated to

the potential growth determined by the increasing supply of labor, for

instance, and the rate of progress of know-hos, though the difference

between the two mey influence the actual devel^ment of the econtsiy*

In the fourth secticna attentlcxi is diverted to Solos* s criticism of the

model and to consideration of his contribution to ana3ydls of grosth.

The effect of divei^nce between equilibriim and actual rates of growth

on the distribution of inecmw and its role in restabilising the

econouy in the l<Hig run acquires importance in the discussion* In

regard to income distribution Rarrod's model suffers from lack of

determinacy because it is based on the assui^ion of a fixed coeffici

ent of produotion* The alternative theoaiy of distribution given hy

Kaldor meks to resolve the problem of inoww distribution and the

problem of adjustment of equilibrium rate of growth to the

achievable rate of growth at one stroke* In Seotim V this theory of

distzdlbutlon will be studied which will be found inadequate to explain

distribution and also it will be shown that it assumes inccnia distribu

tion which is then to be explained by some other theory* Besides, it

will be found that the independence of investment-inccmw ratio assumed

by £aldor in his distribution theory is arbitrary* One night use the

marginal productivity theory to explain distribution in Harrod's model.

But this does not beooos precise enough for <me commodity model of



Iltrr<^« la <arder to tha e:Kposition aia^le a throe ocBBosdity

aodel is bailt up instead edT a general aoltisectoral one for ei^laining

distribution in Section VI, which is the aain thesis ef the present

chapter. Tvo of the ooamodities will be ommsme goods and the last

one will be capital good. Alloirlii^ sufficient flexibility of piloes

of goods and factors in the aarloet it will be shoim that balanced

grcvth with full ei^loyaeat can result. This implies that fiiced

coefficient of production is no hindrance to the realization of full

e^plcynent growth rate.

In the mwenth section consideration is given to the important

possibility of capital-deepening under certain conditions, which is not

denied hy Rarrod. Before shoving this, consideration is given to the

substitution theorem developed hy Sawuelson and Morishiaa which idiovs

that under constant returns to scale with em'tain given awraa^tions it

is posdLKLe that a unique ratio bdnwen factors bec^nss observable in

the ecGnosy chispite the fact that the possibility of substitution

exists. The i^lieation of this theorem for Harrod's model will be

studied, and using a modified dual of this pr^lem it will be observed

that this fact is iaplied in Karr(Kl*s theory. Hovever, a discussion

will be i^sented of the arguments about whether full esqilcyment growth

is guaranteed cmB this idea is intrcdneed.

In the last section conclusions of the ehapt«r arc presented

with a view to the subsequent analysis of Jcdkansen's model.



Section III The Structure of "Wie Model

The fundaiiental ohareeter of Hainrod^s aodiCL is th&t it is pre*

desdiuuitly Keynesian* It is distinguished trm the letter in that

vjn

gises imrestwat a two^fdld charaeter, nasel^i that of oreating ineone

iria titm naltiplier and that of creating additional eapaeity*

It is ast^tmd that investaent in any tim is pla»i^ W

entrepreneurs in such a nigr ̂  te aaintain a certain eaastant relation*

ship betueaa change in imomf dl/dt, at that tine and intestaent* iCt)«

That is« a constant acceleration coefficient ia assuaed. Thus nith

X(t) as inecsae at t and I(t) as investi^uit (both regarded as functions

of tine), and Q as the auiceleraticn coefficient

II-l I(t) « Cy jg.
dt

The shore i^aation gives the esE^ants investiaent of the entrs*

preneurs* It is ms^ to he hehavicn^ in nature expressing tim

iadnssMsnt to invsstnent proportionate to change in output* It is also

a tschnclc^ieal asmm^ion, hciravsri, saying that tlwre is a constant

proportion of capital, K, sBploysd per unit of output I* It is not

meessary that investment expost should satisfy thm ahove relatiimShip

except in efuilihrium*

^he fonsalatlon cf auTod*E medsl hers is hawd on E. 0. D.
Allen*s Mathematical Eooncmies (lendmt Macnillan and Cc*, ltd*, 1^5?) >
pp. For sindlar versions see D* Hanherg, Eoiui^c aroirth ̂
Instsbllity (Sew Torki W. W* Morton and Co*, lac * # l!^^)', Chap •'""'ill •



Anoth«r significant aastta|}tion is absnt ths emtatancij of ths

aarginal and avKraiP prspen^t^ to save. If a is the saTlnga coeffici-

•nt and if S(t} is saving at tine t,

II*2 S(t) * 8T(t)

This is tim equation for the planned saving for the ct^fiunitj

as a whole. All the plans for saving out of current tncoBe are assumed

to be realised*

Eqoili^un requires that e3c~ants Mvlng should sq^ ex»aiita

investment at all levels of imcaie* That is^ with a given savings

eoefficiont there idiould be at aiiiy^ time a rate of investment which

will insure a sufficient level of demand "to lUave producers content

with what they have done.** The equilibrium condition isi

II-3 Bl{t) • 0«.dT

This is a slRE^e diffszential eqtiation idiose solution isi

Il-it T(t) e ka'/^r*"^

where k is determinsd bf initial conditions and s/C^ • 0 is called the
'' ? w

warranted rate of ̂ oirth. It shews that ineoss has to grow at ths

es|>onsntial rate of s/Cj,. This gives the equilibrium time path for

output and eapital as well* The rate s/C^ is an equilibrium rate

beeause "if it is realised it will leave all parties satisfied that

they have produced neither more nor less than tlM right amount* Or*

to stats ths matter otherwise*" to quote Harrod* "it will put then in a

frame of miM which will cause them to give such orders as will maintain



the B«M rate of groHth*"

In actuality, hoirowr, the e<{aiXibrium so defined aty not exist

and the rats of gr<m%k my not equal the warranted rate of grotrth. The

precise eaqplanation of this stateaent will oecuji^ ̂  next section.

But in Barrod*B line of reasoning the difference between the warranted

rate and actual rate of growth results from the fact that actual

capital-output ratio and the desired eapital-cutput ratio my be differ

ent* The totality of ewents in the eooncniy my result in a capital-

^tput ratio, C, in the cossamity whereas the reqjiired ratio is C^* If

C m Gj. equilibrium exists and is self-perpetuating. If there is

inequality between the two the actual grcwth rate, G, is different from

<3^. The <^uatioiis for 0 and Ck^ are then given as

11-^ Q • s/C

II-6 0^ s s/Cj.

From the sbove equations it ean be seen that if G has a hi^er

value than G^, with s constant, C will have a value below Oj., which

mans that cm balanee produeers and traders find the goods in the pj^e-

2
line or the equipmnt insufficient to sustain existing turnover.''

Regarding this aa an extraordinarily eiay^le and notable demonstration

of an advancing system Harrod argues that "around the line of advanea,

which if adhered to would alone give eatisfactlcm, eentrifugal. forcea

p« l6*
^Harrod, "An Esaay in I]ymamio Theory," Kccmoade Journal, 1939,

"Harrod, Economics (London, 19U6), p* 85«



ar« at work, causing the s^rsten to depart further and further from the

required line of advance*"^

Seotloa IH; Inatabllltj

At the outset of this dleousslon the explanation of the term Cj.

is considered verth repeating* beoause of its releranoe to the explana*

tion of liistabillt/* Considering as a term in the production func

tion meaning that one unit increment of output requires 0. unit incre-

iaeat of capital it is elear that vith less than 0^ units of increment

of capital the production of an additional unit of output cannot be

aohioYdd* Take the folloding tuo relationships

II-7 df.l . n and

II-8

itW

dx«i ^ Q
^  • '-r

where I(t) is the ex-ante investment and I(t) is the expost investment.

It is hard to distinguish between I and 1* along the line in which the

accelei*ator is defined. By introdueing lag* however* one can e^qtlain

the divergenee between warranted rate and actual rate. The following

arguBxnsta are subdivided into special eases depanding on the assunp-

tions made in e3q>laining instability. In eases A and B the arguments of

other writers are given and In C some other possibla explanations are

discussed.

Xb^dwM p* 8d«



Cam A. mn w •oamrlscd tiM of ft* 0* 3* Alloa.

If an the oqwitlcns mm pat la tfte pmriod tcaeut

II-9 I(t) M C^£^n%) a ey/*T<t) -

T!ii« iav««lwiit I(t} wqr Mt ba xwiliMd* If wvlai mm

ptiied Ug soi S(t) a bmmm B{t) l» unoUf rMlitad mpm^B

II-IO ilff(t»I) « I(t) a tova^MHH axpatl.

Tha aiffaraaw hmrnmrn fit) mui X(t) haa m li^aal m tmimm

e(Hiditi(mt hy gaaianitlng ar lasa pmmiam m mmad thm veold

ba in aquillbrlttst aban the two aera aqaeX* If the dlffaraaea la writtwn

ea,

Il-n D(t) a iCt) • lit) a %^ic{t)-f(t-l)]- aY(fe-l).
A peaitiaa aelaa af iKt) tana that thta ia an atam (iaaaiid

far iintltal faoda la pariodi t$ tlM mfndtada af tdiia ataw balag

4itwa&aa4 br tha aalt af Z(t) aai X(t)* If iKt) la aagatlt thata

ia aaiplaa af'oatliig ar af iiiwailtnt aagwSjr*

If It ia aaautd titiat la parled t^l oatpot ia s^atadl la aiMdi a

aa ta fill np tha dafialaa^ <Mr reaeva tha aorplaa,

n-12 T{t*l) 5 I(t) ♦ Ht) « f(t) * Sy^f{t)-t(t-I)l -aT(t-l)
S I(t) i% * a)

la thia faranlatiati it flhoHM be a«ta4 that aetpnt ia t**! ta

tanl Inat to fiU tha dafiaiatim af tba peat Itow w raaaaa tha

awrplaa* U thava aota aqpf aad if OCt) wta ata tha eatpnt at t«i

wm£U ba aatayaXlir at tha at«tiania3r ihtai ia niiiah it ta in t. tm

^iUaa, t* cit** pp» 7h-78*



f«lliii«]r «f this «ri%tsiRS^ Is dbvim»m th» T*mXt my b« sssti*

11*12 is a ssssadi «r«lfr 4llfs?«ae« •q^loa vbstsi shsrsetarlftie roots

il^pssdi en tlbs mloss Cy sad s* hXLst^ mm^ssts tlMt for mn^
vidtMis #f 0^ IMmsm 1*s sad l<('2v^ ths eoiira* of T(t'*'l) flvia ligr XI*12

is sa ssalllstiai*

AnsUittr moMk f snmlstsd as as lapNMNNmi «r %hs m$ i^vsa

absvs is buHt «p «n tbs assiaspti«m tlM4 sotimi «t t-*! gross ai ths

wirraatsd rats* Tbas tlis inodel tatoss iiito scmisldsrabieii that shsrsas

ootpat gross at tisi sarrantad rats aay disorapansj of ths proirL««ts

ftsriod is also aoaght to he raasotved* tfeas,

11-13 X(t+1) 2 lit) * &(%).

• {i<a^ i(t) if(t)-¥{t-i)^ -sKt-i)

• (i*a„*<yr(t) - (c^4s)t{t-i)

IMs is sasllHV wmoaA srdnr sq^ististt vhsss awlstieas ara

1^ sni Agais it is said that f«r lilMlar valsss of s and 0^ ths

path of I(t) la Boa-osolllatsrsr sad aaqidsalfs*^

This leads to tts ocaielasiMi ai^red at hy Harredt theoi^ tgr a

dlffaraid reiite« that tho <l^nsudle systaa la wnstahla*^ leaoa a slight

d^^arture trm aqsi^lhriaa Is liltaly to he aiq^loslve. in sueh s osm

p. 7^.

^Ihld>» §m Tl% the details of ths seiliatisa sad ths dlsstisid.es
shout 1^ rarlotts s>os8lhllitiss sf ths hehselor of T(t) ttsed set dstsia
oas hsrs* la mat easts C„ Is ssffioisatly high to wsrrsat ttm oimola-

m  . * k _ & . . . *

^or siailsr proof sf iastsMlity sos p, tsiMrg, op. olt».
yp. 202-20b.



the only explanation about the stabilization of an eoonony chould turn

(m the possibility of the limiting forces acting on the parameters of

tl» listen. Thus an economy may be thrown out of one regime—one

regime being that in which one particular set of values of parameters

rule—to another* This possibility cannot be aooepted for a sK>del which

is based on the assuiqption of fixed values of the parameters*

Case B* Another interpretation of instability may be considered.

In this ease the concept of equilibrium requires s(»mi «qplanation* It

is held that the very nature of warranted rate of growth is that this

is the resultant of all forces that drive the various cofq^onents of the

economy into equilibrium relationships with one another and describe a

time path for them that the relationships hold forever unless sons

external forces disturb them. In such overall development of the

econoi^ an external disturbance that drives the econoiiQr out of equilib

rium path may generate forces that lead the econony awiy from equilib

rium* But as time passes such forces may be swapped by the equilibrium

tendency of the economy* In such case the econony may be perfectly

stable. As an in^ortant representative of this class of instability

analysis the arguments of Jorgenson toay be considered*^ The substance

of Jorgenson*8 argument is as follows:

When investment expost is less than ex-ante investment there is

excess demand* In such a case the entrepreneurs react to excess demand

W, Jorgenson, "On Stability in the Sens# of Harrod,"
Economlca. XXVII, No* 107 (I960), 2U3-52.



by ordering more InTestment goods and at the eame time they maintain

the varranted level of output# If D(t"»l) is defined as excess demand

at time t-1, it can be conceived that it my grow in the next period.

This is in line with the previous reasoning. Hcarever^ the grcwth of

excess demand depends on the nature of the reaction of the entrepreneurs.

Assuiw that excess demand is growing at the rate k. Then,

II-lU

11-15

Excess demand at t « D(t) « (l+k)D(t-l)j D is as

previously defined, k Is assumed to be greater

than zero. Using 11-11,

I(t) - Cj.T(t.l) ♦ (s/Cj.)I(t-l) ♦ D{t)/Cj.,
r Y(t-l) (1+a/Cp + (l+lc)/Cj. D(t-l))

s Y(t-l) {!■%) + (l+k)/Cj. D(t-l).
Thus,

IX-1611.16 D(t-l) s - Y(t-2)3 - al(t-2)
Inserting 11.16 in II.15 and multiplying both sides of II-15

by Cj. there is by rearrangement of terms,

11-17 Cj.g^Y(t) - Y(t-l)} - 8Y(t-l)3- (l^k)
Y(t-l)-Y(t-2) .

BY(t-2)_7

This equation can be further rean«nged to yieldi

11-18 Y(t) s Y(t-l){(l-Klj^)+(l+k)} - Y(t-2)(l+k)(l"KJ^)
This is a second order difference equation with roots l-Klj^ and 1+k.

The solution can be written in the f ormt

11-19 Y(t) s (1^^)^ ♦ Ag (1+k)^

'■S-
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Although in the ubove dieoussion the concern is with the situa

tion when there is a departure from the equilibrium, the same argument

can be applied for the condition of restoration of equilibrium of the

eoonomsr when it is not in equilibrium to begin with.

There are yet other possibilities for describing the course of

events resulting from the divergence of actual from the warranted rate

of growth. In what follows are presented three different models.^

Case C. If it is assumed that increment in mitput at tiiw t

results from the investment in period t as before,

IX-20 T(t)-I(t-1) *1 lit).
^r

Asstime that in period t-1 the capital-output ratio was i.e.,

11-21 C {Y(t-l)-l(t-2)3 s I(t)

The difference in the lags given by the two equations above shew the

difference between the desired ratio and the actual ratio of capital

to output in the margin.

11-22 I(t) s I(t-l)(l+2 ) . c/C^ I(t-2)
°r ^

The solution of the above yields two roots 1 and C/C^. If

C/C^> 1, the economy will grow at that rate; if not it will tend to be

stationary. Another way to depict the situation is to assume that

investment in period t leads to increment in output at t-^1. Thus,

instead of 11-20,

11-23 I(t) s Cj.^l(t+1) - T(t)]

^he following line of reasoning is suggested to the author
Professor Paul Simpson.



Equating this to 11*21,

11-21; I{t+1) - I(t) - C/Cj.{l(t-l)-I(t-2)j s 0
Iha above is a third order dif ference equation which has three

roots, and 1. The solution ean be written in the forai

II.2S I{t) • ♦ Ag ♦ A^

In the above solution it nay be obeerved that output will con

verge to a stationary level if C/Gj,<l* In the apposite case it nay

grow if A^+Ag^O, and Aj^>A2» However, if A^j^ s Ag there is oscillation

and 7(t} bectxass explosive for large even value of t*

In the above nodels it is easily Men that if C s C,. cmtput in

OMh period would rise hy the sam anount as it did in the previous

period. The role of saving is not quite obvious, becauM what part of

inoone is saved by the oaoaunity has not been considered nor its effects.

If a more ccnqplicated system is built with equations involving savings,

this would naturally be a more ooiqplete model, but the gain in precision

is doubtful. Moreovnr the above analysis leads to an entirely different

notion which is not consistent with Harrod's analysis. It seeks to

establish a different growth pattern which would be an equilibrium one

with different Initial conditions. It is possible that if the assump

tions underlying the model are not so different as to distort Harrod's

modsl, ths instability would mean msrsly passags frm ons sqoillhrium

to another. This intcnrpretaticm obviously implies a q[>ecial meaning

^he series of output describes an arithmetic progression.



of stablUtj*

The savings function magr now be considered, keeping the assung}*

tion of Harrod that savings decision is always fulfilledt Usii^ the

saving-investraent Identity the foUowing equation is obtained!

11-26 ar(t) - sKt-l) • I(t) - I(t-l)

Further, let I(t) and I(t-l) be given by the equations

11-27 I(t-l) • 0j.{lCt-l)-l(t-2)j

and I(t) • 0 [X(t) - I(t-l)j

Combining 11-26 and 11-27 and rearranging the t«rm8 the foUow-

ii% is obtainedi

11-28 (a-C)r(t)-{s-G-cpr(t-l)-CjJ(t-2) • 0

This model is stralghtfonrard emmgh to require no explanation

in particular* The roots of XI-28 are 1 and C2./(C-2). The solution

can be written as

n-29 y(t) « (Cj/CC-s)} ̂
where A^j, and A^ are detezvlned by initial conditions. This solution

resei^es another growth equiUlarium* The term, C^yCC-s), can be coat-

pared to the warranted rate of growth in Harrod*s model, if s C*

In the present case, howevwr, if C-s ̂ C^, and C f m there will be a long

run tendency for the inoone to converge to a stationary level* If

C2.>C-s and it Qf- s there may be a growth rate that is different frws

the warranted rate of grow«i* * This possibility is not without signifi

cance* It is not iapossible to imagine a situation in which production

took place in the previous period with full utilisaticm of caimicity and

later on excess capacity was allowed as a matter of business pdlcy, or



the change In capital*output ratio was accepted by the entrepreneurs.

But the disequilibrium interpretation of the model is in^ortant

for Harrod's case. In a case where C>Cj, excess capacity rules in the

econoagr and this is undesirable considering the production technology.

Althflw^h for ^Cj.+3 there still is growth in the above model the

entrepreneurs are not to be thought of as satisfied with the new

capital-output ratio which is the result, for instance, of the undesir

able piling of the goods or otherwise. The removal of this from the

point of view of the exitrepreneur can be effected by reducing output

which leads to further rise in C. Thus output will conceivably fall

at an accelerated rate. Similarly, one can argue about the case when

CcCj. which leads to higher and higher output, than under the warranted

rate of growth.

In this kind of analysis of disequilibrium the model of Harrod

does not give aiqr precise notion of how the values of the parameters

react daring the process of departure from the equilibrium. It is not

always true to assume that savings decisions are realized, for exan^ile.

Perhaps Harrod is not to be blamed for that, because the main object in

formulating the model that has been studied here was only to establish

the properties of equilibrium rate of growth. The events that occur in

disequilibrium were naturally left for trade cycle theory. The notion

of inherent instability that was emphasized and which in^lied that the

movement away from equilibrium would be explosive is a subject that

requires study in the framework of a model which takes adequate account

of entrepreneurial expectation and the reactions of the economy as a

whole.



Th« above dleoussione about instability are, however, very

significant. This is so because the equilibrium defined by Harrod nay

be realised in reality only in exceptional cireunstai^es* If warranted

rate is different from the actxial rate one is naturally inclined to

inquire whether thez*e can be any other form of equilibrium path taken

by the econcNqjr. In the short run there are nany possibilities tor the

econoi^. ^t if the warranted rate is to be regarded as l<mg-ran trend

of the eefmoay the problem of instability should revolve around the

question of whether equilibrium so determined and experienced is con*

sistent with the long-run trend in the availability of factors, markets

of goods, and teohnologioal progress, and so <m. When Harrod speaks

of 'Warranted rate of growth" it is a sort of quasi-long-run equilib

rium. It does not satisfy the rule of eonsisteaey with the other long-

run tendencies of the economy necessarily. This is one reason for the

iiuttability of the equilibrium growth. Itoreover if wairanted rate is a

genuine loag-period equilibrium concept the stability can be e3q>ected.

To sum Harrod's argument about instability aaja that any

shock in the ee<aioaQr leading to aetual eapital-output ratio different

from the eapital-ooeffieient or an aetual growth xmte in capacity

different from warranted growth rate sets up a tendency for disequi-

lilndum, there being no forces to reconcile the two rates of growth.

However, it is possible in a long-run balanced growth situation for the

econcmy to be stable, as Jorgenson's az'gument shows. Because there is

possibility that the force that emerges to drive the econoxqr further

from equilibrium withers away. There is further the possibility for the



•conoiqf to wttle dotm to neutral equilibrium provided the conditions

are favorable for this to happen, as was seen in the last model dis*

cussed above. Harrod's model is not quite conclusive on the point of

instability and also not very clear* In order to understand this part

of his theory it is necessary to stud^ thorouj^ily Harrod*8 picture of

the long-run tendsiuies of the eooncmqr.

Section IVt Warranted Rate and Natural Rate of

Qrow^l and Solow^s Criticism of Harrod*s Model

Warranted rate of growth in Harrod's model is the resultant of

the basic equaticms relating saving and investrasnt assuming the

behaviors of savers and investors* This growth rate is sufficient to

justify the aeti<ms of producors* But at the same tima the eeonoa^ may

not be in full-e9g>loyaent equilibrium.

The rate of growth which the iasrease of population and the

toehnol<^cal i^rovemants allow is called the "natural rate of growth."

He saya that natural rate of growth or represents the liiw} of out

put at each point of which producers of all kinds will bs satisfied

that they aro making a oorrsct balance between work and leisure."^ It

is the asximum rate at which Income ean grow at an economy. Looked at

from the point at view of factor supply it may be regarded as a fiill

anployaent rate of growth.

■•Harrod, Les, p* 87*



la Harrod'a Model fuU-e^loyraent rate of growth and warranted

rate of growth can be equal only by chanoe* But if warranted rate of

growth la higher than natural rate the actual rate of growth tei^ to be

lower than the warranted rate aoat of the time and vice versa. With

the help of this peculiar relationship between Gk^, and Q, Harrod

seeks to explain how secular stagnation or secular inflation are pos

sible. Just in terns of probability it can be seen that the chance of

equality between all the growth rates is negligible!

The independent behavior of froa 0^^ is rather doubtful,

beeaum ee<monle equilibrium is liable to be affeeted by 0 . But for
•  n

Harrod the influence of lies in detezmdning the direction in which

the eoonoqy in diMquilibrium should nove. The direction of movement

is not toward the achieveoisat of full-eaq>l^rment equilibrium but for

the contrary purpose, namely, to intensify disequilibrium.

The difficulty which this kind of analysis presents is to be

found in the lack of its adequate esqjlanation about how market meohanism

affects the value of the parameters in the model, especially if the

econcmiir does not tend to equilibrium. But the defect of Harrod's model

amst often emt^slsed is the assus|>tion of a production function with

fixed proportionality of labor and capital or of ii^uts in general.

The aseuiqption is valid at best in short periods only. Hence Harrod's

model has utilised, in fact, a idiort pezdod tool for dealing with long

period problems. In the short pezlod when there are fixed types of

capital equ:^naat available in fixed quantity tha analysis with Harrod* s

fixed coefficient assusqption is realistic. But in the long run new



Ciqpltal goods can take different character* So it becoms siore realise

tie to assum that there are a ntultiplioity of e(»3d>iimtion8 in vhieh

factors ean be used to produce a given aocunt of output* thus it my

be a better epprc»oh to assuas a production function which prescribes

various proportions of factors that can be used per unit of output

under a givan technological eneircuiaoBt* Xf there is a ehaago in know-

how or change in thia technologj- it ean bo represented hgr change in the

shape and/or positicm of the function*

If one assumes vmriabilitj of proportion of factors it is not

hard to mo how om ean derive e tyvtam vatdar which the growth rates will

conrerge to the natural rate of growth, detcminad brjr the rate of growth

of factor supply nnd taehnologioal progress* fhs argument underlying

this possibility is subject to many assuqptions, of cootm. But the

poasibility, traditioiudly usad by acon<Md.st8, raaains that relative

pidoaa of goods and factors act as foroas to drive the aeono^y to full

onployaent rate of growth* It is said that the lack of possibility of

factor-substitution produeas the "knifa-adge" situation characteristic

of Harrod*s aiodil*

In faot« it is possible to ohooM a naahor of production func

tions which fulfill the assuaption of faetor-substituti<m and it is not

hard to got one which insures equality between natural and vazranted

rate ef growth with stabla properties* Sdow^ in an i^<»rtant az*ticls

^R. M. Solow, "A Contribution to the Theory of Economic Qrowth,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, IXX, So* 1 (1956), 65-99* For a similar
discussion by f* W* Swan see ^Econonio Growth and Capital Aceuaulation,"
Economic Order, mil. So* 63 (1956), 33lt-36l.



ha* not coOLjr i^otfit such possibility but also has aads explicit tha

dsfeets underlying Harrod^s model* Hence it is considered vortbirhile

to consider his arguments at this point at some length.

The production function may be assumed^ according to Soloir, as

1U30 X • F(J£,L)

where I is the total output at tine t, K, the total stock of capital and

L the total supply of labor at time t* Capital goods are measured in

ptgrsieal units. It is assunsd ̂ lat the produotion given above is oon«

tinuous throughout.

Assume that s is the constant mrginal and average propensity

to save* At time t the total saving is

11-31 sX(t) s sF(K,L)

Net investment at t is given by dK. The following equilibrium

condition resultsi

n-32 ^ , 8F{K,t)

Assume that labcn* supply is growing at a constant rate n per

unit of time* Though the introduetion of the term for neutral teehno-

logieal pr<^ess does not ecmg^eate this nodelf it ie omitted for the

present. With L(0) ae the initial supply of labor total supply of

labor at time t is given by the following eiqiressiont

11-33 L(t) s 1(0) e"*^

Inserting n-33 in 11-32



With Solotf one oan asstuas constant returns to sealej this

xeans that II»30 is hoaogeneous of degree one in K and X.* One oan

write this equation in the following form in which K/L 3 r.

11-35 T(t) 3 L(C)e^F(r,l)

Since S a Lr 3 L(0)e"^^r,

11-36 dK a dr r/«\ » nt (dr * nr)dg UOje nrL(0)e , L(0)e "ag

Coni>ining 11-32, 11-3$, and II-36

l«(0)e'^^(^ + nr) 2 8l»(0)e"\(r,l)

Cancelling the comaon factor L(0)e the basic equation of this

model is

11-38 * nr « 8F(r,l)«

II-38a ^ s of{r,l) - nr

The rate of eliaag:e of capital-output ratio at each point of

dz*time is This rate of change has its coarse determined by toe terBts

on the right hand side of the equation 11-38a* The solution way take

any kind of shape depending <m the nature of the production function*

If there is a production function such that f<nr some value of r, ~ in
dt

II-38a becomes sero r remains constant at that value* Then capital

will grow at the same rate as labor* This means that warranted rate of

grcMfth equals natural rate of growth. Sven though a function of this

type nay be found it is not certain whether the value at which ~ - 0
dt

is unique. Further, there is the question of stability of such point*

If the function P is of the Gobb-Douglas type the solution of II-38a can



b® illtiatrated in Figure 1 by the thick curre.

s F (r,0

Figure 1.

In the figure above r* gives the solution with « 0 for the

function F. This solutioa is stable* For the global stability the

condition r>0 is required because r « 0 is another solution though

unstable* It is at ̂ e value r s r* the ratio of capital to labor

remains emstant suoh that the warranted rate of growth of Harrod is

realised and maintained* At any point r>r* or r^r*, sF(r,l) is

either greater or less than nr. This sets up t«idenoies which ulti-

nitely lead to r*. Any point aside from the origin could be ehoeen ae

an initial condition and the forces will ̂ rate to etabiliso the

dynamic syetem at the equilibrium ratio r*.



Th® dotted curve in Figure 1 obtained by assuming different

form of the function F = F^^ does not possess the property of having any

iinique point at which becomes zero. There are three points at which
dt

r bec<^s constant, namely r^, r^, r^. At r^ there is stabiJLity within

Bom range of r. Point r^ is unstable. Point r^ is stable for the

values of r>x^.

The existence of a production function which allows continuous

variability of factor-proportion does not necessarily produce w

guarantee a uniqua and globally stable system. Qob ean have a produc

tion function which laads to a oonstant solution tor r that mi^t be

unstabla even locally. This obviously happens in the eaM where the sF

curve cuts nr frwa below. If this possibility is ruled out there are

yet other situati^s in which no equilibrium with oonstant r nay exist

at all. In Figure 2 the two functions F s Fg and F ■ illustrate this.

The curves are adopted frm Solow.^ The dotted lines used by the

author iUuetrata the cam of linear h^nogeneous functi<m in which

thare is the possibility that if the coefficient of L is zero in the

equation of tha type T ■ aK4bL the two sides of II-38a will be equal

to zero for all r if ea - n. For f*, however, there is a stable unique

point, r*, at which r rMains eenetaot.

If F a ¥2, sF(r,l)-nr does not tend to eqoal zero. There is an

ever increasing eapital-labar ratio aside from the point r « 0. In ease

of function F a F^ there is the reverse situation of an indefinitely

Sdow, ep. cit.



»F%W

fig&n t*

falling Mpital-labor ratio. A aioilar argmanat h^ds for the line F^.

In each eaaet varranted and natural rates of gnMrth eannot be efoal.^

The gain fr(» the above arguaests in deamaAtrating the posai*

bilitj of earzanted gnwth is dii^ioas. The "knife-edge* situation in

uMsh equalled undMr the assumption of fixed proportionality of

faotors vas not very plausible* But in the eoatinuous variability

assumption About faettn* proportions^ tooj^ a way out was not found

exeept by choosing a apeoifie kind of production function* If one

eoold prove that a production funetion of this tjpe fairly approximates

It augr be remarked that warranted rate of Harrod*s definition
■ay not be realised either*



reality a ease for the IneTltability of equality between the two rates

oould be Justified. Then this would Justify that Harrod's wairanted

rate would exist* But in most oases the Cobb-Douglas type of produotioo

function has been assuned rather than proved reliable* The use of this

funetion has been made to esq^lain inooae distribution or in finding the

nature of technological progress*^

For all varieties of production function implied by the lUus*

trations above the moTements of the ratio of capital to labor should be

considered as taking place in the framework of market. Choice of any

ratio depends among other things on profitability. Even in a constant

factor-ratio case of Harrod's model if it could be shown that market

neohanlsms lead warranted rate of growth toward natural rate of growth

this model would have a stable property. But the contention of Solow

is that in Harrod's mod^ ths forces of market es a meehanism for

adjustment of warranted rate of growth to natural rate is in general

non-existent and mcureover factor-prices eamot be meaningfully

determined.

To see this a return is made to Harrod's model, again negleet-

ii% teehnol(^eal pr<^pre88. Since fixed coefficient of production is

assumed the isoquant representing the ratio in which the factors can be

^See A. I^thies, "Productivity, Real Wages and Economic Qrowth,*
Qoarterly Jouraal of Eooncasles, LXIV (I960), 189-205; R. M. Solow,
"^technological Progress and Aggregate Production Function," The Review
of Economics ai^ Statistics, JUXIX, Ho. 3» 312-20. In his book, A
tfaltlsecioral ̂ u4y dt jfeconomic Qr^h (A^erdam, I960), Leif JcEansen
uses Ccbb-Oouglas production function* The reasons for this are perhaps
the absence of any other convincing and convenient functions.



used for a given aeount of output beeoaee e right-angled corner as in

Figure 3* Efere labor and capital are considered as the only factors of

production*

Labour • L.

Figure 3*

Xf the anount ot output produced veie 1, then in Figure 3

a units of capital and b units of labtnr beoone necessary. If availsbXe

capital v«re nore than this the productira veuld not inereeaoy boeeuse

labor has beecae a bottleneck. Hence the production function can be

written, following Solow, as followsi

11-39 T » F(K,L) s win(|4)
ehers a and b ars positive constants. The neaning of the right hand

term in the above equation is sditply that the amount of output is



detenaiiied by the eearoe ef the two factors assandng the respective

coefficients a and b. If, for instance, labor is relatively scarce then

this wo\ild linit the aoount of output produced despite the profuseiMse

of tl^ si^ly of capital in the eecmon^*

Following the previous procedure the following analogue, accord-

ir^ to Solow, of equation II-38a for equation 11-39 can be written as

fcdlowst

II-UO ^ a, S »dn(i,-) - BT
dt a b

Since the scaree of the two faetors becomes a bottleneck, if

Ty 1i-<^, the following eqiuitlon will holdt

Il-itl § •dt a

For ̂  • 0, which is true for Harrod's model, it gives s nr,
dt a

or n - s/a. The warranted rate of growth in Harrod's model is s/a,

the term a being equal to G^» If r/a >l/b, then r > a/b| in which case

the relevant equation should bet

n-lt2 dr s __

dt "E" "

For £ « 0, s/b « nr, or r •
dt nb

The situations described above end the properties of Harrod*a

model can be graphically illustrated with the devioe need by Solow which

is reprodueed for reference as Figure it*

1* 1In Figure it, 8ltln(-|/|} has slope s/a from origin onwards until

r » e/b is reached. At r « a/b none of the faotors are bottleneck. For

values of r greater thai; a/b the graph of 8Min(£,^} has its function



▼alue a/b thrcmghoat. It I0 easily seen that only for aoae TaXuea of r

the natural rate is equal to the warranted rate of growth* But if

n ^ a/a, la/Uiere ai^ possibility of adjuataent which would eetabUah
the equality? Solov argues as foUcwc.

If n s i^;>«/a(, ii^r is alwaj'-s greater than sJa.n(~,^) whioh
iiqplies that r will always hare the tendency to fall as labor supply

grows* issoM an initial walne of r as a/^* In that case the

equation II-tS will hold, with n replaced by n^* The solution of this
equation ic r - (jf© • ^ increases r will tend to the
Talue shown in the figure* It lies to the left of a/b.

The tendency to aiove toward t/n^h persists because when r s &/b is



reached^ noTenant to th* left of oceurs and capital beooneB bottle*

neok and equation II*Ul begins to hold* The solution of this equation

Is r s "l^(^ " '^l). Since s/a< n, r will tend to aero as t

increases indefinitely.

But if n « n2 « s/a, warranted rate is equal to the natural

rate. With an initial ralue of r « r^^A/bf r decreases to a./b because

labor has beoone bottleiwek. However, it would not fall below a/b

because this will create bottleneck in capital. If r « r^< a/b

initially there is a superfluity of labor. Capital is accunalating at

the warranted rate s/a. Thus r rraains at r^ over tine "in a sort of

neutral equilibrium."^ Any superfluity of labor that existed initially

will remain. This illustrates a peculiar situation of equality of

warranted rate to natural rate with une^jlcyment or a situation which

Kahn would call a "Bastard Golden Age Eoonoaqr."

If a s a3< s/a warranted rate is higher than the natural rate

of growth. In this case there is value of r s at which the econoey

is in stable equilibrium. Here the marginal productivity of capital has

fallen to aero. The stability of equilibrium at this value of r is

obvious if the initial condition is assumed to be r^> a/b. If at/b,

since s/a>n^, r increases expmentially at the rate s/a * n^j when

r « a/b is reached it tends steadily to s/(n^b).

^Solow, "A Contribution," p. ?$•

'R. F. Kahn, "atercises in the Analysis of Growth," Oxford
Econondo Papers, II, Ho. 2 (1959)» 150»



This sqttilibriun is not to bs interpreted as oae characterized

by excess capacity, strictly speaking. As a Batter of fact superfluity

of capital under equilibrium conditions means that capital has becoae a

free good. Sinilarly aqr equilibrium point along the thick segnent of

the line n2ir in Figure U, other than r s aA> Is characterized 1:^

superfluity of labor, and hence labor is a free good. In such cases.

Solan argues that the marginal product of the scarce factor is the whole

product and that of the superfluous factor is zero. Consequently the

distribution aspect of Harrod's theory interpreted in this fashion

seeas too sii^le to prcTide an insight into the working of the aarket

forces. It is alleged that this is the consequence of the assuaption

of fixed proportionality of factors.^

Moreover, if in Harrod's model represented as abore warranted

and natural rates were equal with r s s/h in Figure It, the distribution

ef ino<»ie between labor and capital remains indeterainate. If ̂  is the

retxim per unit of capital and w is the wage rate per imit of labor,

the total cost of producing one unit of output beeoass a.^ * id>, because

a units of capital and b units of labor have been used for producing

one unit output. Since '^e total wage and total return on capital

exhaust the product, the equation a ? -*- bw • 1 is obtained. Thus any

positive value satisfying this equation is conadstent with equilibriua.

^Saauelson has aade a similar observation in "Wages and Interest]
A Modem Dissection of Marxian Models," American Econwdc Review, XLVII,
Ho. 6 (1957), 88it-920. Hote especially the short passage: "TPEe case of
a single fixed-coefficient is a very peculiar one indeed. Increase
labor by epsilon and its share of the product may go from 100 per cent
to zerol" p. 906.



If angr production problem^ static or dynamic^ is conaidered^ it

is gsnerally accepted that it has tvo aspects* One is directly con*

cerxMd with the finding of various possible outputs under the technologi

cal conditifMis giTen, and furthermore^ with the finding of the condition

muter which equilibiium of some sort is attained—usually ttw waxtwnm*

The other is the dual aagject of the problem, namely, finding the value

isgklieations of the various production possibilities* This was the

line adopted precisely in the above analysis* In a model with variable

factor-prc^ertions the same type of reasoning leads, with the tradi*

tional approach of the neoclassical economists of course, to the

siiqple marginal productivity theory of distribution.

If the stetment that the exeess supply of any factor la

Barrod*s model leade to its zero marginal prcduetivity is reflected on,

one is naturally inclined to aak, "What is the marginal product of eaeh

factor lAen none of the factors are in exeess supply?" If there were

an answer to this qusstion indeteradnaoy of factor prices would dis

appear* If there is no answer to this question there semss little

Justification for using the marginal productivity concept in describing

distribution in any type ef equilibrium situation that is worth the

name in Rarrod*s model* If capital and labor were free goods they

would disappear from the production function too—'the whole eeon(md.e

problem would then cease to exist* If either becwaes free, there is

possibly swsething wrong with the analysis* Capital is not only a

factor to be allocated but it is also a consequence of the allocation

process and it has a real cost involved in producing it. If it is



abundant to tho dograe of superfluity the econoogr is in disequilibrium.

Similarly if labor i« getting aunething less than what can keep it

alive and working there is disequilibrium.

As will be apparent later« the margiiial productivity theory of

distribution is significant for Hanrod's model as for other famous

econcuiie models. Sdow's criticism, though it reveala some important

properties of the model, is not valid as far as distribution is con

cerned. Even with the fixed coefficient assu^tlon adjustment of the

warranted te natural rate could be explained as being possible Just as

in the nooclaaslcal model if desirad. This will be returned to later.

Distribution according to the marginal productivity theory mi^

not be quite apparent for Harrod*8 model at first sight. There are

some writers who are skeptloal about the application of this theory in

micro-eeoncmd.ee. One of the most prMlneub is Kaldor. His alternative

to the marginal productivity theory is preeminently designed to explain

distribxztion In aggregate eeoncxile analysLa and also is used by him in

his own dynamie model.^ In the next section his theory will be

considered.

Section Vi Kaldor's Theory of Distribution^

and Its Criticiwi

Given two classes of income-recipients, owners of capital ti»nd

Kaldor, "A Model of Eeonoadc Groirth," Economic Journal.
LXXVII, No. 268 (19$7), 591-62lt.

2
N. Kaldor, "Alteimtive Theories of Distribution," Review of

Eoonomic Studies, mil. Ho. 6, 83-100. See especially pp. 9h-100.



laborers, the pattern of disposition of their respective incone between

con8uiq;>tion and saving is significant in the distribation of income

between labor and capital* This is basic anong the iiqportant prenises

on which Kaldor's theory of distribution is developed* In the Keynesian

aodel, given the marginal propensity of the eoMSUiity to save, total

saving and investment are eqaolixed by the variation of income and

employment* If full employment is assumed and if the level of output

is given, in Kaldor's model saving and investment are equal through

vaariation in wage and profit if ̂ e saving propensities of the two

classes are given* Re says that "the principle of the imiltiplier * * *

could be alternatively applied to a determination of the relation

between prices and wagee, if the employment and output is given"^ and

vice versa.

The ejqpost saving-investment identity is S s I. The total

inccm» is divided into wage and profit P* Thus there is another

equation relating income to distzrLbutive shares.

II-1»3 I s W ♦ P

Wage earners and profit earners have their respective maxginal

and average propensities to save equal to and s • From this the
*  P

aggregate saving equation beeoass

ll-Ui ♦ »pP
It follows that I 8 s^P ♦ s W a 8 P + s„(i-P)| which results in

p  w p w '

the basic equation of Kaldor's nodeli

^Ibid*, p* 9li*
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For interpreting 11^ for the purpose of the distribution theorx one

iapertant assujaption is necessarjr* It is that the tern l/l should be

independent of sarings deeisiois. If this assumption is made the share

of profit in total income varies with l/l. If s > s , P/l varies
P  V

directly with l/f, and in the reverse ease the relation is inverse.

For Sp7 it can be seen that P/T can be negative if Sj,> I/T. Thus,
if labor dees all the saving and also finances the c<msn^ption of the

capitalists, labor will be exi^oiting the capitalists! On such points

more will be said later. Here it should first be noted that for stabil-

ity, according to Kaldor, ap>n^, though the precise Meaning of
stability is not obvious. If the condition was supposed to rule out the

possibility of negative profit aisi iiq^lied that level of profit should

be taken into cmudderation in deteraination of I/T, then a separate

theory of profit is required. But this is not done.

Another assuqption that is required for this theory to be valid

is that there should be f\ill*ei^loyiaent| because under conditions of

unesployaeat thez*e are other forces influencing wage rate and profit

rate.

In the equation II-U6 if s,, « 0, one special ease of distribution

arises. In this case P « lAp* This says that profit increases if
entrepreneurs' propensity to save is low. This is described as the



"Widow*® Cruse" theory of distributioH.^ With s„ « 0 profit being

deteznnijaed by Sp and I wage beeofflss a residue*

The above theory is internally consistent under eertaia

eonditionSj as Kaidor es^lains*^ FirstXy^ the the<n*y holds on}y when
a Bdniimm wage condition is satisfied. This inplies that profit ean

grow only within etsne defined rai^ given the level of output and the

auoher of workers in the eeoa<si||r*^ Seocuidlyy the profit rate oannot

be belew a eertain BiniwuRf deterRined by uneertaintieSf or the degree

ef nonopoly, and so f^h. Lastly^ profit should not be related to

eapital*outpttt ratio. That is, capital coefficient should net be

sensitive to F/f.

If these assaeptions are satisfied then according to this

tlMii»7 Harrod's nodel acquires som i^pertant properties. The first to

%his theory was first esntitwied by d. M. Keynes in his book,
A Treatise on Mo^ (Londoni Maeaillan Co., 1930), I, 139, For other
references see above. Chapter I, p.

2
Kaldor, "Alternative Theories," 97-99.
3
This is clearly recognized by Joan Robinson whoM the«ny of

distribution is basically sijallar to the <me being diecussed here. The
following quotation exwqplifies this. "A higher proportion of investnenb"
wages to oonsu^tioivwagsa entails a hi^er rrtio of quasi-rent to wages
bill in the sales of connodities and a higher share of quasi—rent is
likely to give rise to a higher level of emsuaption expenditure out of
profits, which, in turn, entails a higher share of quasi-rent ... the

the entrepreneurs and rentiers (taken as a whols) spend oa invest-
fflent and oonsmiption, the more they get as quasi-rent.

"But there is a Unit to the possible pr<^ortion of
quasi-rent to wages, which is set by what we nay call the inflation
barrier. ... There is a limit to the level to which real-wage rates
can fall. . . ." Joan Robinson, The Accuwilation of Canital (Irwin.
Illinois, 1956), p. It8. ^ '



be noted is that the ineoBB shares are not indetemlnate in spite of

the faot that fixed eoeffieient of {arodnotion is assnned. The other

property vhieh is iiqportant in the light of prexious disoussi«as about

the relationship between natural and warranted rate of growth is that

from the present theory it follows that the two rates oan be equal*

In fact, Kaldor argues that the warranted rate of growth and the

natural rate of growth "are not independent «f one another] if profit

margins are flexible the former will adjust itself to the latter

through a consequential change in

In Haraod's model

II«2i7 s « ^ = lA

If the required sarings-ratio Sj. for natural rate of growth is

(I/I) which is not equal to actual lA e b, equality between s^. and s

can be brought by rariation in P/l. Difficulty arises in this model

beeaiwe it does not indieate preoisely whioh wigr the eausation aets.

Consider that inqilying scs^* Consequently pA ia lower than

it should be if natural rate of growth were equal to the warranted

rate* Bees it mean that PA will be expected to rise? The model can*

not answmr this question because this requires an e3q>laBation of how

the market beharas when Oy-^LQ^] it is not capable of showing that the

actual rate of growth must rise of neoesid.ty. One might be inclined

to justify Saldm'*s argument and say that when 0 will haws a

^Kaldor^ "llternatiTe Theories," p* 97*



tendemf to rise above Qc^f in aecordance with what Harrod has said. In

Harrod's ease it happens beeause deiaand remias high and investsasnt is

profitable. In ICalder's ease* however, one maj interpret that natural

rate and warranted are not independeat beeause in the 1<»^ n» ex^Eeaeus

f(»rce8 lilce technolc^ and the growth of the labor foree ooopletely die*

tate the flow of output. But in that case the problem of determining

the adjustment aee^uaism bjr which tfc« eqiiilibrium growth rate becomes

full e^plojrmsnt growth rate evaporates. This interpretation has suffici

ent ground if we see that the treatment of I/t as an independent variable

in the equation has justificaticm in ease that it is a product of

two factors, s ̂  Cj, s as abovei that is, the first term of
the product is dotorsdned oxt^sneusljr by growth of labor f mA so

<m and tito seeond is toehnelogloally given.^

As an alternative to other distribution theories Kaldcr*s

theozy attempts obviously to avoid using mari^ adjustments meehanism

as explaining distribution. However, 1/1 is regarded, by Kaldrar, not

nsosssarily in the long run sense of peculiar character asntiauod

above* There is sj^parently some ccmfusion which arises in treating

F/T as di^nsiei^ and I/l as iad^sdent variables. To explain stabil

ity of Qy at Qjg one hM to explain the oourte of events idien

When Qy is less than if the argument of previous parjiqpraj^s is

brought in it is possible that the actual rate may rise above But

this iwied not ehas^ the proportitm of investment to total income.

^Davis, op. eit., p. lS»



Production of oonsuBiption goods sdght rise as fast as InrestasHt. Hcsr-

stor it should b® noted that this theory is not supposed to be valid

for unej^lc^snaent oonditionsn which is true when and the eeonoagr

realises tlui rate 0^*

When {}||>Qq the theory will have least applicability^ beeause

this presents a ease of un«ii|>lay]sent more genuine than the formsr*

Iven in a full eapleyasnt 8ituati<m the theory as an esplana*

tion of distribution is dubious, ths idea that PA changes with lA in

full eaploymnt ij^lies a definite behavicn* pattern of prices of con-

sunair goods and capital goods. The relative proportion of profit and

wage in national ineone depends upon the relative chaas^ in prices of

Gonsuasr goods asd capital goods whan eaploijnasnt is incroased in ths

invsatment goods sector and decreased in the eonsuasr goods sector.

This Mans that far Kaldor's theory to hold the prices should behave in

a fashion whieh will raise profit-ineoae ratio with rising investment-

output ratio*

Aeeording to Xaldor'a assunption, in a fiOl oa^loyMnt situa

tion there is a givsn level of outpvit which ©an bo split into output of

eonsuMr goods and invostMnt goods in proportionts that can vary within

a definite range, aruch that his condition for rising profit is satisfied,

thus the set of wage rate and profit rate that is aeesptabls is detsr-

aiaed. In order to ahow that tlM whols set ef imrestMnt-output ratio

and the corresponding profit-output ratio is an equilibriua set, one has

to show that the passage from one such ratio of investment-output ratio

to another Mans behavior of prices in a eospatible way. But this My



not be the oeae* Under conditions of full eiiQjlojnient a variation In the

ratio of investment to output may lead to a rise in the prices of

eoneuner goods (juite oat of proportion to the rise in price of invest

ment goods* In such a case one sector of the econoigr may be running

into losses while the other nay be earning huge profits* Moreover a

fall in the ratio of inveetment to output might lead not to another

full-eiif)loyDi8nt sltuatiMi but to unen^lcyraent*

It is clear that prices are ii^ortant determinants of the ratio

of profit to income* Unless the prices are kaaan, income distribution

in Kaldcr*8 model is indeterminate* But the ratios in whioh various

goods are produced in the seoti^qr are indspendeBt of prices* It is tho

characteristic of the econcaay that tl» demand conditions and production

functions detormdne the amount of various goods produeas and their

respective prices siaultaneously with the prices of factors employed.

Kaldor's aj^roaeh^ however^ leaves the detentdnation of prices out of

the scene* He does not show that the acceptable distribution pattern

is always guaranteed by pH.oe movemsnts that will occur in desired

direction* If this were possible it would be perhaps worth pointing

out that equilibrium distribution would exist at a point where tho ««go

rats will be at subsistence level because that would guarantee the

maximtm profit* If it is argued that the achievement of tuB-iHuw profit

is to be ruled as being beyond the capacity of an entrepi*eneur it is

also not possible for entrepreneurs to vary the investment-output ratio

in aqy way Independently of other dsvelopsmnts in the eeonony* Kaldor

does not like to insert any more explaxiatlon as to why wage rate and



prices of consuiaer goods should behave in the vay he assuiaes* If this

vere done there would be s aore genuine theozy of distribution*

Kaldor's basic notion that tmiltiplier aeohanisn works towards

raising the level of output and enployiasat if there is unenplognaent^ but

when there is full eiq>loyaent it dsteraines distribution of income

through price variation is confusing* Because even under unenqplbjmeab

conditions multiplier operates through price* At full engilograent there

can be change in the level of investment relative to the total output

and oorreapandingly change in the prices toward equilibrium only if the

particular pattern existing before were not the equilibrium one.

Moreover, the theory lacks generality because of the assuiqp*

tions that «pT^®y have a more gtmraX theory one ai^

formulate the thecny in a slightly different form which would not only

do avsy with the above assui^tion but also assume sway the independease

of lA ®nd obtain a determinate solution for F and W. In other words,

a distribution theozy proper is required to soe that tho saving-

Investment equation in Kaldor's model defined in terms of entrepreneurial

and non-entreprensuzdal consumption azid saving behavior is satisfied

with unique values of P and W.

If Kaldor's savings function for labor and entrepreneurs is

taken, as before, then at any time for a level investment I^ equili

brium z^quires that ♦ s^P - I^* For this value of investment it is

not precise what values P and W will have* If it is said that with

the investment 1. there will be a total income 7^ which will determine
o  O

V and P, one is back to Kaldor's model* What has to be shewn is



that with the loveftaeat there ia a giTcn total Ineomi asid wage

and profit that equlllbritun is deterninsd* Ooe vaj to deal with

this problce Is to use Schneider's arganent^ whloh io suosarixed as

felloes.

It is asasasd that eatraprsninrs plea iwiiHMatrspriiiiaH sl

ineoM b/ eostrast. Zhas their profit is planasd ii^iireotly* In this

ease profit baooiais a reai^ ahiidi the eatreprmsars sosAr to malaise*

This asmaptioa aalMM profit depaadent on tiw total iaeeaa aad sagas*

Qns omn dsfias the relaticmship between vagee in aoeia wajr* For axaaplo,

if P* is the profit haring oqaillbrloa rolatiesuBhip with saga one

vrito ia fnnetional forai

n-hS P » f(w) c^>0

The ahavs eqaatisn aajrs tiiat profit sarioa direetly with saga*

ios taldag the eqpuitien, s^F* * hp sidietitntini XI«46 in it«

the follflirii^ is shtainsdi

n-it? Spp* ♦ s^ 8 SpP* ♦ (s„A)p* « f* m Io
fFoR IX<-U9 the felloslng results^

11-50 P* « 1^) 1®

"* * •

The ehofs fovmlation rasoees moh of the diffioolt^ of lUddor*e

theory, beeanse this provides s solution for all values of s^ and a^

and also l/i (toss not have to he assnaed independmt* In Kaldor'a aedal

11-50

^K* S^uieider, "Ineons and Ineoaa Oistributicm in Macro Eecmonle
nMory," trans* E* Brndwraoa, in Intamatienal Seonoaic Papars, No* 8,
^* 111-121*
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Wh«n an eatrapreneur nakBS a deelsion to Invest and esqplotjrs acre

laborhe taints the wage rate detemined by the market in a perfeetly

eoaQMttitive lystem^ vhieh is assaned here. The plan iet a given amooai

of employment involves a planned total expenditnre* The entrepreneur

has an expectation ci the total income which he would receive at the

end of the process the sale of the output. The difference between the

sale proceeds and the total eaq>eiiditure« which may be called q;aasi-rent

or expected profit, may or may net be realised in actuality* But the

motivation of the entrepreneur lies in aaxiaising this residue.

Let T* be the real output which the entrepreneur expects at

the end of the period. Assuming labmr as the only ii^ut the total cost

0<msi8t8 of the wage bill in the enterprise. Let N be the amount of

labor eiqpleyed in the econoHgr and V be the wage level, or w the wage

rate. Then for expeoted profit thex^ is tlw following relationship!

n-51 P* « - wH

But T* depHBids upon ths amount of labor eiqployed. Hencot

n«$2 X* « ̂(jf)
In planning enploymsnt of labcn* ths entrepreneur is assumed to

maximise P^. Differentiating XI-51 with respect to Ki

dPVdN « ̂ (M) - w
Setting this derivative equal to sero the following relationship is

obtained!

11-53 ^in)
Here it has been taken for granted that the maximum exists. This is in

line with Keynesian reasoning. Equation IIo53 says that wage rate should



«qual the narginal product of labor*

Conblning the three equations^ II-Slj 11-52# and 11-53*

11-51* P* - ̂(8) -

Equation II-5U gives the relationship betereen P* &r^ W* This

ean be Illustrated assoaing S(»a» particular shape of jzS . In Figure 5

is illustrated a function ̂  which is concave for all valties of M# and

a function ̂  which is convex for small values of N and concave for all

larger values of 8. Both tejrraa of the right hand side of 11-51* are

plotted In the aarae figure separatelj by deriving the respective deriva

tives of the funetions and Jwltiplying them by S* la Figure 6 the

Infoneation given by Figure 5 is used to illustrate the relationship

between P* and 8* It should be noted that the figures presented below

give only a rough approxination of the shapes of functions assumed* In

Figure 6 if aU terms are thought of in wage units then the ̂ graphs will

'r;-



Tlgaem 6.

denots th« relationship betvaen vage and profit*^ The aboive snalysis

prcfTides the basis for Schneider*8 aseanption that P* is ftmetionsllj

related to W*

The abore illustrations and arguments show that merglnsl predao'

tivity determine wage rate. This is in line with Kejmesian argument.

But the question arises whether this argoment is sufficient for income

distribution or whether some leore conditions are required. The argu

ments of those who intend to giwe a determinate solution to Kaldor*s

mo(tel do not stop here. Their next step is to find precisely what the

^For this line of argument see H. Atsuad., "Mr. Kaldor's Theory
of Income Distribution," Reriew of £eon<ade Studies. XXVII. Ho. 73 (i960).
109-18.



XcTeXs of vage and profit vill be in the eoonos^r glTen that narglnal

productiTlty deterainee vage* In order to knov this one should know

vhat is the level of investment in the econoeqr and what are the pro

pensities of saving of the two respective classes* The saving-

Investnent equation ligrs down the condition for equality between supply

and denand* With this the total wages and total profit are detendaed

uniquely. All that is required is to solve the slMiltaaeotts equations

as in 11-^ fc*r a given inves^aent 1^,

If distribution is eaqplained by aarginal productivity, the use

of aultiplier analysis seens unneeessary* However, the value of the

latter lies in deteraining the level of output at which equUibriu*

will be established* Thus a complete deseription of loaero-eeoniado

equilibrium, according to the above analysis, is possible by bringing

in two theories together, one for detemlniag distribution of iacosMi

and another f<»' detend.nlng level of output. Benee as a theory of

distribution nnltiplier eeases to have any iiqiortanee*

It should be reaarked that in the theory above, I/I is not an

independent variable. If Schneider's wage-profit relationship,
«  oCS ♦ sP • ot W, is taken, the term for 1ft becomes —2 H which is obtained

1

from equaticwi 11-^* This ratio may be constant or variable depending

on whether is a constant or a variable, assuming that other parameters

are constant* In aiqr ease, Ifl besides being dependent on <K is also

dependent on Sp and s^. This appears more aee^tahle than Kaldor's

assunption*



It is now necessary to isske Bwm observations about the narginal

productivity approach outlined above* It is not knotm what theory of

distribution has or will ever be valid for explaining distribution of

inc^i^* But on the basis of the fact that the marginal productivity

theory has a Biaro-econonde foundation it is hard to replace it by any

other tt»ory which lacks this and confuses tl» ohain of causation in

economic life by assua^jtions which have a weak foundation. However,

there are lindtations to the theory which have bem often es^haaised

by its critics. The obvious one is that the theory is valid only in

ease the law of diminishing returns is operating.^ It may be argued

that in toe neighborhood of full-eRploymnt this law is nor© likely to

operate. In an unenploynent condition neither Kaldor'a theory nor this

particular theory will hold.

Even if it were true that in the real world at all levels of

output and SHgjloyment Increasing returns would hold there is no reason

why marginal productirl.ty should not explain distribution. If only

the production side is loetasid at and the output evaluated in terms of

the physical units it will be found that additional prodkict due to an

increment of labor employed would be rising more than proportionately.

Whether this is true or not will hot be discussed here. But the

writer's argument is that it is not the physical unit added but the

value of the incremsnt of output that deterEdnes th® price of labor.

''■See M. Saldcr, "A Rejoinder to Mr. Atsumi ar^ Professor Tobin,"
Review of Econoadc StiidieSt XTUII, Mo. 73 (1960), 121-22.



Valuation oT goods is the only legitinate guide in detemdning

aarginal productirity of any agent of production* That pricing of

goods deteradnss allocation of factors and the factor-prices is the

basis of match of our theory*

In brief, one has not a theozy of distiribution in the so-

called leyiiesian theory of distribution, but a theory of hcwr in an

eccmooy with a giTen level of output and Bv^lcymsxA there are various

profit-wage oanbizuitions corresponding to different levels of invest-

nent given the propensities to save of different elasses of inoone

earners* For Harrod*s nodel this theory has little um, because, as

already seen, this theory is built up on the asauiqption that warranted

rate is equal to the natural rate of growth, whereas the problem hears

is to see the reconciliation of the two growth rates by the adjustment

of prices provided this is possible*

Hence what is required is a study of Harrod's model in the

framework in which the forces determining prices are nmde ejqjlicit. In

the next section the rigid assumption of the fixed proportionality of

factors is kept and the model will be considered with more than one

commodity.

Section VIt Equilibrium in a Fixed-Coefficient

Model and its Price aguieation

It was remarked in the last section that Kaldor*8 theory of

income distribution clearly asserted that in the long run the equili-

britm rate of growth is not iisiepeMont of the natural rate of growth*

It was also remarked that in the long run such interdependence was



esffored 1^ the Independent behavior of l/f. Thus Kaldor inplied that

there must be 8(^ process of adjustment of the warranted rate to the

natural rate when he said that with a flexible profit aax^n this is

possible. It was not^ however, explained how the price mechanism should

work for establishing the equality between the warranted rate of growth

and the natural rate of growth. In this section an explanation wiU

be attended of the relationship between the two rates taking into

consideration the demand and supply functions for goods and factors.

The production function of the type given by Solow^ for Harrod*s

model is used. In this section the study is based cm the assuaption

that there is more than one seetor in the eoonoaqr. This would give

rise to a ciodel of the variety which is called the Leontief dynanLo

model. To keep the eiqposition sii^le, only two sectors are assumed

to produce consumer goods and one sector to produce capital goods. All

natural resources are assumed to be free and they are not included in

the production functions. Lab(ur is the only factor that has a supply

ex^enously detemitted in this model.

Let x^ and Xg be the quantity of consumer goods 1 and 2 pre

duced, and be the quantity of capital goods. L is the quantity of

labor supply in the eocmomy of wl^dch x^^ is eiaplcyed. By x^j is denoted

the amount «f ith good used in the production of Jth good. o(^ is used to

denote the amount of ith good that is produced per unit of capital used

^Sae Section IV above.

2
W. Letmtief (ed.). Studies in the St^ctur^ of the American

Econoaqr (OxfordJ Oxford University Press, 1953)» Chapters II and III



in that wctor. Sladlarly, ̂  i denote the eaount of ith good

produced per uxiit of labor eeploQred in that eector. For eii^liflcation

it is aeeuiMKl that « 0« All the o('s and ̂ 's are aeeuiaed to be con-

etant posit ire number e.

There are then the following production functionsi

II-51 (a) u \ • *^1*1^1^ ^
(b) xg •o<2*32J *2 ' ®

(c) Xj z ̂ 3^2* coital goods
For the total amount of labor eaplogred there is the expressiont

11-52' XJ, , i L

where L is the amount of labor giren exogenously. All the rariables

are to be treated as functions of time*

For a full eiig>leyment situation with L inelastic, II-52^hold8

with strict equality. One of the proKLeas of this section is to find

the iflgilication of an equilibrium situation where full employment

exists*

Since consumer goods are produced with labor and capital in

fixed proportions and since capital can be expressed in terms of labor,

because of 11-51 (o), the production possibility schedule for the two

consumer goods can be written in terms of labor alone* The result, for

instance, is that the total requirement of labor per unit of consumer

good 1 is A^ and that per iinit of consumer good 2 is Ag, respectively,

such that A- - -JL~ * ̂  and A^ • ~5L— ̂  J.. With these coefficients as

the only parameters the production possibility schedule can be derived



idiieh le written ast

Equation 11*53'Is graphically represented in Figure ?• This

e<|aation gives a iTOunbGr of ooiabinatitsis of and that could be

echieYed for arqr partiotilar value of li* fact at ai^ tlm® t with

actual labor force L(t) a production sat satisfying (II*53l with

(i a 1,2) can be found to consist ®f an infinite nuaber of

points inside and on the boundary of the triangle in Figure ?♦ If

th^ preference of the eemmxditj is ocmsidered as between emsuming 1

and 2, with the indifference cuirves defined, as usual, to be ccnvex, a

lEiaibOT of points of the set OJffil satisfy the preference pattern of the

conEsunity, But there asey be a unique point Q that assures optiaam for

the eeonossy. Point Q represents the Pareto-optiiwa at which the produc

tive resources of the econeay are fully utilised and the satisfaction of

the pe(^le as a whole Is sasdJdLxed* Price ratio of the two goods

Figure T*



is determiiMKl hj the coefficient# of production, or «ore specifically

by the slope of the line MN.

The aboTe arguiaent further shew# that a part of the labor

force Is directed to the production of capital goods and this renaln# a

constant proportion of the total output of goods for any specifle eo»»

blnatlon of the two goods 1 and 2. If the labor force Is growing at

aby given rate the line Ml shifts to the rl^t, in a pawOlel fashion.

SlBillar effeet Is produced if neutral teohnologloal progress Is taking

place. If in such a dfiianio situation the preferenoe pattern does

not change the propcrtloa ef a^litlonal labor alloeated to the produc

tion of 04^ital goods to the total labor eflg>loyed in producing *11

goods reeains unohaziged. In other words, a fixed proportion of inconiB

la saved In eaeh period. Baeh point In the line Mf nay be regarded ae

consistent with Harrod^s natural rate of growth. This rate of growth

Is realised In the eo<»i^ for all eeetere If the strict assumption

about the preference of tlM people between prewnt and futm^ eonsuBg>—

tlon la mtlsfled. The aseumptlcui le that the preferenoe function

includes cimsaiqptlott at praaeot and that In the future as two different

things and the function ney be assuaed hoisogeneeus of degree one. This

'—we that with rlalng output the total Inoeae saved renalns a con

stant fraction of the aggragata inooas so that satisfaction Increases

proportionately with balanced Increaee ef all outputs. If this Is not

satisfied the curve Ml In the future should shift In such a fashion that

thez^ la a ehange In Its slope whloh should aeeure a ohanged propoirtion

In the eaplcyMent of labor In various eeetere ef the eeenmy. froa



obsorratlon oiw aorolXar^r Ijmidiatclj foUoira that airen if savings

coefficisnfc *sre constant flsxibility of choice bstirssn rariows goods

consonsd at presold vhioh might asstcrs flsxibility in curve PP* can

assure output along the line M in Figure 7*

Tlw above discussion has one eharaeteristio vhioh requires some

comments* This is that capital goods have been converted into labor

and, henee, they are not dealt with in a wigr that would bring out their

peculiarities as a factor of produetion* There is mtuA validity in

this objection beeause hF present procedure the productive ccmtribu*

tion of capital talcsn by itself is conoealsd* Introducing durable

capital does not basically alter the nature of the problem* It was

said, however, that the consumer allocation of income between future

and present consu^pti^ is necessarily the determinant of the amount

of capital being ereated in the econony at any given time. This pre

sents the sv^ply tide of the problem of capital aoeumulation* On the

demand side it calls for ejqplieitaeis on the point that demand for

consumer goods affects the amount of capital produced.

Another important problem which has to bs noted in connection

with the above analysis ie ab^t equilibrium, assuming the type of

technolegy noted here* It ie undeniable that with the preference func

tion aMumed the point Q ie the welfare optimum* But this need not be

the unique equilibrium point for the eoMUiay.^ There mqrt In fact, be

^If the equilibrium conditions are not satisfied the point like
eaimot be called an cptimum* The point is that an equilibrium may not

be an aptinum though the ofHirerse of this statemsnt is false.



nan^ possible equilibrium positions. The point in Figure 7 may be,

for exaMple^ another equilibrium situation though oharaeterised bgr

une>g>legnasat. In dljmanios the eeonoagir mj be on the left side of the

•▼•J'-aliifting JMW line. In Harrod's terminologjr the varranted rate of

growth may be different from the natxiral rate.

It is also eoneeiyable that equilibrium might exist with an

exoess of capital goods. Apparently one migr ^ave a high level of

employment of labor but the production of capital goods ml^t outrun

the amount required. However, this situation, if it leads to ever*

increasing eaBcess capacity, oannot be stable. But if a slight excess

eapaoity exists and continues at that level it may not be inconsistent

with stable equilibri\m.

In order to have a more detailed picture of the aowimgr being

studied here the demand functims are considered for goods and faotors

with which a better understanding may be obtained of how equUlbriun

is determined. The demand functions are as fdUowst

11-5^ (a) xi a f^(Px, P2> w, r,-Tr)
(b) 3^ s f2 (pj^, P2, P3,w, r,-rr)
(c) 3^. s P2, P3, w, r,ir)

(i IL 2 ^
« P j P • r,Tr)i^^l*2'3)

In the above equations x^ stands for quantity demanded. The amount of
capital (roQ). labor) demanded by the ith (imsp. jth) industzy is denoted

Aby xj^ (resp. Rataraxuf to the price of ith good is p^,. Other
elements beside the cost of dixmet iiqputs naqr bo included in p,. No

other itemm constituting price of capital are introduced and it is



aiwntd that tlMj are included in p^* The rate of intereatj^ wage rate«

and profit rate are r, v, andtf. For profit per unit of foods sold

thei>e are the foUoHrlng equations:

II-S$ -(Ta Px-w/pj^

iSTs P2'^/^2

fTr Pj--ir//Jj
Here it has been aasosKd that profit rate, vage and Interest

are hM»gensoas fear all seetors of the eeonoaqr* In a perfectly

oogpetitiTe wonaa^ profit rate smj be zero^ in viiich case the equi

librium price of a unit of a good equals its unit cost. This is not

inconsistent uith the assun^tion that producers maximise their profit.

It may also be assumed that consumers' attenpts to maximize their

satisfaction underlies their demand functions.

The equilibrixun conditions nqr now be written as foUoirst

n-§6 (a) Pi^xs ♦ ^^3*31
PjXji Wjjj ♦rpjXjj

P3X3. wCl-Tjxij
The constraintB are glTsn

II-56 (b) P3(x3i ♦ *32) • P3*3
^ *L

There are nos a eisBplete set equations which have to be

satisfied for equilibrium te exist. But sose s^e remarks are neees*

sary to see how the eolutione are obtained, such that ^ey beoMse

econosieally meaningful. In the type of model here 8&m problems of

bottleneck and negative values mii^t arise, ^eh possibilities have to



b« ruled eat bgr aaiuaing that the x*e eud p*8 and other fariables r and

V oannot fall beXcv zero. If this faot and the oonditioas that output

cannot exceed the capaolt/ Inpoeed by the availability of the factors

are considered the Inequality signs have to be used Instead of the

equality in the relevant places of the above system of equations. For

the production functions given sbove^ the change Indioated here leads

to the following set of inequalities in tdiich is the inverse of

the inverse of g and siBilariy for the is substituted Sg^, a^g,

and 80 forth.

II*57 ®11*1 * ̂12*2 • *3 0

ag-j^Xj^ ®22*2 ®23'"3

For other changes it Is sxxough to assume thatiV should be

greater than or equal to zero.

from, the theory of linear programmiiig it is knoim that the

two inequalities represent two linear half-qpeees. The intersection

of theee two half-spaeee with the positive erthant cf the eartesiaa

coordinate space results in a convex set* which in this ease has the

shape ef a prism as Illustrated in Figuz>e 8 below.

The interior and the boundary of the prism represent the

feasible set of output.

The apace toward the direction of the arrow on the plane iQM

represents the second of the inequality XI-57 and the space upward

left of the plane denoted by QPR represents the first. It should be

remarked that the plane QStP shifts iqnrard as L increases. It appears

from the illustration that the maximum should lie along the boundary WP



J

Figurs 8*

of th« sot* For aagr positive set of prices of goods it appears that

the econony aaximisee the value of goods prodhiced by moving to scaas

point <m QRP* The line RP is the only set of goods produced which

utilizes capital and labor fully. Along QRP all points to the left

of HP denote excess capacity.

From the above model it seems that^ provided

equilibrium^ full eiqplqjrment equilibi*ium is always possible. The

determination of prices of goods is the dual of the above problem.

It is not intended here to enter into the detailed analysis of the

process by which the existence of equilibrium is to be proved with the

help of all the conditions given above put together. But it is enough



to indicate that in finding erery feasible output and then the optiml

output the demand conditions are put to vork. If a solution, which is

an equilibrium solution, is obtained the prices are easily known with

the help of equation 11-55 with any two of the six variables assumed to

be determined outside the system so that the number of unknowns is

equated to the number of equations, assuming that the rate of profit is

aero, such that the ccaqietitive condition is satisfied. If one of the

prices is chosen as a nojBwraire one has only either wage or interest t o

be determined outside.

Although this section was begun with the observation that the

analysis was to eaqilain the tendency of the econcmy that is growing,

the approach to the problem of determining equilibrium was static.

But it was designed for siiqplicity of analysis by which the purpose

of understanding the nature of equilibrium under the assumed techno

logical conditions could be achieved. It was found not only that there

can be full ei[g>loyaBnt in this type of eoommor but also that the prices

of goods and factcn-s are detwradnate. Prom equations 11-55 the factor

prices can be easily determined with the prices of goods. Full eaploy-

menb requires that if the rate of interest is given there should be a

certain given set of prices of goods and wage rate which will assure

the employment of capital and labor available. Similarly, if the wage

rate is given other values oan be so determined as to assure full

eiqplpyment equilibrium.

The question arises whether the equilibrium so determined

iaplies that if the econMQr is cut side it there are inherent forces

which drive it towards it. Stability of an equilibrium requires that



•ngr dvTlatiim trom it •hould aff«ot eoarts and prleas in aueh a wagr aa

to BotlTata a raallooation of faotors and Inooaa of tha eomuiity

vhioh would load to oqailibrluau la tha praamt aodal aipiillbriiui,

altheagh it aqr ba a foil aapltqnaMit oaa, naad not ba aaiqpa* Oaa nagr

iatrodttoa a iMui>ar of aaaoaptiMia to hava a valfaa aqailibriua. It la

not of iBtaraat bara* It la bald hara that if prieaa of gooda and

faatora babavo aa thay Aeold ttaara oaa ba foll-a^>loymnt aqullibriuB

and thla la atabla vhathar It la tinl(itta or not. If fun aiqplegnnMiit

doaa not axUt, ootpvt baa to ba low. nila affaata tha rata of Invaat-

mat in tha aaaiKaqr. Ona adgbt oaoaalwa that a low lawal of MplayMnt

aa well ba oanaiataat with tha aqpillbriiHi aaodltiona. Tha

ottthor la laellnad to anpport tbia litea. But thara la ona <iaallflea-

tlea naoaaaary for thia. A rlaa In tha laral of output will aat a

tandanay to ralaa aqploymnt to Ita waariMaa and aagr aewoaaiit fro* a

point of una^plogmaat a«alllbrlwi Xs iadataralnata. Thaa aagr ttiMapl«iy<-

■aat aqaUlbrlmi la to ba tagardad aa unatahla and taapavazy.

la a eanaidmratloa of tha i^pUeatioQ af axaaaa Mqpltal ataok

thara ara two aala aooditlOTa of tha that hara to ba amialderad

In vhleh thla situation night .  Oaa la tiiat tha aeooMgr night ba

in a larooaaa af daallna vlth growing uaMgilegraant and fallli^ output.

Aaothar la tha aLtuatlm la whleb aaployaant night baTa baaa alraady

at Ita warlnnn. In tha fomar aituatlon tha axaaaa will ba poaelbly

dq^latad as tlaa gaaa by itoa to tha law rata of acriag at low laaal of

output and a gttaalHigulllbrl«» of tha Had diaoaaaad abava night arlaa.

In tha lattar aaaa tfeNura xdidit ba Inoraaaad danaad for labor vhleh



■ight rals* and pirioes and eauae redistribution of incone leading

to a fall in the rate of saving. In this case there is another possi

bility too. The exeess stock of capital night lead to a fall in denand

for capital goods and then to a fall in omplcyittent. The ease of lew

rate of capital production sinilarly iag}lie8 a low level of output*

In such a ease full eaplogment depends upon the effect of wage on the

cost structure of the economy. At a low level of eaplogrMat if there

is a dcwnrard pressure on wage rate the labor intensive sector adght

benefit from it, other things renainlng the sane. This might raise the

level of eaplcyneat.

The above are reiurka on sone of the likely situations frtm

a static view* Pr«B the point of view of growth the stability of full-

sflg)loy»ent squilibriun lias to bo studisd with refersncs to ths dsvelop-

nent in tine the relatimshlps betwssn the different variables in the

nodel* The ss^nssats do net differ naeh in this case from the nain

points indicated above* In the following paragraj^s sens renarfcs about

Bsrrod's nodal are nade.

It is known that Harrod'a warranted rate of growth will ariso

if equilibriun conditions are satisfied, suoh that a fixed proportion

of totsd. output belongs to the iavestownt goods category, and eonsunsr

goods are in ecmstant proportion to saoh other* This isgilies, as has

already been sean, that the prefereaoe nap of the ecMBBonity does not

change* If the preference nap changed with increased inoom it is pos

sible that tha eecmoitr would still develop along the equilibriun path

but not at a given constant aoqponential rats s/O.* In such a ease the



Mrrings-eottffiolent of a emnnuilty night ehtngo vlth ehangod prefersneo

&8 botwoon present consua^jtion and consumption in the future3 capital-

coefficient eleo night change for the eoon(»Qr as a whole beoause of

ohasging pr<^orti«i in which various goods are coneuned* Although

historical data are often brought to support the idea that both savinge-

coeffioient and eapital-coefficient have renained fairly constant this

does not role out the possibility of a ohanging output composition that

has talcen plaeo in the eocnosgr* The explanation of constancies should

taice aeccmnt of naay other factors besides the given static teohnologyi

which itself night have been in a series of dhaage* However^ the

rigidity of the pi^sent aodel is no bar to an understanding of the logio

of the development process*

To recapitulate the author*s idea of the warranted rate of

growth on the basis of the present modelt Suppose that the equilibrium

rate were not •qaal to the full-eaploynent rate. This oaee presents a

difficulty, beeause if equiUbrian is eharacterited with exsess scpply

of laber» irage rate has to bo sero* In the present nodel assune that

wage rate is exogenously determined* This aesumptim ia necessary

beeaum it is impossible to have sero wage zmte. With this assumption

equilibrium outputs aiui prices end interest ean still be derived. But

real wage in an unsBplojmBnt situation does not have any definite

detcrnlemt, exeept that in critical conditions it may be said to havn

been determined by the subsistence mininan. However, it nay be said

here that income distribution is not a serious pr<ri3lem when there is

uneiq>la!yaent provided there ia equilibriua. The relationship betwsen



Qy and 0^ my now b« saan*

natural and warranted rate of growth ara not Independent of

aaeh other if it la understood that the latter has to adjust itself to

the former, if it is to be realised at all. If the natural rate is

determined purely exogenous factors and if the warranted rate were

different frcn it either labor w oapital will be s\q>erfluou8. This

renders one of the faetors more expensiwe than the other. Assuming

ccmsumer substitution of goods the price mechanic may work toward

either ehangii^ the proportion of various goods produced which affects

the oapital-ooaffioient on the average and/or the savings-coefficient.

If the nattiral rate is ccnstaat warrantsd rate should eq^roach this

constant rate. If the fonoer is ohsnglng then the latter should change

in the sane fashion if equilibrium ie to be meintained. Although it is

not the intention of the author to earry the argument too far it appears

to him that the influence of the preference pattern of tlw consumers

may have mach effeet on natural rate as wsU.

Kaldor's argument throws some light on the issue of equality

between the two rates by showing the effect of ineome redistribution on

the a|^;rsfate saving though his assumption of indepsadeat investmsnt-

ineoms ratio is not aoosptable. By the redistribution of incoim trm

one class to another the investmnt-incoma ratio oan be affected if the

saving propensity of ths two classes is diffsrent. This redistribution

oan abaetb essees saving or creats mors saving for the ectmony and

restore the equality between the two rates of growth.



fh« abom obMurmtlou ara mu§» oa th» baala of tha aiaplified

aodML aaawaad iMnra* It la a«i iafHMNilbXa to ham a mer* gmmaral amtel

e«v«riag « lai^tar rauribor of motors in the ooomagr* This la omapli-

flod tQT ths dtraaaie Looatiaf Modia«^ whioh is sln^bLod Mnmnil aaikers

in its ▼sriotts s^psots» As an axaot aaalogm of BaiTed>s aodel it

dssarms •ntim« la this aspsot ths olomd Lsmtisf laod^ is

to bs omsidsrsd* Labor loight bs iaolndsd in ths fwisrai iafmt-ootpat

Sfaatim to bs gissB bsXow* bat ths aanpsasat doss ast ^^miKS sigaifi*

cantly bgr sssladiag it« Ths prsh^ of inooas distrlbatisft has bom

airsae^ dsalt with* All that is rs^piirsd is to aots ths ^hmtsI noddL

and its Isplioatioa of pclmo ossr tisai. Xt^purdiag rslatirs prioss ths

sdMmi ari«MMits om bs nssd*

for ths aggrsgats outpat of a goods at tins t thsrs is a

Tsctor X(t) shorn slmwnts ars Xjj^(t) j (i • 2 . • • n)» Diffsrsntiat*

lag sa4ii with rs^psot to tins thsrs is ths inersamt in oatpnt

of 1th good at tim t* This is fsprsssatsd la ssstor farm as i(t) in

whioh ths dot dmstss diffsrmtiatlen vith rsagaMt to tins* Ths rssult is

Il'SS X(t) 9 AX(t} ♦ BX(t)

«h« A 1. « n» -trlx ^ irtdO. tiw aaooat of

ith good assd psr unit of goods on ths Jth motm* hoamlMkld being

ooBsidsrsd as oas ssotori B is ths axa aatrix of oapital eosffieisnts

bjj, whieh indieatso ths anooat of eonnodity i hold aa tha stook psr
aait of ao—Bdity J« la wm oo—oJlty oaso tl» oqnsticm bomoMs

^ontlof* lec« Pit.



exactly like Harrod^e y(t) « (l-s)y(t) Or II-58 can be written

(l-A)X(t) s »i(t)

Assoiolng B as aaa-elngnlar

11-60 B-^(I-A)X(t) • X(t)

Assume the reotor of initial ontpute to be and X as the rate of

X"bgrowth such that Xj^e is the solution of the ith equation t

n-6l B'"^<I-A)X(t) «

from which is bbtaiised B**^(I'-A)X*e^^ in which may be

canoeHed* This results int

11-62 |b*^(I-A)- iXJ Z* a 0
where I is the unit Teetor and 0 Is the sero veetcur* In equation 11-62

B""^(I-A) la the ixnrerse of the non-negatiTo matrix Bd-A)*"^. Ihe

interesting pr<^srty of such a matrix is that It has a positive

eharaeteristio root A vith corresponding eigenTeotors having positive

elements^ x^, • • x^^, as the solution, of x^, and so on»^ Thus it
is seen that the initial conditions should be determined by the eigen-

veetors that are c^sistent with the eolation desired*

fhe dual interpretation of the above aclution gives what prices

of goods and factors will exist. It is sufficient to note that prices

may or miqr not st^- at the ctationaxy level dependitig upon the nature

"There are many works in which the properties of positive
matrices are discussed. Hentioied for reference here is S* Karlin,
Mathematical Methods and Theory In Games. Programming and Economics

Addison-Wesley, !



&i entrepreneurial a3ipeetatlon«^ •fQyeoialSjr* If prlete taea eaqpMAsd
%& ehange, puttinf tlui argiauaeiit la period fei% differoalial • quatlone

are oMMilaed idailttr %o tlui differMotli^. oquationa eawoaoilMMPed akewi,

bat la tfiis QMO relatiag ploea of goods in period % to that in period

t*l for Imlndlng the efi^oeiatitm wr depreeiatloa in the ralae of

sloek due to price ohaa«o« Prtoe ia to include tl» eacpenditure m.<S»

ia iiqmt floe end also ehange in the mlue of stock of oapital. Thus

the f^^aeing eqtiatioat

1I«^3 pCt)-p(t) A - [p(t)-p(t«l)] B

idnwre A end B are as shove and p(t) is ths prL«w veoter* Interest and

wage are eaaliM fron thia diseusaioa. Ths sdutioo is ohtaiasd In a

adaUm' uigr vrltiag lZ-43 ast

IX'>d4i p{t) (X-A*B) m p(t-l)B

p(t) s p(t-l)B(I-A«»)^
provided I-A^^B haa Inverss* Whether priees twid to be stationaiT' or

keep Ittoreasins or decresslnf, and ao forth, di^peada oa the eharaoteris-

tie roote of t^ above*^

Bet it ahoold be Matioasd here that this soluUea does not

ixwlttdki tlMi iafluenee oT Interest and porofit iMeh aiqr ebaafs* If they-

ar» allfwed to have their laflasns# m 1I«41 it aegr as veil be the ease

tbat their ian»eaee will ahift the eeonoigr fron one Initial condition

^Seo E« M* Solow, *OoafMtltive Valuation in a %aaaio laput*
Output %sta%" Beeaon^riea, mil. Mo* 1 (1959), 30-93.

*Seo Solow, ibid.> for the di8eu8ei<8ia.



to anothor* Tho viqr tho aodeX la ««i up it 8a78 that change in capital

▼alue fully affects the price deTclopMsnt* This is not quite olear»

beeauM the affect of capital gain cat loss cm price depends en the

entrepreneurs* expectations about the future and not the other vay

around in aany cireunstanoes* It is not to deny that prices can change

and sonetinss ng^ be oscillatory or even explosiTs* But such changes

are hard to e3q;>lain vith equatims of the sinple kind used here. In

the next section tlmre vill be occasion to wntion the equilibrlTia

relationship of price lerel, interest rate» and growth rate. Before

passing to the next section the results of this secticm are suaaiarised.

This seetim studied a Bulti*>seetoral extensicm of Harrod's

model in its most rigid foiuu In the model it was found that adjust

ment mechaninM are not absent for equalising and 0^ of Harrod's

amdel. It «as feoad that price mechanisms can be effeetire if th^

hare a sufficient degree of flexibility. Allocation of factors is

governed by coaeumsr choice and this also determines the inccme of fao-

tors together vith prices of goods. It vas also argued that in the

Icmg run fuU-emploTment equilibrium is stable. Equilibrium with

uneiqploynsnt as a possibility was not disputed abore. It was observed

that this kind of id.tuation is unstable in the long run. Also mentioned

were some of the properties of Harrod's warranted rate of growth which

follow frcHR aceumiag constant capital-coefficient and constant savings-

coefficient* Those argensRts need not be repeated here. In briefs the

fixed coefficient model is found to be not as rigid as seme writers

with this notira seek to isg>re88.



Hove-rer, tilt approach of attualiig a fixtd eoeffiolent cf produe-

tloQ vith txtrtnt rigidity nay not do mch justice to Harrod, btoauw

he did not Maintain that a giren capital-coefficient is true for all

rates of interest* In his theory capital-output ratio oan vary with

variation in the rate of interest. Thus the idea that with a given

rate of interest that eapital-eoeffieient is ohosen which aaxiiaizes the

profit of entreprenewrs seeas to be present in the theory. This iBg)lies

that Rarrod's technology also allows substitution, fhe problem then

arises that if sneh a possibility exists the interpretation should be

that the failure of Market nsehanisM to indnee change in oapital-output

ratio leads to disequililHriuM.

Similarly in the input-output models the fixed-coefficients msy

actually have been the results of market behavior rather than something

given.

This brings an i^p<»taBt issnOj, namslyi, whether the fixed-

coeffieieat assumed in Hairrod's model is cause or effect of the martot

pheaenena in general. Since Harrod's position is not quite obvious, in

the next seetion the neoclassical substitution model will be studied in

order to see under what oonditicais which fixed coeffloienta are estab

lished. Then Harrod's model will be considered from the new point of

view.



Section VIII Sib8titutability of Factors

and Hazrod's Model

It is alreadjr known that the a8su{H$>tlon of fixed prc^ortlonallty

of factors in the Harrod-Doaar model and la the Leontlef models la

regarded as unrealistic by their critics. A aunre realistic way to deal

with the problem ef production would be to aasuae Tariable pre^ortions

of factors as the e^inioas say. Ucmvww, it might hare been the case

that the abonre models ml^t hare assumed such variability of factor*

proportions* but the working of the econoaic system would be such that

sonm given coefficients would Mcessarily rule. In this section the

problem will be discussed as to what e<»ditioas can lead to this type

of situation. First this is diseussed in the trumtork of a static

medal and than tha method is axtsnded to dfiuudos.

As in all analysas of oospatitive aquiUbrium the arguments

here are based (m the postulate that tha acffiUHCLe problem is one of

maximisation of output or minimisation of cost. This has a eloas

resemblanee to the pr^amning problama in which the vital question one

faces is about the ohoice of factor or preeaas oonbinations which would

result in miniwam reel cost for a given amount of output or

output per unit of real cost. The choice is made frcmi a nuidber ef pos*

sibilitles, which may be finite. If smw aastu^tions about the nature

of techniques of production are made one can easily see that such

optimal ooefficianta of production exist irrespective of the level of

output of each good prodacad. The most significant aaaunption that

should bs noted here is that there are constant returns to scale.



0ns could applj linear programing technique to atucfy this

prdblea, as Arrov and locj^Muia hare deos.^ This tochniqae laada to

■iBdlar conclusions regarding the sinoltaneoas detendnation of prices of

goods and factorsj and for aU levels of output of goods one has the

optiMus coefficients of piroduction* Hotfever^ the ajcgunent irill be

restricted to the sijnple -version of Saouelson's^ approach.
The static nodel is now consideredj assuaing a eontiimcsui pTd»

duction function which is heaogeneous of degree one in the iiq>uts

esgtlegred. Labor is regarded as the only priaary factor of production.

All other ii^mts are producible in the aystea whereas labor is not.

Since labor is the only priaary factor, wage is the only cost involved

for ^e economy as a whole in producing various goods. For the sake of

sinplicity only two goods are aasuned, naaely, ccmsuaer good and capital

good denoted by the indices 1 and 2. The respeeti-ve aaounts of these

goods produced are r^resented by and X2. Labor is regarded as ii^mt
denoted by index 3# the total supply or rather the rapleyasnt of which

is x^. The lyabd used to denote the aaount of J used in the production

of i is Xj^j (i e 1,2} j s 1»2,3). The following production functions
for 1 and 2 are written ast

n-65

Xj r 0(ljj,ly)

See T. C. Koopaans (ed.), Aotivlty Analysis of Production and
Allocation (New lorki Wiley, 1^51), Chapters Till and IX.

^Ibid., Chapter VII.



Alsot

^ * hi-h
If eoanodlty 1 is selectsd arbltrari!]^ and its anoont naxiadsed

using the abora aquation, tha function F is maxiadsad to do this using

the second aquation in 11-65 and tha conditions 11-66 as constraints*

The following Lagrangean expression nay be fora»dt

11-67 L . ♦ ^2 i'«%2.^3) - =^-^22^
♦ >-,Ti--x -I 1-3 I 3 13 23 5

whax^ '^i (i • 1«2,3) arc tha Lagrangean multipliers* Proa 11-6? there

are tlui following maximum conditions!

11-68

Mx ' ^ 2 ' °

->2*0
3X22 aX22

>, .0
"23 ^23

On eliminating the ^*si

11-69 ">0 ,

Wx
Q  > F _ "^F . 0

5^ 3Xi2 3^
The solution of these aquations gives the ratio in which capital

and labor should be used it any level of output. The amount of output

does not affect tha ratio*

m



The above is the substanos cif the substitxitlon thaoren vhieh

says that imcier the conditions assa]aed above regarding technology there

is a unique coefficient of production which stakes the output raaxirora or

which Bsinlniaes the oost of production. The dual aspect of the theorem

is obvious. It shows that the itarginal productivity detoraiaos the share

of each factor on^jlcgred.

This has so far been a static point of view. However^ it has

been a starting point for the dynamic. To be considered notf is the

question whether tl» substitution theorem holds for the dynante* If

in the production functions given above all the variables were treated

as functions of tins and if saving and investment were assiuaKl to be

going on as leading to incrtmnt of the stock of capital there would

he a growing eeono^y. It might appear that the theorem would hold even

for this ease. In order to see the validity of the theorem the problem

would be approached from the dual aide. That is, the pricing problem

would be explicitly formulated to see whether the theorem that under

conetant returns to ecale there is only e9M ©oefficient of production

regardless ot the level of output produced at each point in time. To

do this a one owmflodity model can be taken. If the model given in

Section IV Is taken in which the emmnt of one comodity X is a fmto-

tioa of K, as capital, and h, as labor* it asgr be written using the

preeent aeeuagsticm regarding the return to scale ast

II*»70 F(a,b) m 1* where e aad h e j

Ii K* and L are tine funetione.



Ona eaa study ths proUsm fron ths point of tIsw of entreprs-

aaurisl bshavior} bseauss it Is in ths intsrest of entrsprsneurs as to

idiat ratio of factors should bo chosen so that the alloeation of

roooorces in the enterprise is efficient* If it is assuissd that the

enterprises luaxiiniie profit the foUoiring price equation vculd be a

better guide for seeing ths effect of profit naxiinisation on the

various relationships of the variablest

11-71 p m (arqp ♦ eh) (1 +'rf)

Or TT (arqp wb) ♦ arqp ♦ irb - p s 0

uhere tT la the rate of profit, p the price, v the wage rate, r the

rate of Interost, and q incltuies those elenents in the Talue of e«q>ital

which are taken into consideration in firing price and which do not

appear in its cost, interpreted in terms ef material or iiqiut cost. To

maxLinise TT the following expression is usodt

11-72 TT (arpq ♦ wb) ♦ axpq ♦ id» - p - A|F(a,b)-lj « 0
where A is the Lagrangean nultiplier*

Setting the partial derivatives at with respect to a and b

equal to serot

n-73 AFa(a,b)-Tr rpq-rpq
arpq + wb

AFb(a,b)--irw - w
.  ill ■

arpq + wb

where and are partial derivatives of F with respect to a and b

respectively* From the above equations the conditions for maxiniam

profit may be written as follows i



II-7U rpqd+TT) , AF^(a,b)

wd+TT) oAF^(a,b)

Th» «4ullibrium oondltioiur In II-TU say that imdar empatitlTe

eonditiona the marginal produetirlty ratio of tha faetors employed

should aqual their price ratio* If perfeet eospetition is assaned^T

has to be sero* Bat for the present argamant the positive value of TT

does not introdnoe any eoqplieatioa. la there is also the coadi*

ti<m that A has the value 1 because the two inc<»ies« namely the return

en capital and the return te labors exhaust the total product. If the

present argumsab is eoabined with the om given previously there is a

oemplete picture of hew the faster ratios and their earning ratios

invariant under aiqr change in the seale of output*

This evidently is not too convincing an argument^ because in

II*7it it is seen that the ratio of spq to v determined a and b* In

order to establish the e<molusion about the invarianee of the coeffioi*

ents of produetion, it is neeessary to prove that aagr change in suoh

a ratio is iflf>ossible if oquilibrium is te exist* One should be able

to i^ow ̂ t aagr change in a factor price is compensated by an appropri

ate change in other price or prices in suoh a way that the coefficient

of production is left unchanged*

Before entering into further details of this argument some

observatioui will be made about the deteminatioa of factor prices

according to the equilibrium e<»iditi<ms II-7U* While the rate of profit

does not affect the coefficients of production in II-7U it is clear

from 1I-71 that it affects price* Hence to have a detwvlnate price



on« ahoold knew the rate of profit* Moreorer r and p taken together may

be regarded as constituting one tern or separate terms* fhis latter

alternative is valid* Taking the price items there is then one equation,

11-71, in four unknoens taking q as given* Thus if profit rate is

positive there are three degrees of freedom in determining prices* If

oonqietitive profit is assomed to be sero there are tvo degrees of

freedcra, or in ease pel, there is <Mjly «ie degree of freedom*^ Thus

in the former ease if aqgr three priees are knoim and a and b are known

the rwaaining tvo can be dsterminsd* In the case that profit is sero

the one priee has to be known as if it is determined vhoUy outside the

iQrstem* If, however, all prices are determined the equati<His 11-71 can

be solved for the eoefficients of produotion, a and b, which satisfy

II-7U.

With thsM observations, if the theory that the oonstanoy of a

and b must obtain at unique values for all variations in output is con

sidered, there are several x-eaaining assuaptions to choose among. But

all such assu^ions should lead to the same e<mclu8ion that the relation

ship between w and rpq ̂ ould be constant* To see what assungrtions about

the behavior of the economy axv necessary it ean be noted what would

happen if eqiuilibrium is distuxbed by change in any of the prices in

equaticm II-7U* Assuwi that thex« is a ohanga in the time preference of

"^In this case note the similar arguwsnt by M* Norishima in
"Prices, Intex^st and Profits in a Dynamic Leontief System," Econometrica,
XX7I, No* 3 (19S0)» 358-370* His trsatnsnt of the substitution theorem
for a general raultiseotoral growth model is of especial Interest*



th* people 80 tbat the rate of interest is lowered* This Bi|^ be

eonsidered as Xeediag to an incz*eased proportion of incooe saved*

Porther it aaj be argued that this leads to increased imrestment and

iiwreased wage rate* If this happens then, aecording to II*?!;, there

will be a change in the coefficient of production if price rezoains at

the old level which wqr be held to be true* fhere can be a restoration

of the coefficients a and b to the older values if and only if there

is a coBgjensatory rise in prioe which has been aasnned away for the

prea«mt* If a fall in the rate of interest is ooapensatsd only by a

rise in price there Is the possibility of constancy of the ooeffioients

with wage rate at the old level* SioUarly c«e might find numerous oon-

ditions which should held for the substitution theorea to be true*

the logio of this thecrra dhoold Indioate that the coeffieients rule

over the prices and not tha othar way around* The disturbaneo of oqul*

librlum is, aocording to this thooro% aecenpanlod by changes in prioee

in order to establish the values of a and b*

The above nay appear to have slightly distorted the content of

the theorea by ignoring, for example, the explicit disoussion of

Moriehiaa^ lAo proves this by saying that if prleea are given in the

econcmr the ooeffioients are dstemined by thra* This is perhaps to be

regarded as a convincing arguasat* In this ease the coefficients of

production would be regarded as not independsnb of faotor->prlce ratios*

^t tho variation of the latter loads to the variation of the former*

This interpretation gives tho conclusion that tho (^iaal coefficient

^Ibid.



of prodaction for an oeonoiiQr la daternined fegr the condition of prices

of goods and factorSf given the prodaction function* If a eonnmuilty

has achieved exoeaslve capital aoctuBulatlon resulting In low rate of

Interest the ratio b, other things reaalxilng the sane, east Increase

In order that the equilibrium condltloas be satisfied* Simllarljr If

wage rate Is very low due to excessive supply- of labor and If high rate

of Interest prevails, the coefficient, a, must inerease* This is so

because at new factor prices the costs of production change and they-

can be Kinlnam only with a different eonblnatlon of factors.

In the above dynaadcs the price was assumed to be constant for

all time* If price la assumed to change, which may be Imagined la

terms of money, there will be a sltuatlim In which the determination

of the coefficients of production by reference to factor prices may be

bard* It Is worthwhile to see what Isfpllcatlona can be derived from a

model that assumes mowsy prices changing.^

Assume that price at time t Is eqiial to the rate of return on

capital (using price at time t-l for evaluating return for t»l), whose

amount per unit of output Is a, corrected for capital loss due to

change In price at time t, plus the wage bill pw unit of output* One

may assume that all the elements of value of capital are Included In

the capital-coefficient* One may also assume real wage Is lagging

behind the change In price by me period* This awnubptlon will be

^his argument Is to some extent based on Solow*s model,
'*Coflq>etitlve Valuation In Dynamic Izg>ut-Oatput ̂ tem," EconwBetrloa,
XXVII, No* 1 (1959), 30-53.



nftd* hsre. Then for price nt ti

11-75 s a(l+r)pj..3^ • «Pt *

whei* w is tha reel wage. II-75 has the following eolutionj

11-76 3 Pq ^

yAum pQ is price at time 0«

Let the ease of stationary price he taken first* For this

a(l+r) ♦ wb = 1 + a, or ar+ wb • 1 is required. Thus in a stationary

eoodition of prices it is seen that the theory that marginal produo-

tirity determines prices of sectors holds* If, howerer, prices are

changing there are two possibilities* One is that ar id>^l in which

ease price tends to fall to sero* The other is that there is the

possibility of an explosiTe rise in prices if ar ^ 7-1.^ In the two

possibilities given above it seems that under the technological assuap-

tions made here ehanging prices nay be an iiqpossibility*

If the eondition is neglected that money wage rate is changing

with one period lag and the equaticm 11-75 is made non-hcHsogeneous by

substituting wb for the eondition may be obtained for stationary

prices irtiich will be in line with the argument of the previous pages.

In fact the solution of such an equation becomest

11-77 a(l+rr ♦

It should be noted that the arguments given here are the
author's derivation frcm the model being discussed and the model,
although similar in sone essential respects to that cf Solow (see
previous footnote), the arguments may differ.



This is the solution of equation II»75 in vhich

r^laced by wb» Stability of price requires that either should con

verge to the last tera on the right hand side of 11-77 or a(l+r) s (1+a).

The former leads to the price equation of the earlier disoussion^^

esGSept for the terms q and TT. These arguments indicate that the

substitution theorem may hold only ui»ler the assumptions of stable priee.

But it should be remarked that there is no reason priee idtoold be

unstable in the aboi^ model. Instability for 11-77 requires that ar ̂ 1,

It is doi^tful If there can ever be a circumstance in which this situa

tion may ever occur except for an exoeptionally short interval. The

author would rather hold that priee is stable in the long run.

It is not denied, however, that there might be the possibility

of priee instability. But to deal with this problem the above device

would be inadequate. In the above model it is aasumed that while

prioes would ohsago, the rate of interest does not react to It in any

way. This does not seem Justifiable. If one saiy consider all inter

relations of prices and interest it is through a different type of

approach which adboold also bring into the picture the monetary aspect

«f oeonoaQr. This is not the scope of the present work. Thus in

the long run pries will be assumed to bo stable and all rising tenden-

oios that might occur or should have occurred would be assumed to bo

e3q)lained by exofcactts factors. Honee it is assumed here that the

8ubstltuti<m theorem in Morishima's version holds without difficulty

Soo p. 115, equation 11-71.



for the abcure nodel*

The iiqplieation of the above analysis for Harrod's nodel is

vorth considering nos. It is first noted that Harrod says that a given

capital coefficient rules in the econo^, if there is neutral techno

logical progress and if a given rate of interest exists. If under the

ecmdltions given by Harrod all the conditions discussed dbove hold, it

is apparent that Harrod's argumnt is proved. But it is not quite clear

how a given rate of interest ̂ ould be uniquely related to other prices.

If price offsets the variation of the rate of interest, different rates

of interest asy exist with the capital eoefficieat according to

the wither*s argument. Thus Harrod's proposition Mcas to have ruled

out the effect of prices. Or, it should isgily that price change cannot

offset the effect of change in the rate of interest.

Ttui argument about pries will be discussed a little later. Here

the grounds for the ewsdition of constant capital-coefficient given by

Harrod nay be aade precise. In this conneotiMi an argunent given by

Oreen^ will be emsidaa^. According to this argument thm capital-

eoefficient and the rate of interest are functionally related as the

following analysis will show. Assume a production function of the

Cobb-Douglas type as belows

11-78 I(t) « 1£®L^ a,b 0 a+b m 1

^e arguments used here are to be found in H. A. J. Sreen,
"Grcmrth Models, Capital and Stability," Economic Journal, LXX, Ho. 277
(I960), 57-73. See ei^eqially pp. 57-59.



where K and L are capital and labor which are tiiae functions, axui X is

output. Differentiating the logarithm of both sides of II-78 with

respect to tine and using dot on the top of the rariable to indieate its

tine derivatiret

11-79 ft ̂  ̂ b #
1  I

AssuBdng rate of growth of labor to be a and using the savings-

inTostwRit identity sX(t) « K

11-80 i . sX(t) +
1 ■ • -m

Introduee me further eoiditlm in the aedel» aanely that

eatreprwMfurs e<|uate the present value of the espeeted im&sm stresn

fr<Mi an invsstnsnt to the eost of eapital« Assune that incoae esgpected

from the investnsat is continuous over the infinite life of capital.

Also assune that an investnent is nade and the cost incurred is one

dollar. Then the following relation will hbldt

11-81
n

where the j^nrtial derivative of X with respect to K aaans the narginal

productivity of capital, which is the return m capital. It should be

noted that this return is not esqpected to vary. Even if it varies due

to bbsoleseeiiee which night be espeeted to take place in a given manner

the az^iuaant will not be affeeted to axqr eignifieant extent. Thus if

the condition II-81 holds^ the equilibrium relation between the capital-

coefficient and interest rate oan be determined as follows.



On solTiag 11-81, 1/r. - 1. From 11-78 it 1$ known th«t
a &

14 3 TJ»®refore, K/ (aX) ■ l/r. But K/l « Cy In Rarrod's SKxitX.
da a

11-82
r - r

Equation 11-82 ahowa tha ralationabip eaplieitlF batwaaa tha

rate of intareat and tha aapital coeffieiant. If this relati®Bship

ia uaad ̂ a varraatad rata of growth baeonast

11-83

Tha anbatanea of this part of tha argunant la that 11-82 lajw

down tha rule of substitution and 11-83 shows how oquilibrtum growth

ia ralatad to tha rata of intaraat. Using than in 11-80 tha relation

ship is obtained batvaan growth rata of output with the aq[ailibrlu»

growth rata and natural rate of ̂ owth, a, which maj be written ast

I , aE ♦ bn
1  a

It foUowa that tha warranted rate and natural rata of growth

tend to equality by change in the rate of interest. Harrod argues that

the equality between tha two rates aaa be aehiayad in an aeonoaor with

higher warranted rate eoagtarad to tha natural rata by pr^praasira lower

ing of the rate of interest which would lead to tha deepening of

capital. This is ia line with the neoelasaioal thinking. But Harrod

auspect# that tha substitution principle sdght not work. In this oon-

naotion tha eritics of tha naoclaaaleal nodal hold that tha assumption

underlying the prliwjiple of substitution is unrealistic. They hold

that the assunption of substitutability of faetors ia^liea that tha

rate ot profit raaalns positive however large tha ratio of capital to



labor is nads* Thaj hold that for a sufficiently large capital~lab<n>

ratio the rabe of profit can be zero. Hence no change in the rate of

interest could be of ai^ arail toward raising eapltal-labor ratio*

Another argiuwat used to show the Invalidity of the neoolassio

oal approach Is that sTsn if the rats of profit eould reaaia always

positive tae aU oapital*labor ratios the rate of Interest aay not fall

below a eertain nlnima* If the rate of interest Is above the narginal

productivity of capital there is no seepe of raising the eapital*

ooefflcient*

Before oonaenting on all these srfawMitB eas wore eeatwition

should be noted—that the rate of dLscouat used in evaluating the

present value of eapital aay not be related te the aarlnt rate of

interest. But this arguaent is Inadequate if it means that it is true

even under equilibrium. Further, this argument is ef little use

beeauee there is no other way te explain Inves^Mnt behavior exsopt by

relating it to the demand eondition in gemral and the rate of interest.

7he fact that the wairranted rate is eqaHlbriun rate and the interest

^In this conneotion one aay note Eisner's argument about
whether the fixed-coeffieicnt aesaB|)tioa of Harrod's aodel is more
reallstio than the i^lleit assu^tion of the exlstenoe ef positive
profit however large the capital-labor ratio in the neoclassical type
of models. He sayst "Critics of growth models deal with functions
which implicitly or explicitly (like the 06bb*l^glas illustration
which Sclotf eiqplays) iaply the assuq[>tion that marginal net product of
eapital is always positive, regardless of how high the capital-labor
ratio rises; barring demand problems it mast always psy to invest,
fhls indeed, is one of the orueial assugptlons on which growth model
critiques rest. It edbodiss again the optimistic notion of unlimited
invest^nt opportunities." "On Qrowth Models and Ifeoelassioal
Resurgence," Economic Journal, LXVIXI, No. 272 (1958), 713-lU.



rate is such that this equilibrium is satisfied makes this arguoBnt

unjustifiable*

The reader is new in a position to see the main points that

constitute the argument of the eritiois of the neoelassioal groirth

model* (hoe is that the production function Utiat assures positire rate

of return on capital is unrealistio* The second is that the rate of

interest as an adjustment channel is ineffective* Conoeming point one

it might be said that there is nothing in a production function of any

type that oan explain inoome distribution in an eeenoagr irreapeotive of

the eonditione of demand* Xn the real world the possibility of varying

proportions of labor and capital exists and such variations f dUov the

rule of profitability* Bat the precise maimer in which this works is

haz^ to understand* With the Cobb-Douglas function one does not neces

sarily reach the ccnclusion that the economy is perfeotly stable and

the profit rate will always remain positive* Whether profit is to go

up or go down dq»ends up<m ths bahavicn* of prices* In the unspecified

fiaietion which was uwd for the purpoees of this section variability of

faetor-proportionc was assumed and assigned the property that is

characteristic of the Ccbb-Douglas production function^ namely, that of

hcmcgeneity of degree one* The author, hcsrever, did not elaborate upon

the point that even in such a ease there is the possibility of priee

instability and the pzHzfit rate may assume any value* But such possi

bilities are regarded as not lasting and in the Icmg run there is

stable price and profit is similarly stable*



Th# second point wentloned above is i^ortant. In the second

essay on i^ynaisio tlMtcry^ Harrod says that C^. ia not reiq?oaaive to the
changes in the rate of interest. In the light of the argonent outlined

in this ̂ ctioxn the Irreaponslveneas of the rate of interest could be

explained as follows. The fall in interest could lead to rise in price

and also rise in wage. The total effeet night then be the change in

the absolute level of these variables. But relatively they night renaln

Invariant. This would leave the capital eoefficient invariant. How

ever^ if this kind of argunent holds at all it would hold only under

the conditions of full-eaploynent. It would rather seen more justifi

able to eiQilaln the ineffectiveness of the rate of interest by mans

of profit expectations. Harrod uses the tern natural rate of interest

as determlnii^ the eapital ooeffieient and also the natural rate of

groirth. Without following Harrod, low iiatu2^ rate of interest nay be

taken to ncan low profit eaqpectation. In such a case lowering the rate

of interest night not induce chaise in Gj, because of the low prospect

of earning. This would in^ly that the effeet of lower interest rate is

offset by other ohanges.

Barred, however, considers that there ie a rate appropriate to

the natural rate of growth which nay be regarded as the natural rate of

Interest. He says that is itself detemined to a significant extent

by this rate of intereat. Its precise relationship to the latter is not

unique. In sumary, the argument appears to be thet since there is a

^R. F. Harrod, ''Second Essay in Qyoamic Theory," Econosie
Journal. LXX, Mo. 278 (I960), 277-93.



naodMOR achievable rata of growth considering th« rosooreos and tech'-

nology of en econony there is a rate of interest that wHl help the

econoa^ achieve it, or rather be consistent with the behavior of the

constuoers of the econon^y^ while at that growth rate* A change in the

rate of interest implies that the growth rate should vary assuming the

preference of the individual# in the society* If 3^^ is dependent on

interest and otmsuRer utility BMximiBation is also an important elcMent

in detersdning 0^^ or interest it might appear that market forces should

effoot Oji* But this is not true because all these are given relations

and the market may not establish then* The value of C^, is determined by

the technology, the utility condition is given, the rate of interest

and corresponding is given at any time. Cj. is not liable to be

affected in the raarlat as l<mg as 0^^ is given. Under these oonditiwie

the e<^eve»ent of equilibrium at 3^ requires that the propensity to

save should be such that Qj, should equal Qjj. This means that with the

type of consumer behavicKP there is a imtural rate of interest which is

appropriate to which requires a given propensity to save idiich may

not be realised under the existing conditions. Then if there is a

difference between tl» required and aetual saving propensity, 0^^ and

0^ differ with all the consequences of inflation or stagnation following.

Although there are a nosfljer of inconsistencies in the above

arguments only the point c«aoeralng the divergence between the required

and actual saving coefficient will be considered hare. It is necessary

to note that the propensity to save cf the comunity as a whole is

dependent upon a number of psychological and iastitutionel factors. To



asstuM A eonstajst eo«ffiol«nt vithoat going into tho dotails a« to wlqr

it should be so is at best a simplification of the analysis vhieh helps

an analyst as to vhat effect of changing value of this paraiMter on

e<|ttilibriim incose nay be ejgpeeted. If it is recognised that difference

in the pattern of incoas distribution can affect the aggregate propensity

to save ̂ onio innaticm or secular stagnation naturally affect it. On

this point the author is on the side of Kaldor. In Harrod's aodel the

instability of 0^ is due to the fact that entrepreneurs pursue a poliqjr

that is Just the o^^osite of vhat is required for attaining equilibrium.

This is true boMuss equilibrium deterainsd at less than full^eaployment

or vith exeessive capital is unstable, though Harrod's eaplanation is

different. Thus the natural cure for such instability is the establish

ment ̂  equilibrium at natural rate of grovth.

In concluding this section the foUcving points nay be noted.

Althott^ Harrod seems to allos substitution possibility in his model he

strong adheres to the assumption of fixed coefficient of prechietlon.

In his ax^umeiit there is cirriously a prejudice for shoving disequilibritua

without (riioving a«teq^tely the reasm for entrepreneurial choice of

coefficient of production and the eonmnity's choice of any particular

savings-coefficient in the franework of a markst econoay. It would be

much aware appropriate to regard 0,, as short run equilibrium and 0„ as
^  I*

the long period equilibrium. If the two are treated as independent, aU

growth rates of Harrod's modal will be actual but not equilibrium

because in that ease there is no equality between suppjy^ of factors to

deiHOd in the long run sense ner dees Harrod's explanation show any



inherent tendenejr towerds longeron equilibrlim* Farther, if la to

he regarded as soraething dependent on a n\uft}er of forces that in all

their coflg>lexit7' deternine the potentialities of a aooietsr from one

phase of its historx to another its value for eoonoalc analysis has to

airait exploitation until aach oMparatively easier things have been

known.

Section VIIIt Conclusion

In this section the long eontroversy about Karrod's model Is

concluded vith the foUoirlng snmmazy of this vrlter's arguments. The

discussions above were mainly concerned with the usually e^hasised

properties of Harrod^s model. The most iig}ortant among them was the

so-called inherent instability of the dynamie model vhich Harrod seeks

to establish and the related <[aestioas of indepwadence of equilibrium

growth fron the natural rate of growth. As far as instability is con

cerned, it was observed that the argument of Harrod is not sufficient

to prove this. Jorgenson's argument was used to show that the model

might be perfectly stable. Other arguments were used trcm the present

writer's own fonmxlation of lagged models using Harrod's technological

asBuiqptlons and showed that there are possibilities of neutral equili

brium in the model.

In the long-run context Barred's model was found to exhibit the

fact that the warranted rate «f growth would in no way approach the

natural rate of growth. Solow's criticism was considered that this con

clusion in Rarrod's model was due to the assuiqption of fixed propor

tionality of factors. Solow's argument was studied that with the



neoclatsloal type of te^nologloal assun^tloa oao ean have a parfeetljr

•table warranted rate of growth that equals the natural rate of growth

as a natiural eourse of ersots. The distrlbutlTs asehanisa ljq>lied in

Solcw's aodel ocmtributed to the esqplanation of stable equilibriun growth

rate at fall-e^plograsnt level. It was also studied that in Harrod*s

aodel ineoae distribution exhibited an unaeeeptable diaraeter or it was

found that there is no way to explain distribution in Harrod^s aodel

which eould explain the proptrtj of equilibriua with the help of the

pricing aeohanisa in geiMral. However^ reeourse eould be taken to

Kaldor*s theory of distribution in this oonneetion.

Two iap^ant points were noted la relation to Kaldor's theory.

One is that toe theory can explain distxdbution if it Is assuaed that

natural rate of growth is established. The other point is that if the

previous arguaent is not aooepted^ Kaldor's thecxry is inadequate to

explain income distribution. In faotf Kaldor's theory assuaes distri*

buticsi rather than explaining it as other prices are determined. It is

observed here that »em other toeozy is required to ezqplain distribution

in Kaldor's aodel. For this toe arguaswts of Schneider and Atsual were

brought in. This writer holds that multiplier is the deteminant of

total incase and aarginal productivity aay be used to eiqplain distribu-

ti<m. Thus was undertaken the task of explaining distribution for a

fixed coefficient aodel with the help of supply and nd conditions.

The conclusion was arrived at that the assuaption of fixed coefficient

of production was no hindrance to the application of a modified version

of aarginal productivity theory. A more important conclusion on the



basis of the theory of imltlseetoral eqailibriun was that there was a

equilibrium which would be realized only at full-eis{>leymsi]t* Thus

not only the question of indeterminacy of factor shares was answered but

also it was fofund that trader coa^etitiye eonditions equilibrium required

that warranted rate should equal natural rate although the constancy of

the rate of growth would require assuaqptions which Med not be of o(st*

earn Iwre* It was also observed that the multisectoral model of the

type discussed would tend to grew at a constant r^Oative rate if the

assumptions required for sa<di eraistaney are eatisfied. In such a case

the model would be similar to Lsontisf*8 closed dynaaio model which was

choMn to eowparo with Harrod's model.

In this last ssction are eonsiderod the statement of Harrod

that a giTon fixed coefficient of inroduetion is yalid only at a giyen

rate of interest and if the technological prograss is of a neutral kind.

Since at present there is more logical basis for such assertion made by

the substitution thewems the simplified version of them was emsiderad

with Samaelson's approach. In order to see the impact of prices of goods

and factors on oosffieients the dual of the theorem wae considered in

which case the author's model wae e simplified version of that of

Morishima. The CMiditions under which such a therarem could hold were

noted. The substitution theorem tells nothing more than what a neo

classical thsray does. For the thsorem to hold it is necessary that

changing factor prices or prices of goods should not lead to instabil

ity in price.



The theorem In H&rroci*s model was applied aad also derived on

the basis of Green's argament of am eaqplicit relationship between rate

of interest and capital coefficient* Although the relationship waa in

line wi^h the substitution principle the argonsnts about the unrealistic

nature of the production fonctiom used in the neoclassical approach was

directed toward proving the ineffeotiveness of change in the rate of

interest in changing capital ooeffioient* Thus in spite of the Img

ax^fuaent it was found that Harrod did not believe that the coefficient

of prodnction can ehange*

Finally^ Mom ax^gunents were noted regarding the ebeence of any

tendency for to equal 0^. It was noted that might be regarded as

a tej^orary aquilibrium if it is different from Q^. This argument is

clear from the observatitHis made in Section VI.

The conclusion here is not different in essentials from those

of Kaldor,^ who arguaa that the underei^XcyiMnt equilibrium is unatable.

Moreover, Kaldor makes the growth rate of population <^pend on the

aotual trend of the eeoaoiigr* This is in contrast with the idea of

Harrod* However, it is not easy to relate the growth of population in

any simple way to the economic trend because this would presuppose a

knowladge of the relationship of all other social factors determining

the change in pop\]lation with the trend of the eeontnay* Moreover this

assumption is not essential for the ease here. Another important

assuB^ion idiich appears more realistic than in the oase of Harrod's

"^See N* Kaldor, "A Model of Kcotwmdc Growth," Economic Journal,
LXVII, No. 268 (1957), 591-62li.



model is that about change la the capital-labor ratio with growing

capital* In this ease^ howevarf Kaldor thinks that rise in capital

aeouaulation leads to the increase of capital per unit of labor and

rules out the assnsiption of neutral teehnological progress*^ The follow*'
2

ing figure taken fron his article illustrates the relationship he assumes

betiraen Mte of grorth and the rate of change in the capital-labor ratio.

The eurse shcwrs more like a production funotioa* Whatever argument one

may bare against this shape of curve relating innovation to capital

aoooKulatioa the basic argument appears more justifiabla than that of

Harrod. On the whole* Kaldor's model establishes similar conclusions

as the aeoelaesieal model not actually by using w>i*s basic causal analy

sis but rather by aMntmlng the conclusions.
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Figure 9.

''Ibid. ®Ibid., p. $97»



The above observations oomplete the dlacusslon regarding the

eharaeteristics of the fixed coeffieient model of Harrod and also the

neoelaasieal criticiam. From the point of view of realism both tlMee

models are extreme* M fixed coefficient model is inadequate to e^qplaln

gr«wth because the assuaqptlon is not valid for long period problems.

Similarly the substitution model it inadequate because it is true cHoly

in the long run* In the next chapter Jdianeen's model xhich atten^ts a

sjmthesis of the two will be studied.



CHAPTER III

J(MA!(SM*S HCBEL OF ECCMQMIC ORGWTH

S«otioi> 11 Intredttctlon

In th0 last ehaptar the problems of equilihrium growth were

studied under tve different teehnologioal assumptions underlying the

production funetions on which the models were based. Harrod's model

was considered as belonging to the class of growth theories in idiioh

fixed prc^ortionality of faetors of produetim is assumed. The class

at models baesd m the assumptions of sobstitutability of factors was

regarded as meelassleal. The assosptions of both these classes of

theories are extreme and unrealistic. The former of the two thecwies

aenti<med above uses an assung>tion that is ralid in the ahort pe2*iod

only, because only in the short period the existing capital stocks do

not p«mit any substituticsi between faetors. This fact, as noted

earlier, makes tlM thecoy of less signifioanee for dealing with Icmg

run growth eqaiUbrlum* In the long run t}M neoclassical assunption

appears to be valid by assuming that there is no restraint imposed on

the entrepreneur in substituting em factor for anotlwr.

The real wmrld, however, presents a different picture. It is

not true that an ontrepreneur is limitod by his toohiu^ogieal knowledge

or prejudice to any particTilar proportion of factor iiputs. Nor ie he

able to change the proportions at any time, whatovor Justificaticm he



wgr hav® for th® oh&nge* Thus it is necessaxy that in order to be

realistic these facts be clearly recognised. In this chapter the

analysis of economie growth is based oa the assoiqption that when a

eapital good is installed the proportion of factors is fixed at the

value which is planned when the decision for such installation is mads.

However, when the iww eapital replaces the old the factor-ratios might

change at the diMretion of the entrepreneur. There is, thus, tix^d

coefficient ex post and substitution possibility ex ante.

On this assumption a general model of econcmdo growth and

solutions of the model fcur some particular cases were presented by

Johansen recently.^ It will be seen later that the conclusions emerg

ing from the model do not differ significantly frcn those dbwrved in

the case of Harrod's model or the neoclassical model. The role of dura

bility or capital goods in the econcmQr is made mere explicit, although

Johansen has represented it more as a parameter than a variable. This

is a major aoocq^lihhmrat, but «io with limitations. To assume that

durability of eapital ia determined exogenouely and is unalterable after

the installation of eapital is to assume away one iiqportant aspect of

the theory of capital. However, to introduce it ae az^ other variable

of tho eeonofldo system mkes tho problem extremely involved. An

example of the parameter treatment of durability of capital concerns

factor-ratios. The change in factor-ratios may be related in sons

^L. Johanmn, "Substitution versus Fixed Production Coefficients
in the Theory of Eoonomio Orowthi A Synthesis." Econometrica, XXVII.
Mo. 2 (1959), 157-76.



uakncwa irty to tho dujrftblllty of oapltol^ thai b«e<»Bing «n inTolrodi

vttriablo in ontropronturlal decisions* SinilakrX]^ ossm eti^peet that

many innosatiows takiag place in the eeeaoi9> affect the ileri^ility of

capital goods which already exist In the eeonoey and of those that are

being prodaoed* The other confusion this leads to is the apprcpriate

definition of the production fanetion. A ecMplete description of the

produotlon poraease is not aeco^pliahed by sii^ly sayii^; that ao nach

of Otttpttt is prodaoed vith ao moh of capital aiui so auoh of labor and

other inpats* Unless it ia i|»ecifled that the dorability of oapitaX

has 8«eh and anoh effect, in a precise vny, the larodnotion funetlem

gives but an Incoagplete and possibly a nisleadii^^ idotoro of the

eoonoeio etruotere. Farthsr, the role of narket foreas in detamitting

durability of oapltal is extrrasly leportant* l^ese are som of tho

problMM iotrodaeod hjr eoneid^ng the nsv variable In the model of

oooaemie jprowth* d^uuuNm*8 treatmsnt dssls with thsss aattsrs only la

e li^tod viy* WithoQt going into intrloaelos of tho problom ths

object of the writer in the present chapter is to restrict M'^lf to

eone particular sIb^I# eases which are designed to Illustrate the

relationidkips that exist emeng the rste of grovth of o«i^«t, eholeo of

prodwtlon eooffioionts, lifo of capital goods, or tlui rat# of d^reel*

atioa, the rate of interest, and faetor prices.

It has been esphasised la various places that the present object

ia to study terns prcpsrtiss of oquilibriun grcifth* Tho porposs of the

present chapter wiU be to derive some relations batveen the variables

mentioned above on ths basis of sinplifying arbitnay aee«»|)tioi»



regarding the behavior of enfployBient, the rate of depreeiation of

capital, the propen8lt7 'to aave, aiKi the production function cad

teohnc^ogjr* The term variable is need above rather looeeljr to include

even the peruMtere when desired. This win be elear later when the

relevant prbblenm are net.

In the aeeoad seetim of thie chapter a aiiqple general model

le outlined without specifying the nature of functions involved in

the varioue structures that may be conceived. In the third section

the eaee of infinite life of capital goods is studied, where the term

durabiUty of capital is ussd in a physical sense different from the

one that is soeaomioally msaaiagful. It will be said that a oapital

good is infinitely durable if it ean produce a given amount of goods

per \inlt of tine with an i^propzdLate ecnd>inatlon of other factcu's for

ever. This ean bo talwn to mean the plqrsical durability of capital.

The reason for this choice of definition of durability is to see the

offset of other variables on the eeenemlo life of oapital given the

Physical durability exogsnously. In tha section mentioned the various

equilibrium solutions assuming fixed population or labor fores will be

elaborated. The solution for the case of a growing labor force will be

mentimed, however.

In the fourth section a constant finite life of oapital is

assumed* The solutions will be obtained for various cases ecmeidsrod

with different assumptions regarding the supply of labor and the

progress ̂  technology.



In S«ctl(m V th« case of exponentially depreciating capital

goods vill be considered. Other assusptlMis will be sindLlar to the

ones used in Section IV.

In Section VI the nain conclusions and oritioisas will be

given. The ob;|ect of the author in the final analysis is to suggest

a fxirther synthesis of the audels of econonie growth'.^that of Jdiansen

with the neoclassical nodal.

Section lit A Slnmle Qeneral Model^

In this section a genez^ nodel based on soom siqplifying

assunptions is dsvelpped. This chapter will be ooncemed with a one

eowodity case throughout. The single coasodity aay be considered as

an aggregate or etherwiee. All the index nuhber probleas are avoided

by condLdering one oonodity in the economy which is used both for

current ccneuaption end as a stock used for further production. The

eaoBodity and the stock of capital ars both assumd to be measured in

cannon physical units.

In ths in>oduetioa process it is essusMid that there are ortly two

typea of factor iiputs^ naaely» labor and eepital. Since the durability

of capital is introduced in tlw present nodel the production process

has to be analysed with proper recognition of the effect of this vari

able. This, hoMcvcr« leads to moh coaplieation if s realistic dcsexrip-

tion of the production structure is desired. In any particular

^hc basic Bodcls in all cases ars sinilar to J^uuscn*s but
the details of variaticm in nodalc and cqtiilibrium conditions arc all
the author's cum.



«nterpri8« th«re may exist a large variety of ages of eapital assets,

the same is true about the eeonoqy as a vhole* In such a case it is

rather difficult to cbtain a production function of the types studied

in the last chapter. The reason is that the eapital installed in eaeh

time period might have eii^edied in it a different technology and also

a different zmtio of labor and eapital might have been planned vith the

installatiwa of each mm eapital equipment. This fact Introdnoes the

difficulty. But this is one of the problems vfadeh is to be considered

in detail. In fact this study has to unfold the teehn^ogiesl develcq^

mants at the margin. In oUier words^ this discussion has to provide an

anever to the question, "What teehnology vrlU be adopted and what

direction of movement along a production function will be chosen when a

new investment is made, given t^o progress in the kncmrledge of mm teeh*

niques and produetion functions associated with them, together with the

prices of factors of production?" An exhaustive study of this question

requires a more ooaqprehensiva theoty of investment.

It Is assuasd that the gross investmant at any time which een^

sists of the replaewssat of the wemout eapital goods and the new

addition to the stock ef total existing eapital reflects a choice of an

appropriate, possibly new, technology and also an appropriate ooabina-

tion of factors, let k(t) represent the gross eapital formation in the

eoonoiy at tim t. This investment might Isad to ssq^lcsnasnt ef a esr-

tain amount of labor. Ths amount cjf lab^ employed with the eapital

k(t), smasored in units of goods, is represented by n(t). If it is

assumed that one labor unit utilises one capital equipment, then n(t)



would aMsare th* aiiifeor of capital aqolpaents Inatallad at tiaa t. For

tina t, one r^raaont the production technology in teraa of the ratio

at k(t) to n(t), this being true for only the capital installed at t.

Since the possibility of change of the shape of the production

function orer tine with the progress in technol^ is being considered

herej it is assumed that for time tj will denote the production

function. The function P^ trmagtmma k(t) and n(t) to the gross incre

ment of eatput at t which is represented by y(t)» The production

function is then written ast

III-l y(t).P^£k(t) , n(t)}
At ai^ time there is a certain age distribution of squipaest*

It is assumed that only the oldest of the existing eapital is replaced

when now is being installed. In geaeral» it is assumed that there is

a certain funotion a(t) which represents the time of installation of

the oldest capital good operating at time t. If all capital goods

installed at intenral {t,a(t)3 are assumed to be (iterating at time t

and if the oontributiras made by the gross investments and correspond

ing allooati(m of labor, with appropriate production function, at each

point of time in the interval {t,a(t)| are eeasidered, the following

integral would represent the total output at time t.

III-2 X(t) s C F^{k(u), n{u)^ du
^a{t)

where X(t) is the total output at t. Similarly, If N(t) and I(t) ars

ths total Tolums of emplflgnsant of labor and tho total stock of eapital

existing at t, the following equations will holdt



m-3 M(t) « ( n(u) da

Hl-ii K(t) m k<u) dtt

In the cmoeeedizig anal/sia it le assonid that the predaotion

fttnctloea are hoaogeneons of degree one in n and k*^ Cfne prodaotion

foaetion differs frcwt another in its endtodiment of new technology* If

there is no teehnelogieal ehange the fnnotion s>enains eonstarrt* This

does not lean that ? bMc»Mis otmatant for aU n and k* The neaning of

constancy in this ease is that the iriiape of the fmietion dees not

ohange nor does the fonetion rains shift In tins* In ease of nentral

teehnoXogieal progress the function f^ vonld be better represented ae

a prodQot of two fnneti«mB, g(t} and f wh«re g(t) would be solely a

fuiu}tion of ti!i» and f would be the usaal production function studied

in static aodels* The funetion g(t} ney be interpreted ae a aeasure of

technological progress ss affecting the incrwauxt of output• Tory

often this function is represented by the fom e®^ in which g is esUsd

the rate of teohnol^esl progress* This is osutrsl in the sense that

it does net affect the relative productivity of the factors e^loyed*

When such progress is taking place the productivity of aU factors will

be jrising at an eqtutl pace.

If the technological progress is non-neutral the function

beecsws more c<»^lieated to describe syidsolieally* In a static

^"Froduotion funetiosis* is used in the plural bscsuss there are
anay production functions between the tiM interval t and a(t}.



production function thore aro sewi panuMtws involved in it. The

oonstaney of euoh parwMters over tine would iB|>I^ the ebsenoe of

progreee in technique, if neutral progress of the kind dieeussed in

the last paragraph is ruled out. It is, however, hard to find out how

such paraaeters change in tins. In aost of the discussion here only

neutral technological progress is ocnsidered, let en seas occasions

observaticms will he aade about the situations in which non»neutral

technological prepress could be analysed.

One furthwr point which deserves mention regarding the produc

tion technology is that the equation III-2 inplies that a capital good

produoed at time a(t) yields a uniform rate of output until time t.

This may not be true, because as time goes on the cost of utilisation of

old equipment my rise and the producers might operate the old equip

ment at lower intensity. This would result in decline of output from

that equipment. This, however, will not be considered too iiig)ortant by

itself. In all the models some ezogenously deteraiaed life of capital

will be assumed. But later it will bo neoessary to introduce new

assumptions regarding the behavior of firms when productivity is chang

ing ctrntinuottiOy in time. This will lead to the consideration of the

obsolescence resulting fr«s the endogenous forces of the econoiqy-.

The mdel presented above describes mainly the production

aspeot of the econovy. EquHibrium conditloos will now be considered.

One of these is the equality between saving and investment. As before,

a constant marginal and average propensity to save of the econony out

of current gross income is assumed, (hie a«y apply this coefficient to



ItiooM aTtar didaetlng ̂ hd dvpreolation aXlawaaoAs or to gross incons*

Most of th« tioe It will be essaned that the gross saving is a constant

proportion of gross ine<»M« In this case the foUcwing equation holdsi

III-5 8X(t) 3 k(t)

In eases where depreoiatiem formulas are considered the alterna*

tive procedure asy be relevant too.

It is assumed that the supply and desuutd foa* labor is always

equal. Full eaplcyaent of labor is assuasd. Labor supply la aaauMsd

to be constant in some oases aiui inereasing at exponential rate in

some eaaws. Rie econosy Is perfectly ooopetitlvef there is no uncer-

tainty and the factors are paid aooording to their marginal productivity.

This e<»qpletes a brief general outlizM of this model. Any

modification or elaboration that may be reqtiired will be postponed until

the appropriate contexts.

Section III; Infinite Life of Capital Qoods

Xn this section the ease of an eemomr in which capital goods

are assumed to have infinite life is studiiKi. As an ̂ pproadLmstion to

the real world, it is apparent that this model will not lead one far

enough. It may, hemever, reveal how an oc<mogQr of this type utiUses

the poseibllities of substitution between various factors that are open

to it.

Before proceeding with the study of such an econcagr it is

desirable to clarify the meaning of infinite durability of capital. It

Is first necessary to understand what Johanssn means by it. In order to



this Johansen*a ]»>del aay ba stunnarised for th« present e«se.^

In Joha.naen»o model the term infinite durability is used to

Indicate that a capital good installed at any tine is not only capable

of yielding a uniform rate of output for erer according to the technology

embodied in it, but it is also actually operated at full capacity by the

entrepreneurs for all time* This Inplies that if there is net aecunala-

tion going cm, the effeet of ohanges in eeoncmie circumstances, if any,

irill be bcrnne by the nsv plants only, the old plants being spparently

immune trem such effects.

It is assujMd that there ia no effeot of seale of output on the

total aaefont produced. It is fiirthsr assunsd that there is nsutral

teohnologieal prc^prsss going cm in the eecmony* One may, therefore,

write the function in the form e*^f(k,n) where f is assumed to be of

the Cc^b-Dooglas type, although Johansen does not assume that the

exponents of k and n add up Since the life of capital la assmnecl

to be infinite the function a(t) in the model boemes minus infinity*

Farther, labor foroe is assumsd to be ineroasing at an exponential

rate A , such that with as the initial supply of labor the total

labcm arallable at time t is Full enplc^msnt of faetcxrs is

atsmwd* Undor thsss asmuptions ths f (blowing ecjuations are obtainedt
ii (3 i—p

m-6 X(t) « ( e««{k(u)} fn(u)] du
•Lot

in-7 f n(u)da «
<-o»

Differentiation of 111*7 with respeet to t yleldsi

111*8 AMy^an(t)

%Qhansen, op. cit., pp. 165-67.



Oilng III-S «wl III-8 in ni-6 th# tnltttioii is foond to bot

1II-9
s* Ml-fi) •

In ths sbenrs solution ths possibiXltjr of tsro ii«ts of tsehaoXogi*

eal progross and otmstant labor foroo should bo ralod oat* Zoro rats

of toehaologieal progross voald ooan statio toelu^qao> and la soeh a

oaso 000 ngr aoeopt ths solutim* If thoro is a eoastaat labor foroo,

first of all, ths oqpatioo III-6 is uadsfinsd bsoauss n(t) bsoooss ssro

ai^ tlM intsgral is taro* Bcsfosor, eonsidoring as a rariabls and

lotting it approach ssro as ths liadt in ths solution III-9 output mgr

bo found to bs constant* This ispllos that constancy of labor fores

stops Immatlm of sXl kiiido. It idioald bs rsossbsrsd that shaa outpvt

ia soaataat dus to eoMtaat labor foroo saring soy not bo aoro* In such

a oaso what would hs{g>on to tbo oawmit of oo1ril^[ ooalng oaeh porlod?

Jduinaon^s aodol dooo not prorido an ansirar* Meraovor, hia «o<ML dooo

not provido tbo rooooa vlgr old oopltol roaaino in oparatioa ia apita of

tha fast that now plants ars aers produetiTe than ths old* By assunlag

that old oouipnsat and now oquifmsnt aliko luirs infinits lifo, all the

eonplie«ti<ms ars aroidsd*

Ths seoiMaile rsas<m to bs girsn for the possibility, in thsonr

at Isaat, of infinits llfs of odpital is to bs sought in tbo nature of

toehnnAefiesl pregroos and ita rate In the aooooay sad in ths bsharisr

of ths sntrsprsMmrs aosuidaf that aaeh capital oqulparat would prodneo

a uniform rats of output according to Its oorifinal efficiency fcs> an

infinite length of tias* ^ohanssn assumes ths eeononie life of capital



to bo Infinite without going into the reaoono that are r8q>onsibIe for

such a poaaibility* To assume that technological progress is taking

place and the life of capital goods is infinite is to assume that

entrepreneurs cannot distinguish between more productive and less produc

tive capital goods* When technological progress is taking place labor

and capital in new plants will be earning a larger rate of return end old

plants will cbvioasly be running into losses. let J^iansen's model shows

that old plants live their full life* The purpose of this argument is

to indicate that Johansen's »)del is valid only under static technique

and constant relative prices of factors^ in general* If constant tech

nique is assumed and if the supply of labor is fixed infinite durability

of capital should iiqply sero rate of saving*

In what follows some 8iii|)le analyses are attempted assuming that

the durability of capital is infinite only in a physical sense* Its

economio life is detendned within the sconce structure by the market

forces and the technologloal developments* Further argument on these

points is based <m the assuqE>tion of a static technology and the effect

of factor prices and interest are noted. Later aom observations on

the effect of technological progress on the life of capital goods will

be made* To keep the analysis simple fixed supply of labor is assumed*

Lc Technoloi >ar* Let the amount of

labor available be a constant ntudser N* Since the assuiqptlon is «ede

that there is a fixed proportion of total income saved in each period

and since it is also assumed that the factors of production are fully

eaployed it is required that some older capital has to be scrapped*



Siao« A G(»ist«afc tAohnc^ogjr is also assaaed the oaaaa of son^iiig la

to be discovered In the variation of factor prices mainlj* Let it be

assuBMd that as a result of scrapping a fixed csniMnr of labor* n* is

aade available for wsployioent with the new capital each period* Froa

equation III-3 one hast

ni-10
r

H s I n dn
Ja(t)

Trtsn III-IO a(t) is equal to t-^* Using the Gcbb-Souglas

type ronotion om obtains:

ni-u
f b (3X(t) aj n^' (sXCu)] dtt O^^cl) 0^3 <1.

The above equation is rather too difficult to solve* However*

000 may easily find sons iaportant pr^rties that are eeonoBdeally

sigidfleant* Fr^ ̂ e point of view of loi^c run develqpasnt of the

econoagr one asy be interested to see how the total output should behave

given an arbitraxy initial condition* If only the growth aspect of the

problem is taken it should be luvted that for increasing output the

derivative of III-U with respect to tiiro should be positive* which

iaplies that:

III-12 n^"^ (t)«x1(t-|)j 7 0

The condition for the aonotonic increasing function X(t} can be

found easily with the help of the foUewing diagram* In Figuze 10 the

horizontal axis measures tiiai with 0 taken as the arbitrary origin*

The curve with positive ^ope represents the function X(t). Al«Mig the



horis<»ital aads two points and t vhieh mpriMnt tho tirao intorval

given bjr the eq^tion III-U are marked* The distance between the two

points is N/n. It is clear from the equation that the height of each

point along the curve X(t) is obtained bj the suBmiation of the betath

power of the heights of such points times t}^ coefficients n^^'^s'^ over

the interval H/n left to the point being considered* Since the function

X (t) is increasing the height at t thait is raised to the pmnr beta and

multiplied by the relevant coeffieiente and sunned over the inteirval

N/n should eaaseed that particular height* More preoisely <»mi has the

following etmditicmt

III-13 X(t) ̂  K/n n^"^s^X^(t)
In the above equation the relation ̂  is used in order to shew

that a stationary maximum lewtl of output is also possible, in ease tbi

Figure 10



•^ptalltT' holds. further rearrangeaeat of tha terstt of 111-13 tho '

foUoNing c<mditioa laty be writteat

Ill-llt X(t) ̂  1/(1-1^)
Fro® III-lU some iatere sting properties of the eoonota;^ being

considered afiQr be deriTod. The condition says that the output in an

econot^ having static technology and constant finite life of capital^

which in this aodel is necessitated by the need to eaploy the available

saving aiwi, therefore, new capital having 'ttic mne productivity as the

old, is bounded above. The output cannot exceed the liMt set the

right hand side of the inequality Ill-llt, Chie might say that the lindt

is acjnqptotieally af^roaohed the cMSonos^.

It foUowB that ti^ fuiKstion X(t) beeomss eonecm as tine

increases. This is beeause of ths beuadedness of the fxmction X(t}*

The conclusion regarding the e^scavity of the function nay not bold

if one allows the fact that the equation III-H need not have only a

solution yielding increasing X(t). But whatever be the nature of the

solution it is doubtful that output will exceed the limit. It is per

haps fair enough to approximate X(t) by a c<maave function. It may

also be maintained that for a variety of initial conditions the function

need nob be concave throughout the interval (0,«=o). This is the r««8on

why it should be said that X(t) beecmes concave for the larger value of t<

It is kncwn that the bcundary to which output coxild rise is

determined by the constant terns g£ the equation IIi-1. If the boundary

is regarded as the stationary equililuriun one nay apply ocnparative

statics to see the effect of change in the value cef the piraneters on



tfe« dutput* It is easily seea that high Yalae ef s raises the aqra^~

tetic ©tttpat. ^ has fisilar effect. The high value of the labor force

eaployedj^ K, and the low value of the muflber of lid>er aUeeated to the

Heir capital lead to higher aeyuptotie output.

For various values of n one a»y illustrate the property of the

present model diagraMatlsally as in Figure 11. Assume Cor

responding to these three imlues there are three different values of the

right hand side of the iioquality Ill-lh, which are designated by 1^, L^,

Lj. The three curves Sg, and corresponding to the respective

values of n are all r^resented as starting at the same initial output

Xq and rising at an increasing rate for 8(»]e time. The curve for the

Icwest value of a is shewn to approach its lladt less rapidly than the

others. The reason for this 1® that with low n the replaceiwnt ef old

capital takes a longer time*

Figure 11.



From th« &ham analysis it is knmn that the net saving of tho

eeonorassr could be absorbed in the priwincti^ process only by serappii^

old eapital. This would lead to grosth in ontpnt until a finite lindt

is reached when the saving available becomes Just sufficient for the

replaeeaeitl of oapital* But this argument is hard to aeeept^ beoause

und«p the assvui^ion of a static technology there does not seem any

Justification for choosing new equipment to r^laee the old when the

old aiMi mm have the same productivity. One might say that when new

eapital goods are being produced th^ are eapli^ed relatively with

less asMuat of labor than in the previous eases. This is true for the

increasing portic® of the output function. In this oaM the familiar

notion that the rate of intwrest has to dooline is imf^ed. This msy

be given as one of the explanations far the replaeement of old eapital

for new. Even if this were true it is not plausible for sirring why

the life of eapital goods should be finite. There are other ways in

which the capital-labor ratio could be raismd and the inclining rate of

interest would lead to less and less nonhers of e^piipmsnt being replaced

such that output would eventually rise beyond all limits although at

an ever decreasing rate. The possibility of the convergence of output

to a finite limit with constant life of capital is true only if entre

preneurs have the illusion that new eapital would be more eeonomioal

than the old. Or it msy also happen that the prices of goods are behav

ing in ways which provide an impetus for production cf capital in the

investment sector and its d^nasd in ether sectors of the econoaQr» the

balanoe on tlw whole being perfectly maintained. If the limiting output



is rssehsd sad iavsstmnt activity is not aaintainod at the required

lerely profit trill decline and output has to decline* fo sim up^ the

genuine equilibrium in which the entz>epreneurs kmwr that there has been

no ioprovement in technology and still supply and demand are equated

is not possible in the case considered here.

It tras nsnbioned above that the falling intezast rate could

lead to a pri^essive rise in the eapital-labcr ratio and the rate of

capital ascttmuLation. Now the case in which the factor prices move in

such a way that an optimal r^plaeeasnt plan is adopted in the 9omcmgr

will be illustrated. The optimal replae«asnb plan means that in each

period eapital-labcr ratio is so chosen that output is increased to its

maximum. The asstuqption of static technology is maintained and eaphasis

is placed on the mvement along a production function.

Periods. In the above case it was found that inersam in output eould

be possible with rising capital-labor ratio. But the constant replace

ment of capital was not oonvinoing. Now another model is formulated

which will be put in period form. The general 8oluti<m of the model

will not be attempted here. But the arguments will bs provided for

shoHlng the nature of the eolution in general.

It is assnmsd that in the initial period there were K(0) units

of capital saployed with H units of labor. £au:h labor is eaiploysd with

a given aiMuat of capital so that there is a hcmogeneous capital-labor

ratiOy written as R(0), for all seotors of the economy* Output at

tim 1 is assumsd to be due to the capital and labor enplqired at time 0.



Using the Cohb<»Dmi|pA8 production function one hast

III-15 1(1) s N^*^K^(0)
Of the total output of period 1 the amount 8X(1) becomes avail

able in the succeeding period as capital* If the decision iMiHng body

were the central planning board, it is most possible that it would find

a way of utilising this capital so that in the next period output will

be ■aarindaed* It is not clear idiether market forces will be favwable

for the entrepreneurs to do so* However, it is assumed that wage rates

were rising in such a way that entrepreneurs desire to increase capital-

labor ratio in a similar way* fo see idiat would be the replacemsnt

policy in the next period it is assumed that n(l) units of labor frcmt

the previous espli^rment are released for working with the new capital*

This involves the scrapping of -^21 n(l) units of old capital. The
aggregate output in period 2 is the equivalent of total output of

period 1 plus the net incrsmsnt of output in period 2* One hast

III-16 X(2) a X(l) + [n(l)]3--Vx''(l) -
where K(0)^ is equal to R{0)* Differentiating X(2) with respect to

n(l) and setting it equal to aero one has the condition for maiHniimi out

put at time 2, which is given by the following eiqpressiont

m-17

The value of n(l) derived from the above equation is given belows

III-18 (l.f^ )'

Tim generalisation of f oraulas III-17 and III-1@ is not

possible, because they do not say when the capital of the past period



Is going to bo exh&uatod. RoweTor, it can be conjectured that if at anj^r

peariod t tho aawunt of saring available la auch that it ean Just replace

the capital of time t*k vith<»tt lowering the capital-labor ratio which has

been increasing throughout the past period, tho tera R(l) in equation III-

17 ean be replaced by R(t) and R{0) by R(t-k).

Fran III-17 it ncy be argued that in the present case the capital-

labor ratio will rise over tiae. Slwilarly it can be argued that the

value of n aay fall in the Icmg run* This is sure to be the cam, because

as the capital-labor ratio rises the increase in output takes place at a

diminishing rate according to the present technological assui^tion. Thus

after a long time the difference between the ancunts of saving of any two

consecutive periods tends to be narrowed* Since capital-labor ratio will

increase, this increase can be achieved only by allocating a fflnaller «in»«wiia

of labor. As the growth rate of o^itput diminishes it is possible that the

amount of labor allocated to new capital tends to sero. This suggests that

a growth model could be obtained with the statie technique assumed here by

giving some appropriate form to the functions n(t) and a(t) in III-2.

Here it will be shown that this la perfectly possible.

A Model with n(t) as a Diminishing Function of ». Let it be

assumed that the amount of labor allocated to ea^lcqrment with new capital

at tiaw t is n/t. This form of n(t) ia rather hard to accept at least for

the small value of t. For illustration, however, one nuy asstuns that the

initial point is hii^«r than t « 0. Assunii^ a fixed labor force, I1I-3

gives the value of a(t) as t/e'®/". Using these functions in III-ll one

has the following expression for output at tins tt



III-19 X(t) » j
t/e«/a

(n/u)^ 8^X^(u) du

This is a BOMnrhat difficvilt equation to solve* A possible

solution can be found by assuming X(t) s Qt®' where s is a constant.

By trial it is easy to find that s a ̂ /(l-p>), Q is a constant which

can be determined from the integral III-19. Using the value X(t) in

III-19 and integrating it one hasi

III-20 Q a (1. ^N/n, 11/(1-^)

In the present solution there is no finite limit to the output*

There is, however, a definite trend which the rate of growth of output

takes* Thus differentiation of X(t) yieldsi

III-21 dX , p 2/V(l-P)
"1=^

Dividing III-21 by output at time t, Qt•Vd-p), the growth rate at time
t is derived ast

III-22 g(t) -

where g(t) is the growth rate at t. Here the rate of growth tends to

zero as tine increases indefinitely* Growth rate is not affected by

any parameters other than ft and by t* However, the level of output

is affected by the values of all the parameters and other constants*

Since output is growing at a slower and slower pace it is natural that

with a constant saving coefficient the available saving increases at a

decreasing rate too. But this leads to the production of capital which

is employed with less and less amount of labor* Another significart

property of the model is that as time increases, the life of capital



also increasas* Tha life of capital at time t is givan by t-t/a ,

which tends to infinity as t tends to infinity. In an aeon<»qr in which

labor supply is increasing the conception of infinite life of capital

with net capital accumulation is 9abj, But in eases of fixed labor

supply the infinite life is an asyn^tcte which is theoretically

possible* This is precisely the point which the above argument

establishes.

As is kncnm, the above argument could be presented in a much

sin^ler way 1:^ assuming that each time depreciation of old capital is

going on and the increment in output at time t, i.e.« dX^ could be
it

represented solely as a function of investment at time t^ the constant

labor force being assumed as in the case in which it is assumed that

the supply of land is given and the output is supposed to depend 8iiiq>ly

on labor. Assuming diminishing return to new investment one might

have the following equation:

III-23

whose solution ist

III-2li X(t) s [(1- P) s^ t +0}
where C is deteirmined by the Initial conditions. The economic interpre-

taticm of this model is not eesentially different from the previous ones.

So far a definite type of technology described by the Cobb>

Douglas type of production function is being assumed. Iven in this case

one may have a situation of e^onentially increasing output with fixed

population if there were economic reasons which would offset the



operation of the lav of diminishing returns due to the fixity of the

labor supply* One such situation which can be imagined for the model

with static technology is that in which an increase in the scale of

production diminishes the cost per unit of output*

One way to introduce the effect of increasing returns to scale

is to make the aggregate output at any time not only a function of

labor and capital but also of the output itself* As before, it is

assumed that a fixed munber n, of labor is reallocated to new capital

at time t* for output at time t the following equation is usedi

111-2$ =  rJt-H/n
^  P rik

I  s X (u) q X (u) du constant

In tl» aboTe equation the factor (t) is supposed to intro

duce the effect of scale* It is perh^s reasonable to assume in the

p*^sent case that is a positive fraction which remains constant*

One might doubt if the introduction of a scale factor would give

rise to a constant finite life of coital* Such doubt is perfectly

justified, because it is mcessary to assume that the entrepreneur

evaluates the reduction in cost which an increment in investment would

bring about and he might not be led to replace each capital at a con

stant time interval* However, if it is assumed that a fixed life of

capital has resulted, one may get a solution for the equation 1X1-2$

with constant e:iqponential rate of growth <r only if 1. This can

be seen by writing 1X1-2$ in the form of a differential equationi

III-26

...v. ^



Try solution This solution holds if oi+P . i. Th® vnXu®

of <r is given hyi

III-27 <r sqn^"^ s^(l.e'^^/")
In the present case it is apparent the scale of output has an

offsetting effect against the pressure of diadniriiing returns which

would otherwise lead to a falling rate of gi'owth of output. Thia shows

that capital cannot have infinite life in cases in which the effect of

the scale of output toward decreasing the cost per unit of output is

prwdondnant. This might be explained for general eases with the help

of a model. But elaboration of this is not intended here. Further^ it

should be noted that the way in which the effect of the scale of output

is introduced in this model may not be the only possible one. In fact

there may be a large number of waye in which this could be done. In

margr oases it would bs possible to assume that pi^oduction is homogeneous

of a degree greater than one which might provide a desired model. But

at the moment it is found to be more C(mg>licating.

Moreover it does not seem justifiable to assume increasing return

to scale for a very wide range of output. For the present purposes it

is more suitable, perhaps, to maintain the assui^tion of constant returns

to scale and for any change in the cost by varying the scale of output,

the changes in organization of industry, and so forth, could be brought

as explanation. It should be noted that in the model above the

existence of a changing technology was ii^lied in s^m wsy.

The arguments on the basis of constant returns may now be

resumed. It is worth observing that even in this case one is free to



select a type of function and still obtain growing output. This is the

case vhen^ as will be seen presently^ the ftinotion is linear.

Linear and Hoaogeneous Production Ftmction. Let the production

function for gross increoent^ 7(^)t output due to capital k{t) and

labor n, which is constant, be defined as follows:

III-28 y(t) 8 ak(t) ♦ bn a, b, constants "T' 0

For aggregate output at t oiw has:
/• t

III-29 X(t) 8 \ (ak(u) + bn) da
^ t-N/n

<ki integration III-29 giwes

III-30 X(t) 8 aK(t) ♦ bN

It is being assumed that k(t) n sX(t)* Using this equaticm one

obtains the following c3q>ression for the rate of increase of k(t) t

III-31

or 111-32

dk = sa dK

^ • sa |k(t) - k(t-N/n) j

III-32 is a mixed difference-differential equation whose detailed

solution need not be discussed here. The solution that is of interest

is one that would yield growth. Assume Ce*^^ to be a solution. For cr

one hast

III-33 « asd-e"^^/^)

The above equation is similar to III-27. However, the nature of

the present solution may be explained. III-33 may be written in the

following equivalent formi

III-31*



The right hand side of the above equation is denoted bgr and

the left hand side bjr Zg. In Figure 12 the two curves for and Zg

are draira. The relevant roots are those values of tf" at which the two

curves intersect* One such value is obviously 0. There aay be one

more solution of III-3U depending up<» tlM slopes of and Zg at (f ■ 0*

If the two slopes are not equal there is another solution* For positive

solution it is necessaiy that asM/n >1, which implies that the slope of

is greater than that of Zg at <rs 0. In the figure the solution

d" s o* is such that as.

The solution of k(t) msy be written ast

III-35 k(t) . + Cge*^'*^
Integration of III-35 over the interval (t, t-M/n) yieldsi



III-36 K(t) s % + 02

where and Og follow frwii the C'e of 111-35 end Bnqr be determined by

Initial conditions. To derive the ejqpression for the total output one

may insert 111-36 in III-30 which givest

III-37 X(t) = aDj^ + aDgs'^*^ + bN
Thus in the present ease there is an e^onentiaUy growing out

put. The reason for this is to be found in the type of production tech

nology assumed. It may be argued that the production fuiwtion is not

realistic. This is true^ because it in^lies that capital and labor are

perfect substitutes. In such ease it can be seen that some nonsensical

situations in which production can take place with only one of the two

factors of production may arise. Changes in factor ratio do not change

the marginal productivity of any factor. Therefom, the above model

cannot be taken too seriously.

However, this type of model is of seme value if it is given a

different ixxterpretation. One may easily see that there may be growth

in the type of econony assumed in the present section if there were

innovations going on such that the growing capital-labor ratio left the

marginal productivity of each factor involved invariant. This leads to

a model in which one should actually assume that there is a set of

functions from which the produces are continuously making choices in

order that a given profit rate is at least maintained. This problem

will be discussed in the next section. In the remainder of the present

section the arguments presented in the preceding discussion will be

mumoarised and the conclusions will be given.



SuBanary and Conclusion. The discussion in this section was

begun with Johansen's sKJdel* It was argued that if infinite life of

capital is to be aasnwed one has to mile cut the iinprorenent of teeh^

niques of production concomitant with the installation of a new capital

equipn^nt* The reason for this is obvious. A lowering of the cost of

production (tie to the installation of now capital would a^ke the previous

capital obsolete. This may be illustrated with the h»lp of a singile

exaa^le. Assume that technological progress of a neutral variety is

going on* At time t let the prociuotion function for output produced

with capital installed be:

111-38 y «

All terms in the above equation are as defined above* The marginal

productivity of capital is then Pe8^k^"V"'^, which meane that the
total return from this capital is Pe®^k^n^**'^ per unit of tims. If the

capital yields this rate of return (which is to bs proved false) for an

infinite length of time the value of such capital would be:
^ 0^ #1

m-39 V(k) « )Pe®^k^n^ e du
s (eS^k^n^"^ )/r

where r is the discount rate. Now assume that instead of keeping this

e(|aipment forever the entrepreneur replaces it at the end of m years of

its life. He replaces it by a new eag>ital of similar amount k. The new

capital produces per unit of time. Let it be assumed that

this latter equipMnt is k«^t for all tims. In order to calculate the

inoone stream one should allow depreciation on previous capital* si^*

k/m per unit of time* How one has the following eaqpression for the



▼alus of capitals ^

III-UO T(k) . r ((<l,Kf'''"'k^n^-^.-™du
, t .Stk^nl-^ ! .«»k''nl-V™(.«»-l) - k/.(l-.-")

r  r

It is obvious that the last two terms in the above equation

represent the net gain due to replacement* One nay derive the condi

tions for wflTHw-iaiing the value of a production process which would

establish the relationship between the rate of interest^ n and g* For

the present it is sufficient to note that there are possibilities of

raising tlM return on capital by replacement* If the cost of operating

a capital equipment some years old increases because of changing factor

pricee which progress in technique tarings about it is more ctnrtain that

capital becomes obsolete.

Even if technological progress is neglected^ a static technology

considered, changes in factor prices affect the durability of capital.

Thus the assumption of infinite durability of capital is valid only

under extremely static condition regarding technology and factor prices*

It was seen in the course of this argument that under static

technology and fixed labor one may have an asynptotic trend tcward

infinite durability of capital if the situations become such that at a

given rate of saving the oonstruotion of capital which would increase

the product of the econasy takes a longer and longer time. This was

the case in which each period a decreasing amount of lab«r was allocated

to new capital. In the case of increasing population this need not be

nsoessary. If the rate of capital aocTimulation is equal to the rate of



population groirth tha infinite life of capital is aehie-red.

It was also obserred that If an increase in the scale of output

reduces cost the econoiay wight grow even with fixed labor supply if

replacement of capital takes place. Perhaps this situation brings about

a (^jTiamic elenffint as far as technology is conoernecU In such a cam one

cannot speak of infinite life of capital goods.

If all possibilities of technological iraprovewent, increase in

labcH* supply, eccmony of scale, and change in factor prices are ruled

out, the determination of equilibrium output bec<Has8 a little hard. It

may be possible for the eooncnay to be led into a situation in which

replacement of capital is made at some regular interval. In that case

equilibrium may be determinate. But under the present assunption on

infinite life of capital it is doubtful if such equilibrium is worth

the name.

So far an unrealistic case at capital goods having infinite

life has been dealt with. With the help of this case at least SMse of

the elements of the real cconony were known, apart from the destructible

nature of the material goods, that affect the life at capital. This

has importance in the analysis, because in the actual economy when

choice is to be made among Yarious capital goods of various Airability

such choice has to be based on the productivity of such equipment,

factor prices at the time of installation and daring the life of tho

equipment together with the prices of goods it products. In the next

section the more realistic case in which capital goods have finite

life will be discussed.



S«otlon I7t Finite Life of Capital Goods

Introdactlon* Already soae idea has been obtained about the

nature of the problem that would ariee if fixed durability of capital

is assiuBed. In the last section it was assumed in Tarious places that

there is replacement of capital of some given age in order to allow for

the fact that only by doing so or using some alternative method of

areplaceaent of old capital the saving of the coraatunity would find its

way into th® economy if the labor force is fixed in supply. In this

seotion it is assumsd that capital goods are perishable.

The assumption of a uniform durability of capital for the whole

econay is somewhat hard to accept. In one in&iartiy of the real world

there are equipment and other assets that have different durabilities.

F<a* the economy as a whole there are various commodities produced with

capital of different durabilities. The assun^ption of one cfflmaodity is

continued. But still there is the possibility that the durability of

capital in any one emplqymeat is determined by the technology used.

The choice of any production technique is the choice of any given

durability in capital fcrm corresponding to it. It is assumed generally

that durability of capital is a separate property of capital not

determined by technological progress alone. The case in which durability

of capital is related to change in technique such that an increase in

productivity is caused ty change in technique with coaTeeponding change

in durability is rather less convixicing and may in general turn out to

be less valid. However it will be mexitioned later thai for maY^nri^^iTig

output there are conditions which relate durability of capital to rate



of increaoo tn productivity duo to neutral teohnologleal progress

specific ally*

The discussions in this section are divided into five sub

sections* In Submetion A the case of fixed labor foroe and no tech*

a^ogieal progress is considered. In aibsection B the case in which

both the expansion of labor supply and neutral technological progress

are allowed will be investigated* In Subsection C the arguments will

be based on cost items constituting the total product of the eoon(»7

over tine* This will yield sons results on the basis of idiich ffw nay

nake observations about the technol(^;ieal developnents over tine* In

Subsection D the ease in which the intensity of work in ths plant

(tocreases due to obaoleaesaee as it grows older will be discussed. In

Subsection E craiolusions will be given.

In all the argunents below the symbols carry the sane iwitairi^ ng

as assigned to then in the previous seetions of this chapter unless

othezvise stated* The dhirability of capital is dsnotsd by the symbol

d as Jtdiaatsn^ has dons.

A* Fixed Labor Supply and No Progress in Technique. Unless

specifically nentioned, the fixed durability of capital should be taken

to mean that capital installed at any point of tine t will yield a

uniform rate of output until t + e which implies that the amount of

labor e^loyed with that capital remains constant at that level through

out the life of the capital. Assuming full enploynant one nay then

^See Johaasen, op. cit*, pp* 170-17ib, where the case being dis
cussed here is dealt with.



write equation III-3 for the present nodAl as folXmsi
ft
\  nCu)du - M
-'t-e

This squaticm my be differentiated to yield a constant solu

tion for n(t). The constant n(t) satis:^ng III-Ul is obviously N/0.

Under the present assaaption of fixed technology one win get the equa

tion for total putput at tins t idiich has the sane farm as III-ll, using

the Cobb-Douglas type of production funotion* of course.

m.li2 X(t) - f (N/0)^'Vx^(u) du
^t-0

This type of equation has already bec(^ familiar since the

discussion of the properties of III-ll, However, in the present dis

cussion enphasis will be on the equilibrium aspect of the solution of

the model. Use is made of the theory that in equilibrium the value of

capital is equated to the cost of capital. The eapital purchased

installed at t is k(t) which earns, according to the marginal produc—
A  *1 &

tivity theory of distribution, the amouxxt ^ k (N/0) per unit of time

for its whole life 0. The entrepreneurs discount this earning at the

rate r which is assumed to remain constant. Thus the following equi

librium condition is derived using k(t) « sX(t).

III-U3 •x(t) P (N^)^"
t-0

The solution of the above equation isi

Ill-lOt 8X(t) s I (N/a)^" s^X^(t) d-e''®) ̂
r

The solution for the output deri-red from this equation Is

designated I(t) and is obtained by siagjle manipulation of tenas in III-JUi.



III-U5 I(t)

7h« above oipatioa gives the stationuy solution tor equilibarium

output which is constant dependiitg only upon the si^plj of labor and

other paraaeters of the aodel. This solution auqr be regarded as an

ai^nqptote towards uhioh the econ(»Qr tends in the long run* The reason

for the constancy of output is to be found in the constancy of tech

nology and the cmstastty of produetivity of capital of all tiiaes implied

in the present aodel*

It is worth noting that if price is introduced and if the value

of capital in vmmj terns is equated to the cost in aoney terms using

the aoney rate idT interest the .above solutiMx has to be Buxiified. If

q is the rate of increase of price over time, then in the solution above

r is to be replaced by r-q. The reason for taking the elumge in price

into account is to use the fact that if an entrepreneur wants to sell

the equipment there is reason for him to sell this at a higher price

if the price of the product is going to rise, according to his eapeeta-

tion, given a constant rate of interest with which he discounts the

product* If this fact is used the solution of the above equation holds

only for r^q. If r • q the effect is similar to that of the case in

which the rate of discount is sero* In such a ease the equilibrium

solution will be as foUosst

III-ii6 I(t) , e]
The cases of r greater than or less than q may sindlarly be

discussed* However, the introduction of price effects is not siiqple



enough to handle adequately In the eontext of long run grotrth* Moreover

it eeens better that in a one etxsraoditj aodel the pricing problem be

entirely avoided.

Moir the properties of the solution III-Ii5 may be disoussed.

It should be noted that the constant asymptobie output^i if one aigr qoT*

it* which satisfies III-ii2 is:

III-U7 X(t) «

111-1:7 is the output idiich is technologically feasible. If the

equilibrium exists one should have equality between XII-US and 111-1:7.

For such equality to hold the following is to be satisfied:

iii-ue 8. d-.-'®)
At 0 s 0 III-US has a 8oluti(ui ̂ diich does not interest us. The

other positive solution of 0 ̂ould satisfy the faUowing conditions

111-1:9

The above condition is usually satisfied in the real world. The

reason for ̂ is which will net be elaborated upon is that ̂  is the

determinant of the iriuure of capital in the total product and s is the

determinant of the part of the product that goes into capital. Hence

if the capital is to be productive the foirmer has to exceed the latter.

This may or may not be generally valid. In the static solution it is

apparent that if s and ̂  were equal it would mean that capital is earning

the amount equivalent to the one which goes into producing capital. If

discounted* capitalists may suffer loss.



In the arguflJBnt so far 0 is oonsidersd to bs a parameter. This

rules out the possibility of seeing hoe entrepreneurs should choose a

durability of capital. It may, however, be asked whether the entrepre

neur seeks to maxiiBise output for a given value of 0. If he did one

would have a condition for entrepreneurial cqptinmm. Assume that it is

so. Then by differentiating Ill-li^ with respect to 0 and setting it

equal to aero one may obtaini

III-50 e^ a 1 +
1-r

The equation III-$0 gives the equilibrium relationship between

r and 0 for a given P • If 0 could be changed by the entrepreneurs at

will the relationship between r and 0 would be as follows:

III-51 ^  « -1

The above equation ft^lows frran III-^O and states that the

elasticity of 0 with respect to r is unity. It is quite clear that in

a static econoay the inverse relationship between r and 0 exists. This

implies thst the narginel productivity of lengthening of the period of

production diminishes, from the point csf view of the entrepz^neur of

course, because of the discounting of the future income] from the point

of view of the econo>y the diadniahlng marginal productivity of 0 is

obvious fr<xa equation 111-1:7, It shews that incz^easlng 0 adds less and

less to the product of the econo^.

It should be noted that the aqjn:q)totic level of output is higher

the greater the durability of capital.



Fr(»B th« Above it should not be inferred that the

change* in arqr of the paraaeters would lead to growth of output or fall

in the output* What is being said h^e is net related to the dynanios

of growth. The above are si^ly the arguaents that there are relation

ships between the paraneters of the model which hare specific economie

meaning* These relatioiudiips were studied above on the basis of a

partictilar equilibrium solution* If there is any change in the value

of any parameter one is in a different model which leads to a different

equilibrium solution* However, it is not impossible to aaj that the

change in any particular parameter, if not offset by a corresponding

change of others, has effects on the total output which can be easily

understood from the solutions above.

Since the properties of the static model have been studied at

some length and since the interest of the author lies more in the

dimaaic problens the next step is to take up the case of changj ng tech

nology and expanding labor force together in mie model*

B. Bsqaanding Labor Force ai^ Neutral Technoloeieal Proareea.

Labtsr forcb ;ls assumed to be growing at the rate A . it is assumed that

the techncdogieal progress is taking plaoe at the rate g per unit of

time. Thus if ths new capital at time t is k(t) which is eiqployed with

labor n(t), the output due to this c<nd>ination of capital and labor ie

written ast

III-52 y(t) 8 e8^ k^(t) .

The introduction of technological progress leads to s«ee diffi

cult problems regarding the productivity of capital as a functitm of its



ag«* It is dear that a oapital good installed at time t inoorporates

the latest teohnol<^ which gives rise to higher prodaetivity of both

labor and capital than in the case of a capital equipment installed

smra years ago* One is faced with the question whether capital does

not beoooe obsdete before it has lived 0 length of time. If so, it

is neeessazy to fii»i the precise way in which this obsolescence is to

be introduced* It is dso necessary to know the pricing of factors

which is not sii^le when this oosgilication is introduced*

However, in the present subsection a ease which appears to be

inconsistent is discussed* It is assumed that a capital good that is

installed at any time lasts for 0 units of tine and is operated with

full intensity. The amount of product it yields remains uniform

throughout its life* In Subsection 0 a more consistent approach will be

attempted. In the fixed life ease, without bbsolescenee, a sinple model

may then be developed as followst

The equation III-3 for the present model is written ast

111-53 H s ( n(u) da
Jt-0

It should be noted that full naployaent is assumed* As a solution of

III-53 the following form of n(t) is obtained!

III-5U n(t) - AM/(l-e'^®)
Then the aggregate output at t is given bjri

rt111-55 X(t) s ^e8^|N^A/(l-e'^®)e^^]^" 8^x'^(u) du



It is saqrto obtain a function I(t) satisfying III-55# aaisoly

ons vhioh negr be written in the form Ce^^. Suoh a solution may be

regarded as an asyi^ttotio solution* Here <r is the rate of growth of

output which is a constant determined by the parameters g,A, and ^ .

G is a constant involving the constants of the equation 111-55* It is

easily verified that C and d* have the following valuesi

m-56 (.) 0 . [Pi V (1-0^®) J =

(b) r g/(l-?)^>

A more general solution of III-55 would tain into account the

initial conditions* Menonr, the equation is too c(»iq)licated for a

ocHqplete analysis regaxnling the various types of solution mis may

obtain* However for the present purpose 111-56 may be regarded as

adequate for studying the more significant aspects of the model being

discussed from the point of view of long run growth.

From III-56 it is obvious that the rate of growth of output in

the eoonoBQr is determined by the rate of technological progress and the

rate of growth of population* It shoild be remarked that in the models

considered in the pravious chapter it was indicated that the rate of

growth of output is the sum of the two rates, if natural rate of growth

is realised, of course* But in the present ease it is not a 8iag)le sum*

As III-56(b) shows the rate of technol<^ical has to be multiplied by

1/(1-P) before adding to the rate of p<9ulation growth* This iiqplies

that the higgler the value of ̂  the hi^er the growth rate, and, from

III-56(a), the higher the levels of total output* However, ons asy or



9m atgr ao't talce this eonolusioa sericmsl^^ beeauss although ^ is a

technical paraneter in the long run it maty be subject to choice, and

this choice is affected hy econesdo situations that develop in the

long run*

Now the condition of equililnrium meey be eiqplored* As before

a situation is considered to be equilibrium if the aiwnuit of capital

measured by its cost is equal to the discounted stream of income, which

is determined by the marginal productivity of capital, fhe application

of this rule here may be questionable because it is assumed that capital

will be earning a uniform rate of return daring its life time* Even if

it were assumed that the capitalists were always in a situation to

operate a plant at uzdform intensity for its life time, it would be

meaningless to assume that they would earn a uniform rate of return

during the life time of the plant, despite the fact that inoream in

productivity is raising the rate of earnings in the new plants* How

ever, since only the simplest versions of the problem are beiz^ studied

in the present subsection the more acceptable line of approach is post

poned until Subsection D* Thus it is assumed that the rate of return

on k(t) s 8X(t) per unit of time is given by
Q ̂  —,1,
8 X (t) e*^, which is uxiiform tor 6* If this amount is discounted coa-

tinuou^y for 0 at the rate r the following condition for equilibrium

is obtaimdt

m-57 (t) . j* ,V(%) <»»
From the above the equilibrium output X(t) isr



in.58 t(t) , [iA.P

*her« d* l8 a» in III-56(b) and r^O* It is apparent that the on3y

differenee between III-56 and III»$8 is to be found in the constant parts

of the solution. Then if the equilibriua output has to satisfy the

equation the following equation should be satisfiedt

111-59 ^ H d-e""^)
The equation 111-59 shows that the rate of interest has to be an

adjustaent factor for the equalisation of the two solutions for output.

Since the abowe arguaent is based on the assunption of a nonzero rate

cf interest a solution of III-59 for this condition alone is sufficient.

The case of negative rate of interest is ruled out. Hence the condition

tmder which the solution of III-59 exists with positive rate of interest

is given by I

in-60

One important observation whioh has to be made in this connec

tion is that r could equal (T only in the case in idiieh f m b, accord

ing to III-59* But this condition laay not be acceptable. Hence it may

be aaintained that r iwed not equal the rate of grorth. Interest rate

^he condition III-60 is derived as follows, ^biltiply both sides
of III-59 by r, to nake the matter simple. Plot both sides of the result
ing equation on a graph with r measured along the horizontal axis. For
the intersection of the two curves for the two fuiustions at a positive r
it is necessary that the slope of the zdght hand side of the equation is
greater than that of the left hand side at r s 0. III-60 means Just this.

2
This conclusion may be ocmtrasted with that of von Neumann.

See von Neumann, loc. clt.



In the present model is to be determined vith reference to the Talue of

8, 6 and growth rate* Moreover^ since the durability of capital

is also an i^ortant parameter in the model one nay deriTe the relation

ship between this and the rate of Interest from the conditions as well*

The i«y in which this is being done is by stn^^fing the condi

tion for maxianm output for any given value of 9* In the Subsection A

above the condition for such masAwun was easily found* In the case in

which the labor force is constant but there is neutral technological

progress taking place the condition IIZ-50 would hdd* It may be

recalled that such a condition asstures the optimal durability of capi

tal from the point of view of entrepreneurial equilibri\m. This should

bo understood as a detorminant of the rate of interest and not of the

durability, the latter being assumed in this model as given* If such

an equation is taken with the equation of the type III-59 one may have

two equations to determine one unknown* But if r and 9 were variable

it would result in a eoa^lete system* If it is objectionable to con

sider 9- as a variable for the purpose of analysis simply because of the

as8UB|>tloa made here that it is fixed the condition derived for entre-

preiwurial optimum will be reduiulant* However, (me might conceive of

two different economie syiteM such that their difference lies in all

other paraiwters except for the life of capital goods* The choice of

ai^ one system depend on the effect of durability of capital goods.

This then establishes the optimal sedition for durability of capital

goods* Only in such a ease the second condition becomes necessary.



If it is 84aitt«d that variation of 0 would lead to change in

the level of output, other things reaaining equal, one might as wen

obtain another condition for the maximum output derived fr<m the equa

tion of the type IIX-56, when the technologioal progress is taking place*

* naiimiM exists at mom finite value of 0 in the model considered

here, because a too small 0 would, while snowing the entrepreneurs to

take advantage of the latest ii^>rovements in teehnology, reduce the

total product of the eoonoay by reduoii^ net addition to the stook of

capital* If 0 is too large the econoay is aeeunulating more capital,

but it is not taking advantage of the laproveaent in the technology

that is taking place in the economy at a certain given rate*

thus, in the csto in which technological progress of the iHnd

being considered here is taking place, one has two optima* One is for

the technically possible output of the econoiqy. Another is for the

equinbrium output of the economy* Ihe conditions are not written here*

But it may be remarked that in the present model the two <^iaa are

equal if and only if the rate of interest is equal to the rate of growth

of output. However, as argued above, it may not be possible that the

two rates would be equal. If not, one should consider that the optimum

condition derived from the equation tor equilibrium output is the rele

vant one.

Since enough has been said about the model baMd on an uncon

vincing assumption above, it is now considered worthwhile to approach

the problem posed by the assumption of the present section fraa a

different standpoint. In tha next mibseotion the model is studied by



Introdaeing factor prleas into the picture^ and with the help of the

eonolueiona regarding the long run trend of the economy, srae inferences

will be derired about the possible trend in the technology of the

econosQr*

0. Facter-Pricesa Qrowth and Technology. Only a sinqple ease

nay be taken new* In this case the entrepreneurs allow a fixed propor

tion of the capital Inrested as depreciationi^ and the price of capital

goods of the SUM kind does not rary over time. The depreciation

formola is arrired at by allowing the rate of interest* Thus if the

anount of ei^ital invested at tins t is k(t}, it is assuiaed that

rk(t)/(e'®«l) is the depreciation allowed per unit of tine throughout

the life tiJM ef the capital. When investaent in capital k(t) is Badc«

the entrepreneur is eowoitted to incur oertain expenditures apart froa

the depreoietion* The aaount of labor that ia eaqployed with the

capital k(t) is aecened to be n(t) which is eq[ael to, say«

Assuns that this level of eiq>loymBt for k(t) is naintained throughout

the life tiJM of the capital* It is assuned ̂ at wage rate is fixed

at w and the other expendituree including the rate of ircfit is also

assumed to be a conatant^ equal to v per unit of k(t)* The total oost

is assumed to be always covered* Thent

III-61 y(t) a k(t)(v ♦ ) ♦ wn^e^*
•  -1

It is further assumed that net saving at t is a constant frao*

tlon of net ineoMS at t* Und«r the present asmmption the total depre

ciation at t is equal to rK(t)/(e^-l} ̂ where K(t} is the total etook



of c&pital at t. Aooording to the present assumption about saving the

folloHing relation holds t

III-62 s {X(t)- RK(t)} 8 k(t) -.RK(t)

where E s r/Ce'^-l). III-61 roay be integrated over the interval^, t-©)
5ktto get X(t) and use the integral in 111-62, writing vN^e for the

integral of wn^e^^. Hsarranging the terms of the equationj
ni-63 k(t) s K(t) (sv+R) ♦

Dlfferentiatioa of ZII-6U with respeet to t givesz

in-6U ^ , (sv-HR) |k(t)-k(t-e)j ♦ wM^e^^

Without entering into a diseussion regarding the solution of

the above equation it wxy be stated that if there is any solution yield

ing positive real rate of grcwth of eapital and of output, it should

vary directly with sv^R imd A. If sueh growth rate is equal to ̂  there

is no innovation of any kind in the eeenoaqy* But if it is different

from A there is an Innovation going on in the required direction such

that the factcn* piriees are kept constant* It should be noted that the

above argunest rules cut the xsratral rise in productivity of factors.

The object of the above argument is to show that if the factor

prices are given and the rate of growth c£ employment of labor force is

given a rate ef increase of output or capital oan be greater or less

only if there exist teehnolG^es which assure this and if the entrepre

neurs are motivatsd to employ such technology. In many works on growth

theories such possibilities have either been assumed or neglected with

out much explanation* This is not without reason. One cannot single

out seme among a vast anltitude cf factors and say that such and such



factors ST0 Mainly responsible for a givMn type of innovation. In the

above ana^^sis it Might be held that if the profit rate r le the

RlnimoM below which the entrepreneurs would not be willing to Invest,

the naintenanoe of a given (ninimoM^ profit rate night be regarded as a

motivation for innovation. On the tdiole there awy be aene truth in

each an argument. But fen* angr situation the appropriate direction of

Innovation is a cong>lex thing to analyze. It is not the intention hert

to study any further argument on this subject. There is the ease of

neutral technological progress vhioh may be taken up now.

In the preceding analysis of this subaeotion not only the case

of neutral progress in technique was avoided but also the possibility

of changes in factor price was argued away. The reason is that if such

changes are allowed the effect of such changes on the en^loymcnt of

ourrent ingiut with old capital goods has to bo clearly Incorporated In

the model. In what follows the author attempts the analysis under the

assus^ion of neutral technological progress which would raise the

productivity of factors and their prices over time.

A Sogfi^stion, The object of this subeootiOn Is to suggest some modifi

cation of Johansen's model which has been swen to be extremely rigid in

its ascuag)ti<»i8. The rigidity of the model became apparent when it was

found that rising productivity of the factors has been entirely

neglected in the model as affeoting the profitability of a ohoioe of

factor prcpcrtion in the plant which is already in operation.



It does not seea realistlo to disregard the possihlUty that

when a plant is in operation entrepreneurs are free to emm extent to

vary the eaploywent of current ii^uts of labca* and Materials. In aueh

a situation it is twoessarj to find out how far the entrepreneiirs ere

able to respond to the changing factor prioes to Maintain the level of

activity that would guarantee a MiniawB profit rate.

7o be speoific, it ia aeenaed that productivity of the factors

is increasing expcmntially for new capital foms at the rate g per

unit of tine. If at any time a new capital is eaployed with a given

araount cf labor Sm somo given proportion, suoh proportion my be taken

to be ideal only at a given set of factor prlees. But when factor

priees are changing the entreiareneurs will be able to cliange the level

of eapl^ment of variable ix^uts. Although one nay not know precisely

what rules of behavior shcnCLd be consistent it may he taken for granted

that when a fixed factor is given, any increase in the enploynent of

the variable factors will lead to dlBinlshing returns. Using the oon>

tent of this rule it is assuMsd that when wage rate ia rising, the

•ntreprarwure will ea^loy less labor with the given stock of capital

and that may lead to a rednotion in the output of a plant lass than in

proportion to the reduction in the eofplogment of labor.

It Is assuMOd that the total labor n(t) employed at time t with

the oapital k(t) will be redaoed at the rate S per unit of tine because

of rising wage, thus at the time of replacenent of the capital, there

will be only e**^®n{t) units of labor esployed with k(t). However, this
rate of redaction of labor will not lead to a proportionate rate of



tHiduction of output of the plant. It is sssunsd that the output Is

rodttosd at ths rate <^8 where ¥hs equation for deriving the

form of n(t) is as foUawst

III-65 jO^^ s \ n(u) e'S(t-u)

The solution of III-65 ean easily give the value of n(t) as n_e^^,
_v— . "owh«r. B, >

The aquation for the total output may he written asi

III^ X(t) a j ' ah%) e«® e-'*S(t.u) ̂

iri^ere we have k(t) s sX(t). fy the proesdure which will be illustrated

in the nsxt section <nis may obtain a solution for X(t) • If the solution

is taken to be one with ea^onentially growii^ output, it shall have an

asynptotio sdutioa of the type whioh had been given before to be of the

form Ce^^. In the present case also the value of (T is the same as in

III*^. But the value of C is given byi

111-67 C « S 1/(«x84<0

otSf 1

From 111-67 it is clear that depreciation of capital has an

important i*ele in the deterninatioa of output over time. The term

depreciation is used for here. Now some important points should be

noted about the model designed above.

Two types of situations that exist in the econoeQr are inibedded

in one technological constraint III-66. One is that in the real world

when a new plant is built the prcpcn^ion of factors is chosen with

proper regard for the existing factor prices and the current technology.
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at all with , boeaaat thojr art aaaaaad to belong to two difforoBt

eaivaraaa.



This 00M|tXvt98 'th* discusaion of soba of tha essential feattures

of the Model propoMd ia thia aeetion. Manjr probleas renaia to be dia*

eussed, of eeorae. The toughness of the subjeet and limitations of

space and time prcdiibit the author from eBd>arkiag on further contro*

versies at present. Before passing to another seetion some conclusions

of this seeticm are Bumariaed.

g, Conelusions. The nain comausions of this section are as

followst

1. dohansenis model is Tery rigid in that, if co^etitive

assunptira regarding the uniformitj' of factor prices has to be ful

filled, the changes in faetor pricas, and therafore, all ehanges in

technology resulting in the change in preductiirlty of factors, are to

be ruled out* Under the assumption of cwistant teehniquo and constant

factor prices the case of fixed labor soqpply was studied and it was

found that, given an initial ewidition, output may grow such that in the

losig ran it will tend to an asyasptote which is finite and determined by

the parameters of the system. It was also observed that mtput at the

asymptotic level is higher, higher the S. However, it was found that

the rate of interest is related to the value of 0 such that with a

given value of 6 th«»e is a rate of intwrest which determines the

asymptotic equilibrium.

2, Althotti^ the introdttcti<M of asutral technological progress

in Johaasen*s modsl was found to bo inconsistent, the effect of such

introduction along with the as8aiiq)tion of e3q>andiiig labrar force was

studied. It was found that in such ease the eoonosQr would asymptotically



eoimrge to & lorel of output v/hioh would grow at a rata datmn^ned

the rata of technol(^ieal progress and the rate of increase of labor

supply. The ralati<m between the rate of Interest and the durability of

coital was conBidered. From the point of view of entrepreneurial equi

librium, the relation does not seen to differ from what was obsenred in

the previous model, namely that there is an inverse relationship between

the two. The problem that from the point of view of the econoti^ the

rate of teehnolc^ical progress in^oses another condition of optimtm

output was also discussed. However, this condition was regardsd as

irrelevant if one were eoncarnsd with equilibrium.

3* The purpose in C was to discuss the model on the assnnp-

tion of constant factor prices and by representing the aggregate output

in terms of the earnings of faotcu's. Zt was found that the rate

growth in such a ease would be determined by the savings coefficient,

quaai-rent and the rate of growth of labtar. If the rate of growth so

determiaed involves change in the factor-ratios, it follows that inno

vations are taking place in the econcmqr such that the prices of factors

are maintained at constant level. Such a situation would have been

worth considering in stmie detail. 1^ at the moment it was found diffi

cult to cemceive of a produeticm model that could aecompltah the objec

tive. Moreover, to be realistic one has to pay attention to the risi:^

productivity and increasing faot<n* prices, which was neglected there.

U. The last sectim was devoted to the case in which rising

productivity is allowed with an l^ortant modification of Johansen's

model. The author introduced the assm^tion that after a capital is



Installed the intensity with which it Is operated varies with factor

prices. It was held that capital in that case beeoraes a lledtational

factor and output becomes a function of oxirrwife ii^ut. With this

assufl;}tion the nodel was solved to yield output level which was

influenced significantly by the rate ef shrinkage of output, or as it

may be said, by the rate of shrinkage of aetivity, related to a given

eapital good over time*

Those In brief are the conclusions of the present section. A

similar prbblctm with a dif ferent assumptlcn I'egarding the productive

life of capital good will be considered in the next sectloi.

Section Vt Lon of Capital Goods

In this seetlon Is studied the ease of capital goods that are

depreciating at an eaqponentlal rate "V . This in^lies that of the total

—^0amount of capital K(t) at tiiae t only K(t)e will be available for

use after 6 units of tliae* Under Uohansen's assui^tlon the produotiv-

ity of such eapital will shrink at the sane rate and the amount ef labor

employed with the eapital at any time will also shrink at the sane rate.

In the present case also theire is the problem of finding out

the effect of changing factor prices in the case of rising productivity.

This will be tackled with the sane method as the one used in D of the

last section. First the implications of J^iansen's model will be dis-

cussed with the assuqotion that there has been no change in productivity

^he production model In its elementary form is due to Johansea
but the modifications are the author's own.



of factors of production. This will be the object of Subsection A in

what follows. In Subsection B the assunqptions are aodified allowiag

for increase in the productivity of the factors of production. In G

this section is concluded.

A. Growth without Technological Progress. A consequenee of

the present assuiqjtioa regarding depreciation of capital goods is that

the capital goods produced at any tiae live for an infinite length of

tine though the proportion of there living decreases exponentially ever

ti»e. Thus the aaount of labor e^pleyed with capital at any tiae also

decreases in a sinilar way. Assuning full-eaq>loy»ent of labor the

aaount of labor eig)loyed at t is distributed to capital goods produced

at different points of tins in such a way that the following relation

holds}

111-68
„ >t
*0* s j da

The above equation uses the assuaption that the labor force is

expanding at the exponential rate. The function n(t) is also used to

designate the aaount of labor eiqpleyed with the capital produced at

tine t. Since the labor enployed with capital of earlier periods is

released for reenploynent with the new capital goods the resulting

expression III-68 is derived. It should be noted that labor alloyed

with capital of tine u, n(u), is reduced to 0(0)0"^^^"^^^ at time t,
(t>u). In order to solve the equation III-68 it nay be differentiated

at first to yield}

III-69 N^o^^ - n(t)-yNQe^^



from vhich f oXlowst

ni»70 n(t) s

Tho asinui^lon that k(t} s 8X(t} and tha «8« of the Cobb*

Douglae production function leads to the following equation for the

aggregate output at time tt

111-71 X(t) . (n'e^^)^"^ s^X^(u) du
-00

where n' « In order to solro the above equation it miqr be

differentiated first te givet

I = /lit) Wx(t)
fhe solution of III-72 is the foUowingt

where C is a constant detemdaed from initial conditions* It is easily

obsexnred that the growth rate will tend to ̂  as time passes* Tor

high Y the asyngjtotie level of output becomes low* So far the writer

is with Johansen* Vow the other aspeet of the model may be observed:*

The intention hwe is to find out the equilibrium rate of output

vhich satisfies the condition that the value of capital at each point

of time is equated to the amount of saving that is involved in produc

ing it* The marginal productivity of capital k(t) « 8X(t) at time t

from the production function is to be derived and fr«n it the total

earnings of this capital per unit of time from t to ̂  is to bs deduced

See J(^an8ex^ op> clt», pp. 168-70. The treatramnt of the prob
lem above is essentially sisdXu* to his.



allowing the rtirinkage of this earning at the nte / , The earning is

then diacounted at the rate r.^ This gives the following eqoationi

III-7U aX(t) = fP(n'e^^)^-^sPx^(t) ^
t

^ integrating III-7li and rearrangii^ the tenu of the result

ing equation the equaticm for r foUoirai

111-75 r » P(n«e^^)^*Vx^(t) - sYk(t)
sX(t)

From III-72 it my be seen that the first term in the namrator of the

right hand side of III-75 is equal to +Yx(t)^l^. Using this In the
equation 1X1-75 one hast

m-76 r ^(5g(t) ♦Tl(P.t)}
j|Y *1where g(t) is equal to ~ or the groitth rate at time t. Sinoe the

equation 111-76 contains all other terns, except g(t), that are assumed
to be oonstant g(t) also has to be ooastaat. Otherwise it has to be

assumed that at time t the entrepreneurs discount their future income at

a rate of interest which would change with the passage of time. If such

is the case the rate of interest will have the same tendency as the

rate of growth of output to approach a constant a^rag>totio valus as the

growth rate win have. However, the authw considers it better to

regard the constant rats of growth ^ as the valid solution. (hM ean

see that the integration of the expression in 1X1-75 would give A ««

the rate of growth of output, provided the rate of interest does not

vary with tins, which nay bo assumed to have bssn sstisfisd. In any
osss ths equation 111-76 is the condition which is to be satisfied if



•<iailibri«a output, defined according to the aaauiqption underlying

III-TU, is to be realised.

Fron III«76 it is apparent that the rate of interest ean be

equal to the rate of growth if and only if « s. This condition was

true in the iwdels considered in the last section also, in eeon<Higr

with P- s > 0 esperienees a hij^er rate of interest than a sisdlar

econcffl^ with ̂  s s assuming Y and g to be the same for both of them.

In interpreting 111-76 r should be eoasidorod as a dependent

variable. Further one should not use the ceteris paribus assumption

in ordmr to e]q>lain the effect of change in any of the paraiesters on

g or r, since all the t«*n8 are interrelated.

The ease of an economy in which neutral technological progress

is taking place will be inrestigated now.

B. Neutral Teehai«^ogieal Progress and Growth. The author will

not repsat hare the argawmts why in a ooaqpetitiTe system Johansen's

approach Is questionable in the case of increasing productivity of fac

tors leading to increased factor pzdoes over time. 3ut for the sake of

eq^hasis it is worth repeating that while new investment in capital

goods is being astdej, one msy be aKLe to ehoose an qptiioal factor ooiB-

bination considering the factor prices and prices of goods though such

choice is not possible after the type of plant is chosen set in

qperation. But after the capital is installsd it is not necessary that

it should be used to produce output using the planned oombination of

factors. The fact a capital good has to live a certain length of

life prohibits an entreprensur frcm introducing new technology whenever



h.9 (SasItos* But this decs not neces^ftrlly pZ'S'TGnt hist I'roiB varying

ourraaifc inputs whwwvsr the situation necessitates this. This neces

sity of varying the aaount of current ii^juts arises whenever the prices

of ix^uts are changing. In the present model when wage rate is chang

ing it docs not psqr an entrepreneur t© employ the ssm amcmnt of labor

as planned daring the installation of the capital. He has to vary the

amount of labor if he is to produce profitably at all. For an entre

preneur the fixed capital beecms a limitatii^al factor and the rate of

output becomes a function of ths currant output.

If this idea is used in the present model one has to consider

a pro«tictioa function which d^icte the short run technical possibil

ities of variation of output by varying the iiputs of labor. It is

aisleadii^ to mqppoce that variation of labor isput will proportion

ately change the amount of output. It is equally misleading to suppose

that the production function which deseribos the poeslbilities of vary

ing output hy changing itqms is the eaise ae in the ease when fixed

capital outlays are being mads and the appropriate choice of factor

cofld}ination ie made on the basia of the factor prieea ruling at a given

time. When new capital ie being installed the different capital output

ratios yielding a given amcant of output are examiaed with the view that

such output rssalts from the normal utilisaticm of oapaoity. Otherwise

a production funetion has little meaning, when the planning of a pro-

duotion process with an optimal combination of factors is concerned.

But when the amount of capital is given as already in the shape of a

plant in operation the variation of product by varying iiq;>uts oaimot be



definitaly deaorlbad in terae of a production function of that typ«» In

«ach a easa the variation of ii^ts rednoe or Imream outputs moro

or less sharply than in the ease aentioned above. At the mmat the

author does not intend to elaborate upon this subject. Here the model

that will be developed will utilise the same ideas as in B of the

previous seoti(m.

The assttsptlon of the previous diseusslons that technology of

a neutral variety is advanoing at a eonstant exponential rate g is

used here. This advance in technology is leading to a continuous

increase in the factor prieos. The oonsequenso of this is that in

industries whieh utilias (^der oapital goods less and less labor ia

eaployed. But the output trm auoh capital is reduced less than in

proportion to the reduction of labor at each moment of time. S o(S

ai« the respective rates at which labor and output are ahxdnklng.

cC is determined hy the short run prodnction function and S by and g

tc^(eth«r. It is perhaps reasonable to ssppose that 8 is an increasing

fimetion of g*

It is now clear that there are two typee of what one may

shrinkago functions. For labor th^ are S and Y . For output th^

are oiS and Y * One may fimi the funoti<m n(t) by solving the following

integral equation}

III-77 5 C n(u)e"'^^*^^ du
'•OQ

Being similar arguments as in the case of III-68 the following

solution is arrived ati



111-78 n(t) e nV^

vhere a « HqCiT+MS).

For aggragata output the following aquation holdat

III-79 lit) m C e^X^(u) a^
J mpO

The solution of III-79 wgr be fouad tgr using aaalogoua arguaant as in

the case of 1X1-71. The solution in this ease isi

in.80 I(t) . tl
(g+(i.W('<J+^+ir) J

The abotre solution does not differ in form frcaa the previews

solution in 1X1-73. Jfaraovarj as in the ncdel discussed in the last

section^ growth rate is detaralaad hF the rate of growth of labor

euppljr and the rate of technological progress in the long run. But

there are some eharacterlstios in the present solution which require

attention.

In the preTious nodel of this section it could be seen that the

rate of growth of output is not affected in angr significant way by the

deteminants of such rate of growth. The rate of growth of labor force

could exert scae influenee on the aqngptotic level of output as on the

rate of growth. The rate of phgrsleal depreciation of eapitaly Y,

could exert downward pressure on the level of output in the long run

and also waa one iag>ortant detendnant of the speed at vhloh the

asyinptote is appreaohed. la the present oase« however^ the rate of

technologies! progress not only affeots the rate of growth of output

but while exerting downward preasure on the level of long run output

partly by itself and partly by influencing the rate of shrinkage of



output, duo to tho obsoloeeeneo effoet of the teohnologleel progreae, it

also affects the apeed with which the aqmptote is reached* Thus g

plaja a aoaMwhat coa^lioated role in the above nodal.

New the equilibriua condition sa/ be taken as in the previous

aubaeetion. In the place of g(t) write the asgnqptotio growth rate of

III-80 and use ^ i» the place of ^ . The following condition

then holds for the present nodel which la analogous to 1X1*761

111*81 r - 1 ♦ (dS+Y) (p-a)]

The rate r la in this case doubly affected by the rate of tech*

nological progress, firstly as a eoag>oa0nt of the rate of growth of

output and secondly as a deteminant of the obsoleaewaee rate* If poa*

aibly the more realiatie situation, ̂ >S, is assanad in both ways g

raises r. Sinilarly, r is raised by o(, idiich nay be called 8hort->run-

aBrginal*oost>ooeffioieiit, in the event of its rise*

The validity of the above aodel depends tq>en hew far the

reality agrees with it. It is not the object of the author to test the

conclusion in the present work* But fron a purely analytical point of

view the author believes that the line taken vp in the last nodel

appears to be Justifiable both on grounds of consistent greater

degree of realisn.

0. Conclusion. The aain conclusions of this section are that

the rate of physical depreciation of capital has downward pressure on

the long run developwent of output* It also affects the speed with

which the long run atiiQ>totie level of output is reached* It was



argaed, as in ih« pravious wetion, that tha atfuiQjtion of teehnologioal

progress which raises factor prices cannot be valid in Johansen's aodal

if tha axistence of short inin production funotions, which allows varia

tion in current inputs eaplcyod par unit of existing capital goods

without leading to proportionate variation in outputy is denied* This

arguaent is valid if uniforaity of factor prices in all eaplojiaent is

assunedy which} of course} is the consequence of oonpetitive assunption

which is mde throughout the present wcu'k* On the basis of this argu-

iBsnt the last nodel was developed*

Once the assunption that hgr varying inputsj output could be

varied according to the lulled operation of the lav of diainishing

returns} is Intrcdnced an obsolescence function is derived} the shc^e

of which is determined by the rate of technological progress (of the

type discussed here), and the coefficient or coefficients of the short-

run production function* The writer here considered a coefficient

which} together with g was assuned to deterid.ne the rate S which was

considered as the rate at which the esployisent of labor in capital

installed at any tine will decline even if the rate of physical depreci

ation were zero* The rate of shrinkage of output was siadlarly defined

to be d^s •

The consequence of this assun^tion was that the rate of techno

logical progress influenced directly the rate of growth and indirectly

both the long run tendency of t}» eeoncazy aixl the speed of the eoonosQr

tcvard this* Its effect on the obsolesoexioe of capital is to be

regarded as the i^p«rtant aspect of the last nodal*



Nov the inQ>cMrtftixt features of Johansen'e audel of econonde

growth have been exaained* In the next section the present chapter Is

concluded with 8<»is rensrks.

Section 71i Concluding Reaarks

In the introduction of this chapter om would find that the

purpose cf the ehiqpter was to derive the lo|)lications cf the growth

aodel due to J<dumsen, because cf the realisa it wanted to bring in

the teohnolegieal assuaption. The author was in favor of the new type

of aodel because of its recognition of the fact that capital goods are

durable, and factor substitution or innoTation of any kind is not

possible as l(mg as old capital goods exists* Changes in technique

occur and, if desired, one factor can be substituted for another only

at the tiso old capital goods are replaced by the new* Under these

assiingjtiono various nodels were studied with varying conditions of

labor supply and technological progress* But, it is needless to repeat

in detail here that the isodel in the fom as presented by Johansen was

found to be eo rigid that changing productivity of factors could not be

acc<»Bodated in it without sacrificing weh of the consistency. This

consideration led the author to ferwlate the last nodels in the last

two sections*

It should, however, be adaitted that the nodels referred to,

idilch in the assuaption that the short run and the long run production

functions are different and that both of then have to be included in

dealing with the theory of growth, are neant to illustrate the nature of



the atten5)t«d aynthegis of Johanson's *odel iiith tha aodal of the neo-

®l®-®®ioal econoBilsta* A moh nore elaborate etudjr of thla aspect of

the problem would hare prodaoed eoae more Interesting results, perhaps*

But the limitation of tine and space relative to the of research

required prevented the author from taking up this task.

Since the nain conolusions of the different sections above are

alreadjr Mted at the end of those sections it is found unnecessary to

repeat them here*

«>y ^ <•
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Vithout going into methodologioal detail or epecifie analytic

teehnique the argunenbs of the preoeding ehaptere are eomaarised belmr

in a generally aiiif>lified nanner*

It any be recalled here that the purpose of this stuc^ has been

to Si^plain the distribution of iaecaM between labor and eapital in th«

context of the theory of eoonoaie growth* It nay also be reealled that

the marginal analysis has been used as the means to aecoaplish the

objective* It is needless to repeat here that the marginal productivity

themy of ino(»w distribution is directly applicable to the neoclassi

cal and Johansen's models of economio growth, whereas this is not the

case with the fixed-coefficient model of Harrod* In the latter case

incoaa distribution could be esqplained with the help of a multisectoral

model, using the various coefficients of production characteristic of

different sectors of the econoay and the funeticms for the goods*

The purpose of explaining inccmm-distributim for all the

models considered in the present work has been to see whether under

what conditions full-eaployment growth equilibrium exists. It is clear

that growth of output is indeterminate unless the level of eaq^leyment

of factors and technology is known* Qiven the state of teoimology and

the s\q)ply of factors, tho level of employment of factors and output of



goods depend tqpon denand for the total output, Demnd end supply- of

output are brcught Into equality through adjustaent of prices of goods

and factors. Keeping these basic and eloBontary facts in nind it is

worthwhile to consider hew they are applied to the three nodels dis-

eussed in this work.

In oozBieetion with Harrod's aK>del the discussions centered

oainly around the question as to whether there is any eaplanation of

factor pricing when there is full-eaq)loy«eiit growth equilibrium. In a

one sector model it was not possible to explain this unless Kaldor's

thscay was aoeepted. Another ipproaoh that oould consistently be taken

was to hare a mnltiseotoral model based on the assunption of fixed

coefficients of production. The oxistonoo of more than one sector with

different techniques of produetion assures a wide range of output for

which full employaent of factcrs could bo achieved. Specifically the

difference between a ime sector model end a sMdel oonsisting of more

than one seotor with different techniques lies in the fact that in the

former ease there is one and only one resouree vector for full e^loy-

ment to exist at any aMxaent of time, whereas in the latter ease there

is a set of infinite vectors of rosourcos for which this is true.

In tho approach taken in Section 71, Chapttr II, of the present

work capital goods were treated for the most part as intermsdiate goods.

The treatment of eapital goods as stocks of durable goods does not pre

sent any significantly now problem oonevning incoms-distribution. In

berth oases the solution of the model will lead to positive full-

enployaent output of goods in the long run determined solely by the



availability of labor and teohnology. The Inooaa dlatribution part of

the model comes from the demand functions and the equations relating

prices to costs in which the coefficienta of produotion beooime relevant^

The crucial part of the thesis is that since in the model being consid

ered the substitution between factors is not allowed en the production

side the existence of full-ei^loyMent equilibrium for all economically

maningful values of production coefficients and for all initial values

of the resources and their growth rates, rsquires that the substitution

of the consumers as between all goods available or that between the

present goods and future ones should bs perfectly flexible. Thus the

rigidity of the one side of the economy has to be coi^letely oowpensatcd

by the perfect flexibility of the ether.

Kaldor hae introduced eone degree of flexibility in his model

at least by assuming that the propensity to save varies tr<m one group

of factor owners to anothw. But this is done by assiuning that within

one group of factor owners there is eewe c<mstant propensity to save.

This is step toward esplaining the existence of full-en^XeymeRb

equilibrium. Hesrever, this is not nscsssarily the rij^xt step. One can

easily imagine cases in which Kaldor*s theory is not applicable, not

only in its original version hut also in more elaborate versions applied

to mors than one sector.^ The defects cf Saldor's assut^ption cure

^he writer cams across an interesting and illuminating article
R. M. Davis, "Income Distribution in a Two Sector Model," Oxford

Econoi^c Papers (foz^hooming), when the pxHieenb work was already com
pleted. In tlie article Kaldor's theory was applied to a suxlel consist
ing of consuiq)tion goods and investment goods sectors. With given
savings coefficients, there is the problem that though arbitraxy initial



elearlj reiaored by the procedure foUoired In the premnt work, la vhich

aaringe coefficients are the oonsequanoes of the working of the totality

of raarket forces. The defects referred to are the possibility of

econojaioally unaoeeptable prices of factors and goods at full-eB5)lqyment

which can result from the atsiniytion of constant aa-rlng coefficients.

The neoclassical theory of econonie growth is brought into the

present work at a contrast to Harrod's wodel. On grwmds of realism

the adherents of the neoclassical approach assuns that the production

function at any state of tcchni<2u.e consists of alternatiTe processes

of producing a girea output. Ths rarlabJlity of coefficients of pro

duction which is thus assiuosd allofws any arbitrary amount of factors to

be fully ei^lflycd with positiT# rate of return. The factor pricing la

most easily explained If the production obeys the law of constant

returns to scale. The assuwption of constant returns to scale, besides

leading to owisenienee In analysis, has an interesting property which

is contained in Mcrishima's or SaMuelson'a substitution theorem. If it

is assu-med that factors are ei^ployed according to the rule that the

marginal productivity of ewh factor equals Its prioe then the fixed

coefficient i«>dels appear to be assuming that the relative factor-prices

remain invariant over long period. If this is assumed to be true of

endowment of factors may lead to positive outputs which grow at the
rate deterndned by the rate of grcwth of labor and the parameters of
the production functions, the existence of positive profit has to
satisfy certain constraints relating the saving coefficients and the
total available labor. Hence the proposition that perfect flexibility
of ccnsuBwr behavior is required for full-eag)loymenb equilibrium is to
be asewned.



fl̂ a*rod*8 aodaX then it folloire that a less than rall'»eqpleginent situa

tion is due to the rigidity of faetor-priees. How far this is true is

not clear from Harrod' s model* But in the neoclassical model the

a88un|>tion of constant returns to scale results in the conclusion that

stationary growth process at fuU-estployment can be aohiered in the

long run*

It is true^ as S^ow has shown, that the assugition of constant

returns to scale need not necessarily lead to a stationazy growth

process* It may also be true that the coemeienta of prodinstion need

not be determined according to the substitution theorem under condi

tions of instability. If one assumss, however, a nieely behaved produc

tion of the Cohb-Dcuglas type, and if movements of prices and output

fluctuations do not disturb the working of the economic system it is

possible that full-es|>loyment equilibrium will be realised* It may be

Mqpeeted that the fluotuction in output and prices which may occur in

the short run would be unlqpsrtant compared to the effect of the per

sistent tendeneies in faster supply and technology* Thus a neoclassi

cal model may be regarded as fairly stable at full-empleymoHt. It may

be remarked that in the cam cf the neoclassical model even if there

are rigidities in consumer behavior the assuiqption of flexibility on

the production aide is sufficient to explain incoam distribution.

The assunption of wariabili-^ of factor-proportions in a

neoclassical model appcsrs to bs an sxaggsration of reality in the

sense that plant and equipment existing at any point of time are of

definite nature and may not allow substitution between factors and also



the introduction of new technique* Johansea*s aodeX attempts a

synthesis of Harrod'a nodel, which is regarded ralid for the rtiort run,

and the aeoclassical model bj aasiuaing that new techniques or changes

in factor proportions can be introduced only at the time when old

capital is replaced or new inrestnent is aade. With sons different

sini^e assunptions regarding the shrinkage or the durability of capital

mathematical models are built which yield solution for the growth of

output over time* But the ineoae distribution aspect of the furoblev

is entirely left out* This Isavse the question as to what conditions

are required for the existence of loog run full-«q>lci]ment equilihriua

unanawered.

It hae been the purpoae of the last chapter of the present work

to foroatlate Jcdiansen's suidel with sufficient sisplifying assuaptions

such that the distribution aspset at ths model eould be olearly

explained* It was assumed that in the long run the zule at substitution

between factors would be the one given by the Cobb-Douglas production

function and regarding the progress of tschnology it was considersd as

resulting in the neutral shift of the produetion function* The explana

tion of income distribution is easy ones such assuaption is made* The

durability «f capital, hcwever, posed an additional problem, which will

be noted at the end of this chapter* Using the same assunptions as

Johanssn has done regarding the shrinkage of capital both the produc

tion and distribution aspects of the model were studied*

As far as the growth of output over the long run is emosmed

J^^iansen*8 modtol mpplies little additional information which may not be



fooad in th« neoolassioaX theory. In Interpreting the distribution

part of the nodel the narginal productivity theory ires applied as In

the case of the neoclassical aodel. The following equations of which

the firat refers to the ease of capital goods having finite life and

the second refers to the ease in which the capital goods depreciate at

an exponential rate, show the relationship between the rate of Intwosb

and grcwth rate and other parasMttwst

1. * I I d-e-'*®)

where <r and g(t) are growth rates, r, the rate of interest, ̂  , the

ejqponent of the tm'n capital in the production function which neasures

the proportion of Incraw going to capital, s, the gross^eavingo

coefficient, y the rate of depreciation and & , the durability of

capital.

The above equations show the relationship between the rate of

interest and the other paranetors of the nodel asaused* One nay con

trast the relationship explained hy then with the one which von Ifouaaaa^

has established in his nodel and also with the relationship which Solow^

has explained for Rarrod's nod^. In von Neunann's casa the rate of

interest is equal to the rate of igrowthi, thereby Ixqilylng that in a

See von Neumann, "A Model of General Economic Equilibrium,"
Review of Eeonoralc Studies. XIII d9U5-li6), 8.

O

R. M. Solow, "A Note on the Price Xievel and Interest Rate in
a Qrcwth Model," Review of Economie Studies. XXI d953-5li), 7l*-9.



stationary eoonony the rate of interest is aero. In the present ease

liquation 1 eannot be used for a stationary condition. HotreTer, from

Bquation 2 above it is elear that if g(t) is sero r oan be eero only if

Pat 8 for all aeoimitabls values of Y • Perhaps the iB|>ortant point ef

differenee between the larewent position and the position of von Neuoann

lies in the relation between P aiul s. If the von Neunann eoonony is

stationasy with depreeiating capital goods^ depreciation of capital pw

unit of tiae being taken at constant the return on eapital is just

enough to replace it. This would nake ̂  = But if eapital gets more

than the anount just sufficient to cover its cost of production (exclud

ing interest charge) there eidsts a rate of interest even in the

stationary state aiul in the case of a grawingy|the rate of ixzberest

exceeds the rate of growth. Sinilar caag>sri8on may be aade between the

conclusicm reached here and that of Solow in whose model too the rate

of int<MreBrt is equal to the rate of growth of output if the price level

is 8tati(mary« which is h«re assumed to be the ease.

The eqitati(ms 1 and 2 Bienti<»ied above are derived tram the con

dition for eo^etitive oqullibriua. Thus for fuU-enplqjmient equilibrium

to exist Johansen's model requires those conditions to be satisfied.

But there is one more point elaborated in the last chapter though not to

a sufficient length which deserves particular notice. The poiid> is that

in order to jU'esent the condition of eoiBpetltive equilibrium acnre con

sistently the present writer had to depart from the assuog^tion of

Jdiansen regarding technol^. The departure is necessitated by the

problem which arises in the ease of teohnologioal progFasa, especially.



vhen the rise in productivity of faetoars raises their prices. In

Johanaen's aodel it is assxined that the old plants are always operated

at the planned level of intensity ttooughoat their life irrespective of

the change in faetcar prices that might be going on. This is not neces

sarily true. If in the aesmned eeoA<»^7' a oontinuons rise in productivity

is taking place and factor prices ere rising it is not profitable for

the old plants to produee at their original eapaoity. Hence plants

become obsolete siiqply because of the changing prices of factors. There

fore sone flexibility Is necessary in the aodel if uniformity of factor

prices throughout the eeonogjr and the equilibrium of the producing firms

is to be realised.

Toward this «nd the writer has found it helpful to assume a short

run production function which has different parameter from that in the

long run one. The idiort run production function is defined for aiy

given fixed plant in terme of current input alone as variable. The

diminution in the product per unit of current iqput, namely labor in

the model eonsie^edj, i^en its ei^loysent is reduced and the increment

of the product in the opposite case do not follow the same pattern ee in

the case of the variation of faotor-pr<g>Qrtion along the long run pro

duction function. Ifith this asaaiqption an obsoleseenoe function was

defined as depending upon the parameter of the short mn producticm

function and the rate of change In productivity oeourring ezogenously.

The model which hae resulted hae resendjlanoe with all other models dis

cussed, But the eq;ailibi>ituB pattern of output over time is new affected

by the additional factor^ namely, obsoleseenoe, which is different tr<m



th® exogenously given physical life or depreciation of capital goods*

It is now clear that there are two aqpeets of the problem of

factor^prioe^detornination in the new model which might not appear

clearly demarcated in the formolation given in the last chapter. One is

that the l«ig run production function (which includes in it the iagjrove-

went in te^tuu^ogy) explains the change in factor prioe going on in the

section of the eoonosqr in which xtmt plants are being operated* Another

aspect is that the dd plants are trying to adapt to such changes con

tinuously by making ths best of what they have by peasible short-run

adjustments open to them which are deiMaribed by the short run produc

tion function. This latter part is more a problem of alleeation of

labor among existing fixed items of eapital.

One might probably expect a muoh clearer view of the eeonomie

events if the effect of technological progress on the structure of the

economy were eaqplained by taking discrete intervals of time* It would,

perhaps, have been much more illuminating if a major struetural ohange

were assumed to have taken place at one interval of time and if its

effect on employment, output, and obsdeseenee of capital in sulwBequent

intervals wsre studied* This would have led to the problem of struc

tural disequilibrium of the eoonomr.^ Howevmr, the study of the various

types of disequilibrium and Um forces that restore equilibrium lies

In this conneotlon one might consider Schuspeter's argumsnts
about the innovations and their eonsequencea resulting in long waves
of business eyele* See his The Theory of Eoonomio Development
(CambridgeI Harvard University Press, 193U) and Business Cycles
(Hew Yorki McQraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1939).



oatsid* th« scope of the pi's sent work. The tssk of the present studjr

hat been sdLely to studjr the conditions for oontiimofas steadjr eqailibriim

growth. This is sufficient to ̂ stiiy the present treatment of the oon-

tinucus adjustment process.

Since the points laentioned in the preceding pages sonmarise the

isgtortant arguments of the present work, it nay finally be nentioned

that the three aiodels discussed here desoribe three aspects of the sane

world. Which one of then is nore relerant depends upon the Ismies em

is confronted with*

f-'v
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